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Chapter 1

Reentrant Ventricular Tachycardia After
Myocardial Infarction

Review of the Literature and Introduction to the Thesis

Contents:
- Clinical background
- Reentry as a mechanism for cardiac arrhythmias
- Mechanisms of slow conduction and conduction block
- Ventricular arrhythmias after myocardial infarction
- Objectives of the thesis
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Clinical Background
Ischemic heart disease is one of the most common fatal diseases in the industrialized countries.' In the Netherlands in 1999. 18304 people died of ischemic heart disease accounting
for 13% of total mortality in that year." Most of the deaths from ischemic heart disease
(13457) resulted from acute myocardial infarction. In the setting of an acute myocardial
infarction cardiac death is mostly due to a ventricular arrhythmia, in particular ventricular
fibrillation." During the last two decades, improvements in the acute treatment of myocardial infarction by thrombolysis and coronary angioplasty have significantly reduced the
mortality associated with acute myocardial infarction." Consequently, the prevalence of
patients with chronic ischemic heart disease has increased.*'' In the chronic phase of myocardial infarction the major causes of morbidity and mortality are residual coronary ischemia, pump failure and ventricular arrhythmias.'"
Approximately 60% of patients with a previous myocardial infarction have some kind of
ventricular arrhythmia. About 20% of patients have frequent ventricular premature depolarizations (VPD) and about 40% have multiform V P D s . " " Nonsustained ventricular
tachycardia (VT) occurs in 10-20% of patients." '•"' and sustained VT is present in 13%.'*"'* The occurrence and severity of these arrhythmias relate to the occurrence of sudden cardiac death. The 2-year mortality in patients with more than 10 VPBs per hour is 410 percent, increasing to 10-20% in patients with non sustained VT and to as high as 50 %
in patients with sustained VT."*"~° In comparison, patients without such arrhythmias have
a two-year mortality of less than 4 percent.
Sudden death after myocardial infarction usually results from VF that is often preceded by
monomorphic or polymorphic V T . ^ ' " Numerous studies have been undertaken to identify patients with a particular high risk for those ventricular tachyarrhythmias and many different clinical features have been evaluated as possible risk factors. Patients with large
myocardial scars, left ventricular aneurysms or residual coronary ischemia have an increased risk for sustained VT and sudden death.""" Left ventricular dysfunction, as measured
by the left ventricular ejection fraction, is one of the most powerful predictors of both
arrhythmogenic and non-arrhythmogenic cardiac death.'*•"•**•" An association has been
noted between an increased risk of death and the occurrence of frequent VPDs or non
sustained VT on 24 hour ambulatory monitoring.'*""" Exercise stress testing has been
used to identify patients without spontaneous ventricular arrhythmias." Late potentials on
the signal averaged ECG are indicative of late and slow impulse conduction through the
scarred myocardium.'" They indicate the potential for reentry, and their presence may identify patients with a high risk for sustained VT and sudden death.'"' Clinical electrophysiological studies have shown that patients with a previous myocardial infarction and inducible VT had a higher incidence of an arrhythmic event and sudden cardiac death when
compared to those in whom VT was not induced."-"''* Approximately 35 percent of
patients with a previous myocardial infarction will have an arrhythmia induced with an
elecrrophysiological study. About 20% of these patients (range 6 to 41 percent in the
various studies) will have an arrhythmic event during a one year follow-up period. In con-9-
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trast, the incidence of an arrhythmic event is only 7 percent (range 0-14 percent) in noninducible patients."'"''* Heterogeneity in repolarization, as measured from the QT-interval
on the surface ECG, may indicate the presence of a substrate for malignant ventricular
tachyarrhythmias."'* Finally, reduced heart rate variability after myocardial infarction is
associated with an increased mortality."'"'
Despite the present tools to identify high-risk patients after myocardial infarction, prevention of ventricular tachyarrhythmias and sudden death in patients with a previous myocardial infarction has been disappointing. In the CAST trial, a study aimed at reducing mortality by suppressing the number of premature beats that induce lethal arrhythmias, treatment of the study population with the Class 1C antiarrhythmic drugs flecainide or encainide resulted in increased mortality in the treated groups (7.7 versus 3.0 percent in placebogroup).'" The increased mortality was primarily due to an excess in arrhythmic deaths (4.5
versus 1.2 percent). d-Sotalol, a Class III anti-arrhythmic drug, was evaluated in a postinfarction study known as SWORD/" Also in this study, an increased incidence of deaths was
found in patients treated with d-sotalol (5.0 versus 3.1 percent in placebo-group), primarily due to arrhythmic deaths (3.6 versus 2.0 percent)/**' Treatment with the new class III
anti-arrhythmic agent dofetilide does not affect total cardiac mortality or arrhythmic
deaths.'" Amiodarone, an antiarrhythmic drug with multiple actions including beta blockade, does reduce the number of arrhythmic deaths (relative risk about 0.7), but not total
mortality as was shown both in a large European (EMIAT)^ and Canadian trial
(CAMlAT).'"'The antiarrhythmic effect was greatest in patients with a low left ventricular
ejection fraction and congestive heart failure. However, a large number of patients (12% in
the FMlAT-trial) discontinue amiodarone therapy because of side effects. The only pharmacological intervention after myocardial infarction that provides a desirable clinical outcome is beta blockade, although the mechanism is probably related to mechanical and
metabolic unloading of the heart and reduction in heart rate, rather than to a direct antiarrhythmic effect/*
Because of the high failure rate and proarrhythmic actions of the antiarrhythmic drugs,
alternative nonpharmacologic therapy has received increasing attention. Catheter ablation
of the arrhythmogenic focus has been modestly successful in patients with chronic ischemic heart disease. In many patients, catheter ablation of the arrhythmogenic site(s) cannot
be performed because the VT cannot be induced, the arrhythmia is hemodynamically
unstable or multiple morphologies of VT are present/" In case the presumed arrhythmogenic site(s) can be identified and ablated, 20 to 50° o of the patients still have recurrences
of ventricular tachyarrhythmias/*'" Because of the high recurrence rate of potentially fatal
VT, up to now catheter ablation should be considered adjunctivc and palliative to other
forms of treatment. Cardiac surgery has also been used as a method to remove the arrhythmogenic focus. The surgical techniques most commonly used are endocardia! resection,
cryoablation/'' and myocardial excision.'' An important drawback of surgery is the high
peri-operative mortality rate, exceeding 8% at most centers.**** As with catheter ablation.
the success of cardiac surgery largely depends on the possibility to accurately localize the
-10-
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arrhythmogenic site(s) by mapping/** After the operation. 10 to 30% of the patients still
have recurrences of ventricular tachyarrhythmias. ** In selected individuals, cardiac transplantation can be an ultimate option.
As pointed out above, prevention of ventricular arrhythmias and cardiac death by pharmacological agents and ablative or surgical techniques has failed in many high-risk
patients with chronic ischemic heart disease. Therefore, rather than prevention, reversal of
tachyarrhythmias by an implantabic cardiovertcr dctibnilator (ICD) is becoming more and
more the cornerstone of therapy in high-risk patients.*"*' The ICD is highly effective in terminating VT VF and in aborting sudden cardiac death.""' There are many reports showing
an impressive improvement in expected arrhythmia mortality in patients with an ICD
implanted.*****'**" A meta-analysis of three large trials (CASH.*' CIDS,"* and AVID*'),
including patients with VT, VF or syncope, found a significant 28 percent reduction in
mortality with an ICD compared to amiodarone.** The reduction in mortality was entirely
due to a 50% reduction in sudden death and was only seen in patients with a left ventricular ejection fraction of less than 35 percent. The ICD may also have a role in primary prevention of sudden death in high risk asymptomatic patients with a previous myocardial
infarction, left ventricular dysfunction, non sustained VT. a positive signal averaged hCG
and inducible VT, as was demonstrated by the M ADIT and MUSST trials.*" " However, the
ICD is expensive and its cost-effectiveness is a major concern." ' Therefore, in many
countries, ICD therapy is limited to a highly selective subgroup of patients. Local political
and budgetary considerations may also determine the amount of ICDs implanted. In the
Netherlands, 1:25.000 persons have an ICD implanted, compared to 1:2.000 in the United
States. For individual patients, a major drawback of the device is that frequent painful (and
sometimes inappropriate) shocks may cause a state of anxiety and may even require psychotherapy.
Although the ICD is highly effective in terminating VT/VF and in aborting sudden cardiac
death, its use is still limited and, in fact, is a surrogate treatment for a disease whose mechanisms are inadequately understood. The incidence of ventricular arrhythmias and sudden
death in patients with chronic ischemic heart disease stresses the importance of further
insights into their mechanisms. It has well been established that reentry within the infarcted area is the underlying mechanism of ventricular tachyarrhythmias after myocardial
infarction.™ However, it is still difficult, if not impossible, to fully characterize the electrophysiological properties of the arrhythmogenic substrate (like dispersion of refractoriness, cell-cell coupling, excitability, tissue architecture) in a particular patient. If it would
be possible to identify the key parameters for arrhythmogenicity in individual patients,
antiarrhythmic therapy might be applied with a much higher success rate. For this purpose, both clinical as well as experimental studies are needed to further unravel the mechanisms of this lethal disease.

-11-

Reentry as a Mechanism for Cardiac Arrhythmias
Reentry is defined as a continuous repetitive propagation of an excitation wave traveling
in a circular path, returning to its site of origin to reactivate this site. Probably the first
demonstration of reentry was in 1906 by Mayer who noted that the application of a stimulus to tissue from a jellyfish initiated a rhythmic contraction." Reentry was first described
as a mechanism for reentrant arrhythmias in 1913 by Mines when he recognized that reentrant tachycardias arose from circular electrical pathways/* He established that reentry
could only be induced and perpetuate if: 1) at least two alternative pathways for impulse
conduction were present, 2) unidirectional or transient conduction block occurred in one
pathway, and 3) conduction was slow enough so that the conduction time in the reentrant
circuit exceeded the refractory period of the conducting tissue.™" The ultimate proof for
the presence of reentry is that cutting the reentrant circuit terminates the arrhythmia.
Reentrant tachycardias have been divided into two different forms based upon the type of
substrate: anatomic or functional. During anatomic reentry the impulse circulates around
an anatomical incxcitable barrier (for example scar tissue), resulting in a fixed length and
localization of the reentrant circuit. The cycle length of the tachycardia is determined by
the size of the central anatomical obstacle and the conduction velocity of the impulse.
Because the cycle length usually largely exceeds the refractory period of the cardiac cells.
in all segments of the circuit an excitable gap is present between the head and the tail of
the circulating wave.™ Functional reentry occurs without the involvement of an anatomical
obstacle and depends upon the intrinsic heterogeneity of the electrophysiologic properties
of cardiac muscle.™"'"' Local differences may exist in tissue excitability, refractoriness and
intercellular resistance (for example due to regional ischemia). These differences may
cause local functional conduction block, around which a reentrant circuit can be formed.*"
The location and size of functional reentrant circuits may vary due to the absence of an
anatomically fixed circuit. The size of the circuits is usually small and is determined by the
wavelength of the circulating impulse, defined as the product of conduction velocity and
refractory period.*'"** However, the inability of cardiac tissue to propagate waves with a
very high curvature requires a liminal area for functional reentry to occur."** Therefore,
functional reentrant circuits can have a small excitable gap.™"*' Various types of functional circuits have been described, including leading circle,"* anisotropic reentry,*™* figureof-eight,'" and spiral wave.*
In clinical practice, many different forms of reentry have been established, such as circus
movement tachycardia in the presence of accessory pathways,"'* bundle branch reentry,
reentry in the Purkinjc fiber network,** reentry in the AV-node,** reentry in chronic myocardial infarction,'*"*'' atrial flutter around functional and ' or anatomical barriers,'* and
multiple wavelet reentry causing atrial.** or ventricular fibrillation."" Both a trigger and an
appropriate substrate arc needed for the occurrence of reentry. For example, VT after myocardiul infarction is often initiated by premature ventricular depolarizations (trigger),
which may occur spontaneously or may be elicited by electrical stimuli. These premature
beats may cause slowing in conduction and conduction block in the infarcted area (sub-12-

stratc)"" to find the conditions required for reentry.
Mechanisms of Slow Conduction and Conduction Block
The main factors governing propagation are the excitability of the cardiac cells determined
by the properties of the ionic channels, the passive electrical properties of the tissue and
the curvature of the excitation wave.'"" Alterations in these factors may cause slow conduction and conduction block and thus promote the occurrence of reentrant arrhythmias.
Tissue excitability'

In atrial and ventricular myocardium, the inward Na'- current is mainly responsible for the
depolarization of the cardiac cells and for generating the local current for propagation.""
The inward Na- current is generated by voltage-gated ion channels."" A reduction of the
inward Na - current by pharmacological blockade of the Na -channels results in a decrease of tissue excitability and slowing of conduction.'"* Experimental studies as well as computer models have shown that blocking the fast inward Na- current can decrease conduction velocity to about 30-50% of its initial value before conduction block occurs, i.e. very
slow conduction has never been observed as a result of Na blockade alone.'"*'"* Because
the Na'-channels are voltage dependent, one of the major mechanisms of pathological conduction is alteration of the resting membrane potential. At membrane potentials more positive than -70 mV, a large fraction of the Na'-channels is in the inactivated state, so that less
sodium current is available and conduction gets disturbed."""""'* Such changes are observed for instance during myocardial ischemia, when the membrane potential is reduced
because of cellular loss of K' and extracellular K' accumulation.'"*•'**
In normal myocardium, the recovery of excitability after a previous excitation is mainly
voltage-dependent and is directly related to the time course of the action potential rcpolarization. In case of an early premature beat, the cardiac cells are not yet fully repolarized and only part of the Na' channels have recovered from inactivation. The reduced
amount of inward Na- current results in slowing of conduction of the premature impulse.
Spatial dispersion in refractory periods causes heterogeneity in the recovery of Na' channels from inactivation, which can lead to local functional conduction block of a critically
timed premature beat.*" In diseased myocardium, recovery from inactivation may no longer follow the time course of repolarization but may also be time-dependent."" The period
of inexcitability can outlast the repolarization phase of the action potential. The mechanism
of this postrepolarization refractoriness is probably due to altered function of the Na' channels in diseased myocardium.'""^
Tissue Anisotropy

Ventricular myocytes are rod-shaped and form end-to-end connections with adjacent
cells. In a longitudinal direction, the myocardial fibers are well coupled by gap junctions,"* whereas between parallel muscle bundles such gap junctions are less abundant.'"
-13-
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As a consequence, the gap junctional resistance in the longitudinal direction is lower than
in the transverse direction.'""* The directional difference in resistance causes the conduction velocity perpendicular to the fibers to be about three times slower than parallel to
the fibers."^ In ventricular myocardium, the longitudinal conduction velocity is about 60
cm/s compared to about 20 cm/s transverse to the fibers.'"*•'"''*' Despite the higher conduction velocity during longitudinal propagation, the upstroke of the action potential is
actually slower. This is due to a higher dissipation of excitatory current along the lower
axial resistance parallel to the fibers."*'''*' The safety factor for conduction, defined as the
ratio between the amount of generated current and the current required for impulse propagation,'" therefore is lower in longitudinal direction. "*•'** The fact that reduction of the
inward Na - current by early premature beats or antiarrhythmic drugs seems to depress longitudinal conduction more than transverse conduction also indicates that the safety factor
for propagation parallel to the fiber orientation is iower.^'°*"*'*°'"'*'''*'On the other
hand, because of poor electrical coupling in transverse direction, blockade of gap junctions
by heptanol preferentially depresses transverse conduction.'"''" Gap junctional uncoupling can reduce the conduction velocity to values less than 1 cm/s, before conduction block
occurs.""" During this apparent ultra-slow conduction, the activation front follows a meandering pathway and, at the cellular level, conduction is sustained by sequentially activated
patches of tissue, each of which consists of a few cells being activated simultaneously.'"*
In aged or diseased myocardium, tissue anisotropy is enhanced by the formation of collagenous septa between adjacent muscle bundles. • • Since these anatomical obstacles
are typically oriented parallel to the fibers, they become specifically manifest during transverse propagation. Whereas longitudinal conduction velocity may remain normal, the
effective transverse conduction velocity may be as slow as < 5 cm/s.*" During such slow
transverse propagation the upstroke of the action potential shows discontinuities and extracellular electrograms become fractionated.'** Fractionation of extracellular electrograms can be explained by asynchronous firing of neighbouring bundles, which have become separated by fibrotic tissue. Spach et al. used the observation that fractionated electrograms were recorded from some preparations but not from others to classify anisotropic
tissue as being uniform or nonuniform."" He showed that in nonuniform anisotropic tissue
premature impulses were preferentially blocked in a longitudinal direction which could
induce functional reentry."
The structural discontinuities in non-uniform anisotropic myocardium can influence
impulse propagation in various ways. Computer simulations have shown that periodically
spaced resistive obstacles decrease the conduction velocity.'" When the resistance of these
obstacles is relatively low. the conduction velocity is mainly determined by the number and
the value of the resistors (total resistance). However, when the resistance of the obstacles
is high, the spatial distribution of the resistors becomes an important determinant of conduction. In case of a short distance between the obstacles, the conduction delays are confined to the high resistance region with almost simultaneous excitation of the small seg-
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mcnt of conducting elements.'" For non-uniform myocardium, this type of propagation
has been termed "saltatory conduction'."" With a very long segment between the obstacles
however, the amount of current driven through the obstacle may not be sufficient to excite the large number of conducting elements beyond the obstacle. A mismatch between
source and sink may decrease the conduction velocity and may cause activation block.'"
Similarly, fibrosis in cardiac tissue may produce variations in electrical resistance and mismatches between source and sink due to inhomogeneous loss of side-to-side cell connections. These spatial nonuniformities of electrical loading will give rise to slow conduction
and conduction block."' Obstacles can also serve as pivot points, or they may form narrow gates or isthmuses through which the excitation waves arc transmitted from one excitable region to another. At the exit of an isthmus, large conduction delays and conduction
block may occur due to a sudden increase in current load."* " Recent studies have indicated that at such sites of large conduction delays, the amount of inward Ca" current may
become critical to maintain propagation."*"" Finally, even when the conduction velocity
is normal, in nonuniform anisotropic tissue large activation delays can occur over short distances because of long'zigzag'pathways.'"*'*'
^
• " ''
•
if

Wavefronl Curvature

In addition to the active and passive properties of the myocardium, the curvature of a wavefront influences wave propagation. It has been shown in ventricular myocardium that a high
wavefront curvature may cause slowing of propagation and conduction block.'" The current generated by the cells at the front of a convexly curved wave distributes over a larger
membrane area downstream,''" resulting in a lower safety factor for conduction. In cardiac
tissue, in several situations excitation wavefronts may get pronounced curvatures, including waves emerging from narrow tissue structures and waves making a sharp U-turn
around an anatomical obstacle or a line of functional conduction block.
Transition from a narrow strand to a large volume of myocardium occurs for instance at the
Purkinje-muscle junction,'''" the junction between an accessory pathway and atrial or ventricular myocardium in the WPW-syndrome,''" and at the junction between thin surviving
cell strands within infarcted myocardium and the surrounding intact tissue.'** Conduction
slowing and block at such sites of abrupt tissue expansion has been demonstrated both
theoretically and experimentally."*""''"'^ In isolated sheets of ventricular epicardium,
Cabo et al. showed that the excitation wave emerging from a narrow isthmus has an
elliptical shape with a pronounced curvature and propagates at reduced velocity (Fig. I).
At a critical width of the isthmus (critical curvature), conduction block occurs.'"
In the aging heart and after myocardial infarction, fibrotic tissue may form longitudinally
oriented anatomical obstacles.**'"'" Computer simulations and recent experiments have
demonstrated that the increased wavefront curvature at the end of such lines of anatomic
block causes slowing of conduction.""*'^"'* In guinea pig ventricle, Girouard et al.'"
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studied propagation of turning wavefronts around a thin linear lesion oriented perpendicular to the epicardial fibers. They found that the turning wavefront slowed down at the pivot
point (from 35 to 20 cms) despite the fact that the direction of propagation changed from
perpendicular to parallel."'' In another study, after reduction of tissue excitability by tetrodotoxin. activation block of the pivoting wavefront occurred at the end of the anatomical
lesion, causing detachment of the excitation wave from the tip of the lesion.''"* It is suggesstcd that conduction slowing at the ends of a line of functional block is also mainly due to
increased wavefront curvature. Schalij et al.'** recently showed that the line of functional
block during anisotropic reentry in fact was Z-shaped (Fig. 2). The short limbs of the Zshaped line of block resulted from delayed activation at the pivot points, which was attributed to pronounced wavefront curvature and an abrupt increase in current load.'*'
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Ventricular Tachycardia After Myocardial Infarction
Clinical Observations
The results of a large number of clinical electrophysiological studies, beginning with the
initial investigation by Wei lens et al. in the early seventies.96,150.151 have provided convincing evidence that reentry is the underlying mechanism of VT occurring late after myocardial infarction (for review see reference''*). The instruments that have been used to elucidate the mechanism of VT include programmed electrical stimulation and cardiac mapping.
Wellens et al. was one of the first to use programmed electrical stimulation to study the
mechanism of VT after myocardial infarction."*'""" He demonstrated that VT can be
reproducibly initiated and terminated by properly timed premature stimuli, a characteristic
typical for reentry. After his initial investigations, many others have studied the response
of VT to electrical stimulation. Joscphson and others demonstrated that premature stimuli
can reset VT, indicating that the premature impulses reach the tachycardia site of origin and
find it excitable.'"''** The fact that, in most cases, premature stimuli can reset VT over a
large range of coupling intervals indicates that clinical VTs often have a large excitable
gap. * The presence of a large excitable gap suggests that clinical VTs are probably not
based on functional reentry but on a circuit around an anatomical obstacle.'" However, it
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can not be excluded that functional reentry is an important mechanism of fast, hemodynamically unstable VTs, which are difficult to study in the clinical electrophysiology laboratory.
Sustained VT can also be entrained and terminated by overdrive pacing."*•'"•'"•"* Waldo
et al."*•"* and Henthorn et al."** have developed four criteria for entrainment which
demonstrate that VT is due to reentry. The data obtained from electrocardiographic studies
and from intracardiac recordings show whether the stimulated impulses enter the circuit
during entrainment and activate it in a similar way as the reentrant impulse. At a critical
rate of stimulation, the stimulated wavefront blocks in the circuit and causes the tachycardia to terminate."''"'' Overdrive pacing has also provided information about the electrophysiological properties of the reentrant circuits causing VT. Failure of entrainment and
termination of VT may indicate a small protected circuit into which the stimulated impulses cannot penetrate."* Overdrive stimulation within the reentrant circuit may be followed
by a long delay before inscription of the QRS complex on the surface ECG. The long delay
has been attributed to the presence of a slowly conducting pathway in the reentrant circuit.'"•'"•"* Termination of VT by overdrive pacing was found to be due to conduction
block within this zone of abnormal conduction.'"'*' At rapid rates of overdrive stimulation, the VT may accelerate rather than terminate or a new tachycardia with a different
QRS complex might be initiated."'
Mapping of the electrical activation of the left ventricle during VT has shown that the site
of earliest activation, which identifies the site of origin of VT, is often located on the endocardial surface of the heart.""*'™"'" At the site of origin, fractionated electrograms extending throughout the cardiac cycle (continuous electrical activity) can sometimes be recorded from a single electrode, which may imply the presence of a relatively small reentrant
circuit on the endocardia! surface.'"" On the other hand, the earliest endocardial activity
may only represent the exit site of a large intramural circuit to the rest of the ventricles."'"
De Hakker et al. demonstrated the presence of such macroreentrant circuits in Langendorff
perfused human hearts with a chronic myocardial infarction, which were obtained at the
time of cardiac transplantation." ' " Figure 3 shows the activation map during one beat of
such a VT with a cycle length of 264 msec together with some selected subendocardial
electrograms. The site of earliest activation (site a, t=0) was located at the septal border of
the infarcted region (shaded area). Activation spread from this area to the septum (from a
to b) and continued to the anterior wall to arrive at the lateral side of the infarcted area at
t 142ms (from b to e to d to e). Propagation from the lateral side of the infarcted area back
to the site of earliest activation seemed to be prevented by the infarct that extended to the
endocardial surface, leaving a gap in the activation map of 72ms (from t=192 to 264 msec).
The sequence of activation is also illustrated by the electrograms. Starting from the site of
earliest activation, all electrograms recorded at the surface of the normal, non-infarcted
part of the left ventricle were of high amplitude (site a to e). In the signals recorded from
sites f. g, and h. small deflections were recorded (arrows). The sequence of the small
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deflections is such that it suggests the presence of a subendocardial pathway through the
infarcted area. The presence of the connecting deep muscle tract in the scar was demonstrated by histological studies of this region. These findings strongly suggested that the VT
was based on a large anatomical reentrant circuit around the circumferences of the heart
comprising a segment of conduction through the infarcted tissue. De Bakker et al.'* fur-
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ther showed that the conduction velocity through the infarcted area was often much slower
than the normal conduction velocity in ventricular myocardium. Slow conduction was
found to be due to 'zigzag' conduction formed by disruption of connections between bundles by connective tissue of the scar.''"
Other studies have confirmed that reentrant circuits causing VT usually comprise a segment of slow conduction through the infarcted area.'™'"'™"'*' These circuits may contain
a single loop or multiple loops."'** When two loops have similar conduction times, the circuit has a figure-of-eight configuration.*' On occasion, a zone of slow conduction through
the infarct is absent and the whole scar serves as a central anatomical obstacle." '**
Anatomically defined reentrant circuits may also have functional components.'*' In conclusion, mapping of VT in patients with chronic ischemic heart disease has shown that the
location, size, and shape of reentrant circuits varies in different patients, probably reflecting the variable pathological anatomy of the infarcts. The occurrence of different kinds of
circuits might explain the different responses to programmed electrical stimulation and the
varying success of pharmacological therapy and catheter ablation among patients.
Experimental Models
The most detailed information on the mechanisms of reentrant VT has been obtained from
studies in the canine model of infarction caused by occlusion of the left anterior descending coronary artery (for review see reference *). In this model, VT can reproducibly be
initiated during the first 3 to 7 days after myocardial infarction. The site of origin of VT is
usually located in a thin surviving cpicardial borderzone that overlies a transmural anterior myocardial infarction.""•'**•'**•"" in the epicardial border/one, the fibers are orientated
parallel to each other and are randomly separated by edema or connective tissue formed by
the healing process (non-uniform anisotropy). **'*'* Because of lack of surviving intramural muscle fibers, the reentrant circuits are mostly entirely located in the epicardial borderzone, eliminating the need for three-dimensional mapping.
By using high density mapping arrays, a large number of electrograms have been recorded
simultaneously from this epicardial borderzone. Activation maps of the epicardial borderzone have shown how premature stimuli can initiate reentrant VT."" Premature impulses,
elicited outside the myocardial scar, propagate into the epicardial borderzone and block. A
line of functional conduction block occurs, that may extend for several centimeters. When
the conduction time of the premature wave around the ends of the line of functional block
is long enough for the myocardium proximal to the line of block to regain excitability, a
functional reentrant circuit can be formed. Sustained monomorphic VT is usually based on
reentry around one or two lines of functional conduction block,**""'** but anatomical
reentry around areas with no surviving cpicardial muscle bundles have also been describcd.'^
Figure 4 shows an activation map of a VT in a canine heart with a 4-day-old infarct. The
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site of earliest activation is located between the upper ends of the two lines of functional
conduction block (thick black lines), and is indicated by the asterisk. From this site, one
wavefront moves to the left of the map. which is the direction of the apex of the ventricle,
the other moves towards the right in the direction of the AV-ring. Activation by both wavefronts then moves towards the lateral margin where the two wavefronts coalesce and
progress back towards the LAD where activation began. This type of circuit consisting of
a clockwise and counterclockwise wavefront around two lines of functional conduction
block with a central common pathway has been called figure-of-eight reentry by ElSherifT The lines of block arc usually oriented parallel to the cpicardiul fiber orientation.
The conduction velocity around the circuit varies, due to the amsotropic properties of the
myocardium." Conduction parallel to the lines of functional block (and fiber orientation)
is faster than at the ends of the lines of block, where the rotating impulse propagates transverse to the fibers. As a result of tissue anisotropy the circuits usually have an oval shape."
Functional (or amsotropic) reentrant VT in the epicardial border/one can be reset und
entrained, indicating that these circuits have an excitable gap.""""' Kl-Sherif et al. showed
that premature stimuli could reset figure-of-eight reentry, and that dccrcmcntal conduction
of early premature impulses within the central common pathway could terminate VT.'"" In
this study, only a relatively small partially excitable gap was demonstrated. In the same
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experimental model, Peters et al. recently showed that anisotropic reentrant circuits cintain
areas which have a fully excitable gap, while others parts only have a partially exctable
gap.''" It is suggested that the presence of an excitable gap during anisotropic reenry can
be explained by a current-to-load mismatch at the ends of the functional lines of blek.'**
Such a mismatch results in conduction delay at the pivot points, prolongation of thecyck
length of the VT and creation of an excitable gap.
Other experimental models using swine,"*'''" feline,""* and rabbit hearts ' " • ' " hav also
provided valuable contributions to the understanding of the mechanisms of VT. n the
Langendorff perfused rabbit heart, an epicardial borderzone can be created artificiäly by
ablation of the endo- and midmyocardial layers of the left ventricle with a cryoprobeinserted into the left ventricular cavity."' As in the canine model, the myocardial fibersm the
epicardial borderzone arc oriented parallely. However, because of absence of a myoardial
infarction, the fibers are not separated in any way by edema or collagen tissue (uiiform
anisotropy). Schalij et al."' showed that this anatomy alone is sufficient to cause rentrant
VT. Premature impulses can initiate reentrant VT by causing preferential unidir&tional
block of conduction parallel to the epicardial fiber orientation."' '"* Slow conducticn perpendicular to the fiber orientation allows time for the recovery of excitability of tie cardiac fibers proximal to the line of block. During VT, the line of functional conductioi block
is urrcnnla'(mranVJr'iö'irtb^uTyucaradir'iföbr'ohncKUsf iT4b^ooaduc.tio".VRlor.||v..\vitlin tbf
functional circuit varies: conduction is fast parallel to the line of block but slows down
sharply at the turning points."' Microelectrode recordings at the turning points showed
clear steps in the prolonged depolarization phase and electrotonic prolongation of repolarization.''" This local conduction delay at the pivoting points created an excitable gap in all
other parts of the reentrant circuit. However, despite the presence of an excitable gap, the
majority of these functional VTs could not be reset by premature stimuli.™ Failure to reset
can be due to slow anisotropic conduction preventing paced impulses to enter the circulating wave, or loss of prematurity of the paced impulse by conduction slowing within the
reentrant circuit.
Myocardial Infarction as a Substrate for Reentry
Ventricular tachyarrhythmias do not occur in all patients with a previous myocardial infarction, even when premature impulses (triggers) arc applied by programmed electrical stimulation. An appropriate substrate is needed that enables reentry to occur. Epidemiological
studies have shown that ventricular arrhythmias are most likely to occur in patients with a
large myocardial infarction, often complicated by formation of a left ventncular aneurysm
and associated with left ventricular dysfunction.""'** Histological studies have shown that
not only the size of the infarct. but also the survival of cardiac myocytes within the infarcted area is crucial for arrhythmogenesis.""'™'*" Areas containing surviving myocardial
fibers arc potential sites for slow conduction and block/""" '*" * Surviving fibers may be
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present in subendocardial. subepicardial, and intramural regions. A thin rim of surviving
cndo- or epicardium has a non-uniform anisotropic structure that inlluences conduction
and may cause reentry.'* Surviving bundles in midmyocardial layers of a solid infarct can
connect areas of viable myocardium at either side of the infarct /one. forming a return
pathway for reentry."
During the process of infarct healing, surviving myocardial fibers in the infareted area
become separated by edema and newly formed fibrotic tissue."""'"' In the first days to about
2 weeks after infarction, the surviving cells arc still arranged parallel to each other, but us
the infarcts continue to heal the parallel orientation of the fibers is lost. The libers become
oriented in many different directions and side-to-side connections between bundles are not
always apparent anymore."'" The physical separation of surviving myocytes by fibrous connective tissue results in reduced electrical coupling and an abnormal distribution of gap
junctions.*** Futhermore, surviving bundles of different si/e and geometry arc randomly
connected to each other' * These structural abnormalities of the mfarcied area result in
slow discontinuous conduction, giving rise to fractionated clcctrogrums with a long duration and prepotentials or notches on the action potential upstrokes.*'"
The arrhythmogeneity of the infareted area is further enhanced by electrophysiological
changes of the cardiac myocytes. In the first week after canine myocurdiul infarction, the
excitability thresholds and refractory periods of the surviving epicardial myocyles are
increased.^"* There is also a marked spatial dispersion of excitability and refractoriness
within the epicardial border zone, which may contribute to initiation of reentry.
Microelectrode studies have shown that in this same time period the duration of the action
potential is shortened.'"'* The prolongation of the refractory periods therefore suggests the
development of postrepolarization refractoriness. Next to a shortening of action potential
duration, the maximum diastolic potential, action potential amplitude, and upstroke velocity of the action potential are temporarily reduced to return to almost normal values two
weeks after infarction.'^ Action potentials recorded from surviving endocardia! muscle
overlying healed (> 2 months old) myocardial infarction in cats have prolonged durations,
with proportional prolongations in local refractoriness."'" In patients with a healed myocardial infarction, the refractory periods measured at the endocardia! surface of the infareted area are also prolonged.""" The configuration of action potentials recorded from myocardial cells of healed human infarcts was found to be extremely heterogeneous. In some
cells, action potentials were recorded with nearly normal resting potentials, while action
potentials with slow upstrokes were recorded from other cells with depolarized resting
potentials. " Heterogeneity of the electrophysiological properties of the myocardial cells
after infarction can be enhanced by inhomogeneous distribution of sympathetic fibers.
Whereas regions with necrosis and dense scarring show myocardial denervation,"'"*"
other regions of the myocardium may show an increase in sympathetic innervation as a
result of injury-related nerve sprouting.*'"-^ Due to the inhomogeneous distribution of
sympathetic fibers, sympathetic stimulation increases the dispersion in refractoriness
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between the borderzone and the normal myocardium, promoting the occurrence of rcen^210.212-215

Studies on the ionic mechanisms underlying the changes in action potential have shown
that isolated cells from the epicardial border zone of 3-7 days old canine infarction have
altered functions of the fast Na -channel,"" the slow Ca '-current,*'**^ and the transient
outward K- current.*'**" The changes in the fast Na'-channels cause a reduction in
dV/dt„,3, and are probably responsible for the development of postrepolarization refractoriness."* A reduction in the slow Ca "-current contributes to the shortening of the duration
of the action potential by a loss of the plateau phase.*'"'*'^ The absence of i,,,, in cells from
the infarcted myocardium is related to the loss of the rapid early phase of repolarization
and the disappearance of the notch in the action potential in these myocytes.*'®'*"
Changes in the anatomical and electrophysiological features of the infarcted area may continue still years after myocardial infarction. The anatomy of the infarcted area continues to
change by contraction of the scar, aneurysm formation, and hypertrophy of myocardial
cells.**™'"' Residual coronary ischemia, changes in sympathetic innervation and electrolyte disturbances may also cause alterations in membrane depolarization and repolarization.
All of these factors are expected to cause changes in the occurrence and characteristics of
ventricular arrhythmias with time.
Objectives of the thesis
Conduction around a pivot point
Sharp, longitudinally oriented lines of conduction block, which may be structural or functional in nature, arc thought to play an important role in pathological conduction and reentrant arrhythmias. ' ' In nonuniform anisotropic myocardium, the impulse meanders
around the edges of longitudinally oriented anatomical obstacles formed by fibrotic tissue.
During functional reentrant VT. the impulse is constantly circulating in a stable circuit
around a single or double line of functional conduction block (single loop or figure-ofeight reentry),'"''""""'" and during ventricular or atrial fibrillation multiple wavelets randomly reenter around arcs of functional conduction block."*"*" In recent years it has become evident that the conduction velocity of a sharply turning wavefront slows down because of increased wavefront curvature at the pivot point."'"*'"' As a result of the pronounced wavefront curvature, the local excitatory current supplied by the cells at the pivot point
(source) is distributed over a larger membrane area (sink).""" Therefore, the safety factor
for conduction at pivot points is expected to be lower. In chapter 2 we tested the hypothesis that, because of the expected lower safety factor for conduction at pivot points, these
sites may be more vulnerable for the action of class I drugs. In an experimental substrate
of'U-turn conduction' aaiund a thin linear lesion in the rabbit ventricle, the effects of lowering of the safety factor for conduction by high extracellular potassium and flecainide were
studied by high-density mapping. In Chapter 3 we tested the hypothesis that preferential
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conduction delay at the pivot point by the class IC drug tiecainide widens the excitable gap
of premature turning wavefronts.
Reentrant VT in rabbit hearts with a healed myocardial infarction.
A vast number of clinical and experimental studies have provided a large amount of information on the mechanisms underlying reentrant YT after myocardial infarction A major
limitation of most clinical studies is the lack of high density mapping of the reentrant circuits causing VT and their response to programmed electrical stimulation and administration of antiarrhythmic drugs. For this reason, experimental models of canine myocardial
infarction have been developed, which are accessible to mapping. These studies have grcntly added to our understanding of the structural and electrophysiological properties of the
infarcted area and have provided detailed activation maps of the initiation and termination
of VT, resetting and entrainment of VT. and the effects of antiarrhythmic drugs. However,
most mapping studies of VT in the canine model have only been performed in the healing
phase (3-7 days) after infarction. In this phase. VT is usually based on reentry around one
or two lines of functional conduction block. ' Mapping data of reentrant VI in the healed
phase (weeks to months after infarction) arc scarce. Since in the time course between the
healing and healed phase of infarction the anatomical and electrophysiological properties
of the infarcted area can dramatically change,'^ it is expected that the mechanisms underlying VT could also change. Indeed, the ability to reset chronic VT over a wide range of
coupling intervals in a high percentage of patients, suggests that reentrant circuits in the
healed phase are often not functional but anatomical in nature, de Bakkcr et al. demonstrated the presence of large anatomical reentrant circuits in the hearts of patients suffering
from chronic VT.'"'''" These macroreentrant circuits usually comprise an area of abnormally slow conduction through the healed myocardial infarction.'"''"'""
Our goal was to develop a rabbit model of healed myocardial infarction in which reentrant
VT could be induced with characteristics similar to clinical VT. In Chapter 4 we describe
the model that consists of an artificially created two-dimensional layer of left ventricular
subepicardium containing an area of healed (approximately 3 months old) myocardial
infarction. In this epicardial borderzone different types of reentry could be induced, as
demonstrated by high density mapping. In Chapter 5, 6 and 7 we studied the effects of programmed electrical stimulation and antiarrhythmic drugs on these various types of VT.
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Mapping studies have shown that cardiac iach\ arrhythmias are often based on circus movement of the impulse around anatomical or functional barriers. During atrial flutter and ventricular tachycardia, the impulse is constantly circulating in a stable circuit around a single or double line of conduction block (single loop or figure of eight reentry).' ' During
atnal and ventricular fibrillation multiple wavelets randomly recnter around arcs of functional conduction block (random reentry).** Reentrant excitation in atnal and ventricular
myocardium may also result from spiral wave activity.'* A common feature of these reentrant arrhythmias is that the wavefronts make a sharp turn around a central core of conduction block. At such a pivot point two abrupt changes occur. 1) In case of tissue anisotropy, the direction of propagation relative to the fiber orientation changes,'"" and 2) The
curvature of the wavefront suddenly increases. In recent years it has become evident that
the curvature of the wavefront is an important determinant for conduction."'" Since the
current generated by the fibers proximal to the pivot point (source) is distributed over a larger membrane area, the cells distal to the pivot point (sink) will receive less current per
mm membrane area. Such a mismatch between source and sink will result in a lower safety factor for conduction and may lead to slow conduction and conduction block at pivot
points.*" .. ,,.
Class I antiarrhythmic drugs decrease the safety factor for conduction by blockade of the
rapid sodium current. However, the exact mechanism of their antiarrhythmic action is still
not completely understood. Since the safety factor for conduction at pivot points is already
lowered, these sites may be more vulnerable for the action of class I drugs. The aim of the
present study was to test the hypothesis that class I drugs preferentially depress conduction
of sharply turning wavefronts. In an experimental substrate of U-turn conduction in the
rabbit ventricle, the effects of lowering of the safety factor for conduction by high extracellular potassium and flecainide was studied by high-density mapping. Compared to
longitudinal and transverse conduction, U-turn conduction at a pivot point was preferentially depressed. At a critical dosage, a line of functional conduction block occurred at the
pivot point, which lengthened the effective pathway of the U-turn. The induction of conduction delays at pivot points may explain the effects of class I drugs on reentrant arrhythmias.
Methods
Preparation
Sixteen Flemish rabbits of either sex, weighing between 2.7 and 3.6 kg were used for this
study. All experiments were carried out according to the Dutch Law on Animal
Experimentation and The European Directive for the Protection of Vertebrate Animals used
for Experimental and other Scientific Purposes. The study protocol was approved by the
Animal Investigation Committee of Maastricht University. After heparinization (1000 I.U.)
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and sedation (Hypnorm*), the animals were killed by cervical dislocation. The thorax «
opened by a midsternal incision, and the heart was rapidly removed and placed in cold perfusion fluid (10°C). The aorta was cannulated and perfused with a pressure of 60 mm H|,
The composition of the perfusion fluid was (mM) NaCl 130. NaHCO, 20.1, KC1 4
CaC^ 2.2, MgC^ 0.6, Na2HPC>4 1.2, glucose 12. The solution was saturated with a mixt»
re of 95% Oj and 5% CO2. The pH was 7.35 and temperature was kept at 37±O.2°C.
To create a thin two-dimensional layer of left ventricular epicardium, a cryoprocedurc
performed as described previously." First, the cryoprobe (diameter I lmm) was inserted is
the right ventricle and the free wall was completely cryoablated. Then, the heart was
immersed in a tissue bath of 30°C and after inserting the cryoprobe in the left ventricle,
coronary perfusion was interrupted for 7 minutes. This resulted in cryoablation of the septum and endocardial 4/5th of the free wall of the left ventricle. Only a thin sheet of left ventricular subepicardium (about 1 mm thick) was kept intact. In this surviving layer of perfused myocardium, both refractory period and conduction velocity were unchanged by the
cryoprocedurc" A long linear epicardial lesion was made by radiofrequency (RF) ablation, by dragging a custom made electrode (length 12mm, diameter 0.35mm) from the p<>
terior side of the left ventricular apex towards the mid portion of the anterior wai
Repetitive bursts of RF-encrgy (2-5s. 12W. Medtronic Atakr generator) were applied untti
a complete and transmural lesion (2-3mm wide) was created. The anterior tip of the RFlcsion was extended by a 3-5 mm incision into the direction of the LAD. The lesion was
oriented parallel to the direction of the subepicardial fibers. In the free wall of the left ventricle, the fibers gradually curve from the LAD to the apex (Fig 1)."
Electrical Stimulation and High Density Mapping
Two bipolar pacing electrodes were sutured on the epicardial surface of the left ventricle,
one next to the origin of the LAD and another at the basal side of the RF-lesion (Fig 1). A
computer-controlled custom made stimulator, delivering constant current biphasic square
pulses of 2ms duration, was used for regular pacing (stimulus strength twice diastolic
threshold) and induction of premature beats (4 x threshold). Stimulation at the LAD induced a planar wavefront propagating perpendicular to the fiber orientation. Pacing next 10
the lesion elicited a wavefront propagating parallel to the fiber orientation and making a
sharp counterclockwise U-turn around the tip of the lesion. The orientation of the wavefront relative to the epicardial fiber orientation changed twice during the U-tum. First it
changed from longitudinal to transverse and then from transverse to longitudinal agaia
when the wavefront made a full 180" turn (Fig 1). Originally, we intended to study both
clockwise and counterclockwise turning wavefronts. However, in most experiments it
appeared that during pacing of the apical side of the lesion, probably due to the complex
fiber architecture of the apex, the elicited activation wave was oriented oblique or eve«
parallel to the lesion and consequently did not make a full 180* turn. Therefore we limited
our measurements to counterclockwise turning wavefronts.
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High density mapping was performed using an array of 240 silver electrodes (diameter
150um). The interelectrode distance was 35Oum in one direction (transverse to the fiber
orientation) and 700um in the other direction (longitudinal to the fiber orientation). The
mapping electrode covered an area of 7.5 x 7.5mm, and was positioned over the tip of the
lesion. Unipolar electrograms (n=240) were recorded simultaneously using the silver aortic cannula as indifferent electrode. After amplification (gain 300) and filtering (1 -500 Hz)
the signals were multiplexed (sampling rate 1 kHz) and analog to digital converted (8 bits).
The mapping system used for data acquisition, storage and analysis has been described
previously. After each experiment the electrograms were played back from tape for analysis. An algorithm was used to detect the steepest negative deflection in each electrogram
as the moment of local excitation. Color coded activation maps were plotted by the computer and isochrones were drawn manually at 5ms intervals. If necessary, the maps were
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edited by inspection of the individual electrograms and the pattern of activation around the
recording site. Local conduction velocities were calculated normal to the isochrones. A
conduction velocity of less than 5cm/s was taken as conduction block. To distinguish it
from pseudoblock, a change in direction of propagation distal to the line of block was used
as additional criterion." Conduction times and velocities during longitudinal (CTL. 8 J ,
transverse (CT^, 8^) and U-turn conduction (CT\j, 8y) were measured between pairs of
electrodes from the mapping array as indicated in Fig 1. The distance between the electrodes for measurement of transverse conduction was 6.3mm and for longitudinal conduction
5.8±0.8mm. The distance between the electrodes used for calculation of the U-turn conduction velocity (By), was determined by following the path of the activation wave around
the pivot point normal to the isochrones. The conduction velocity at the pivot point itself
was calculated from the activation times recorded at either side of the tip of the lesion.
Experimental Protocol
First the linear lesion was evaluated by mapping the activation across the lesion during
slow pacing at the LAD. In case of incomplete block RF-energy was reapplied at the site
of conduction until complete block was obtained. Then, longitudinal conduction along either side of the lesion and transverse conduction through the corridor between the lesion
and the right ventricle was assessed during slow pacing. Preparations in which longitudinal conduction was <5() cm/s or transverse conduction was <15cm/s were excluded from
the study.
The effects of increased extracellular potassium and flecainide on longitudinal, transverse,
and U-turn conduction were compared by pacing from two different sites (next to the LAD
and at the basal side of the lesion). The heart was paced at increasing rates until 1 : 1 capture failed (FM„) and premature beats were induced during regular pacing with a cycle
length of 350ms.
Extracellular potassium was raised from 4 to 8, 10 and 12 mmol/1 in 11 hearts. After a
change in potassium concentration the heart was paced during 10 minutes at a cycle length
of 350ms before measurements were made. In 9 hearts flecainide was administered in successive concentrations of I and 2 mg 1. An equilibration period of 20 minutes was taken
into consideration. At lmg/1 of flecainide only the effects during slow pacing were measured, whereas at 2 mg/l also the effects during rapid pacing and premature beats were evaluated.
Statistical Analysis
The data are presented as mean ± standard deviation. Conduction during control and different concentrations of potassium and flecainide was compared by a one-way ANOVA or
the paired Student's t-test. Differences were considered statistically significant at p-values
<0.05.
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High Density Mapping of Pivot Points
Fig 2 shows an example of the different patterns of propagation at the tip of the lesion (longitudinal, transverse, counterclockwise, clockwise). Below each isochrone map the unipolar electrograms are shown recorded from the pivot point (box). A longitudinal svavcfront
elicited by dual site pacing at either side of the lesion propagated uniformly with a velocity of 64 cm/s. Since the two wavefronts arrived simultaneously at the tip of the lesion, no
pivoting occurred All electrograms around the lesion were of high amplitude and slumed
no signs of fragmentation. A transverse wavefront. elicited by pacing at the LAI), conducted with a velocity of 32 cm/s and made a 90" turn around the lesion. This W turn was
associated with some fragmentation of the unipolar electrograms at the site of divergence.
When the impulse made a full 180° turn (clock- or counterclockwise) the degree of fragmentation was more marked. As illustrated by the local clustering of isochrones, the local
conduction velocity at the pivot point itself was relatively slow- (Iftcm/s between the electrodes at the right hand corners of the box). Note that during clock- and counterclockwise
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Table 1. Effects of täte and premature beats.
Pacing

N

Sl-Sl 350

16

Sl-Sl 350

10

Sl-Sl 200

©T

©U

29±9

33±7

76±10

26±6

36±7

10

73±14

25±5
(-3*8%)

34±9
(-4*9%)

Sl-Sl 350

8

65±11

32±8

32±6

Fmax

8

56±12"

26±8"
(-17*7%)

(-20*6%)

7O±12
'-;-•'-• t-V) v-'-

"f

Sl-Sl 350

13

71±11

3O±8

33±6

EPB

13

48±10**
(-32*15%)

26±8*
(-11*13%)

24±6"
(-26*17%)

Sl-Sl 350 / 200 - regular pacing with an interval of 350ms and 200ms respectively;
Fmax - pacing at the maximal pacing rate; EPB - earliest premature beat
• - p<0.05, • • - p<0.01 compared to Sl-Sl 350 (paired Student's T-tert).

rotation the fragmented clectrograms arc recorded at different sites (at the exit of the pivot
point). This shirt in site of the fragmented clectrograms emphasizes the functional nature
of the conduction disturbances at the pivot point.
Table I gives the longitudinal, transverse and U-tum conduction velocities measured
between the electrodes indicated in Fig 1. During pacing with an interval of 350ms. 9L was
7O±12cm/s, 0, 29±9cm/s and 6^ 33±7 cms (n=16). Shortening of the pacing interval from
350 to 200ms (n-10) did not significantly change 0L< 8^ or 0^. However, pacing at the
maximal pacing rate (Sl-Sl 141±19ms, n=8) and earliest premature beats (V1-V2
155±l4ms, n=l3) significantly decreased all three conduction velocities (p<0.05 or
p-0.01). No preferential effect on U-turn conduction was observed. During slow pacing
the local conduction velocity at the pivot point itself was 15±5cnvs (Sl-Sl 350ms, n=16). j
Effects of High Potassium
Fig. 3 shows the effects of high extracellular potassium on U-turn conduction both during
slow pacing, rapid pacing and early premature beats. During pacing with a cycle length of
350ms, an increase in K from 4 to 10 and 12mmol 1 resulted in progressive prolongation
of the U-turn conduction time from 17 to 24 and 51ms. At 12mmol 1 a clear crowding of
isochrones occurred at the pivot point, corresponding with an average conduction velocity
during pivoting of Soil's. During rapid pacing (interval 200ms) the effects of high potas-46-
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sium were even more pronounced and at 12mmol I K' the U-turn conduction time increased to 97ms. This was due. not only to a further depression of conduction at the pivot point
(to 5cms). but also to the occurrence of functional conduction block at the tip of the anatomical lesion, lengthening the effective pathway of the turning wavefront. At increased
potassium concentrations, also early premature beats showed functional conduction block
at the pivot point, resulting in a marked delay in U-turn conduction up to 100 and 109ms
(bottom).
In Fig 4 and Table 2 the effects of K on longitudinal, transverse and U-turn conduction are
plotted for all hearts. As expected, increase in K caused a statistically significant prolongation of all conduction times (CT^, CT-r. CT^) both during slow pacing (350ms), rapid
pacing (200ms) and early premature beats (EPB). At 10 and 12 mmol I K the effects on
CTi w«re significantly higher than on CT, and CT, (p- 0.05 or p- 0.01). On the average,
high potassium increased the C1\ 1.8 times more than both CT, and CT, (p- 0 01).
Especially during early premature beats, K resulted in a marked prolongation of d \ , from
34±l3ms (4mmol/l) to 68±31ms (I0mmol/l) and 105±56ms (I2mmol/l). The effect of K'
on the delay at the pivot point was often larger than could be explained by its effect on conduction velocity alone (Table 2). In these cases the pathway around the pivot point was
lengthened by a line of functional conduction block at the pivot point.
Effects of Flecainide
Fig 5 shows an example of the effects of flecainide on U-turn conduction. During slow
pacing (350ms) flecainide caused a dose-dependent increase in U-turn conduction time
from 19 to 28ms (lmg/1) and 36ms (2mg/l). During pacing at the maximal pacing frequency (F„,aJ the effects of flecainide were more pronounced. At a concentration of lmg/l
flecainide prolonged the U-turn conduction time from 26 to 48ms. The local conduction
velocity at the exit of the pivot point decreased to 4cm/s. At 2mg/l a line of functional conduction block occurred at the pivot point, resulting in a lengthening of the pathway of the
turning wavefront and a total U-turn conduction time of 58ms. Flecainide also induced
functional conduction block of turning premature beats (lower panels). Local crowding of
isochrones shows that conduction at the exit of the pivot point became as slow as 2cm/s.
The delay at the pivot point during premature beats of 52 and 77ms again was caused by a
combination of preferential slowing of conduction and lengthening of the turning pathway
by a line of functional conduction block.
In Fig 6 and Table 3 the effects of flecainide are given for all hearts. During control, transverse conduction was faster (32±8cm/s) than in the potassium group (25±6cm/s; p<0.05).
Longitudinal and U-turn conduction were not different. Since each heart served as its own
control and the potassium and flecainide groups were not directly compared, the difference in baseline transverse conduction velocity do not affect the results. As expected, flecainide caused a dose-dependent increase in all conduction times (p<0.05). During slow
pacing flecainide (2mg/l) increased CT^, by a factor of 1.9±0.4, whereas CTL and CTj
increased by a factor of 1.5±0.2 and 1.6±0.3 (p<0.01). On the average, flecainide increased
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Table 3. Effects offlecainideon longitudinal, transverse and U-turn conduction.
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the d \ j 1.4 times more than both CTL and CTj (p<0.01). Again, both during Fm. and
early premature beats the effects of flecainide (2mg/l) on U-turn conduction time CT^)
was higher than could be explained by the depression of the conduction velocity (By Thi»
was due to lengthening of the U-turn pathway by a line of functional conduction bk-'k.
Functional Conduction Block at the Pivot Point
Fig 7 shows in more detail the occurrence of functional conduction block at the aniomical pivot point during propagation of premature beats (K* 10 mmol/1). The high tJnsity
maps of the U-turn show that with increasing prematurity a longer line of functions conduction block occurred at the pivot point. At a coupling interval of 160ms the trning
wavefront was blocked along electrodes A-C over a distance of 1.4mm. At an S1 -Slmterval of 150ms the premature wavefront was blocked along electrodes A-E (2.8mro The
corresponding U-turn conduction times increased from 28ms at a coupling interval >f 200
ms (no block) to 36 and 79ms respectively. At the bottom the unipolar electrogram^ A-F)
recorded along the functional line of block are shown. During a premature beat vith a
coupling interval of 200ms (no block) the electrograms were activated in the same squence as during regular pacing (SI). Only the electrogram recorded from the tip of theinatomical lesion (A) showed a double potential reflecting the dissociation in activation at either side of the lesion. During the premature beat with a coupling interval of 160ms double
potentials were now also recorded from sites B, C and D. At the same time the sequence of
activation of sites A - C was reversed. Thus, the anatomical pivot point at site A was shifted to a functional pivot point at electrode D. Shortening of the coupling interval of the premature beat to 150ms shifted the functional pivot point even further away from the anatomical pivot point and the sequence of activation was inversed at sites A to F.
In Table 2 and 3 the incidence of functional conduction block at the pivot point are given.
Conduction block at the pivot point occurred far more frequently during U-turn conduction than during transverse conduction when the impulse made only a 90° turn. During
slow pacing (interval 350ms), only at very high K' concentrations lines of functional conduction block contributed to the U-turn delay (Table 2). Rapid pacing (200ms interval)
increased the incidence of functional block at the pivot points. Also during early premature beats, lines of functional conduction block occurred more frequently at increasing K
concentration. The length of the lines of block varied between 0.7 and >3.5mm (outside
mapping area). About half of the increase in the C l \ : of premature beats from 34±13ms to
68±31 (I0mmol/1) and 105±56ms (12mmol/l), was due to the lengthening of the turning
pathway (51±24% and 43±15% respectively).
Likewise, also during administration of flecainide (2mg 1) lines of functional conduction
block occurred both during rapid pacing and early premature beats (Table 3). The resulting
prolongation of the pathway of the U-turn accounted for 39±24% (Fmax) and 3O±28%
(earliest premature beat) of the total increase in U-turn conduction time.
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Discussion
Characteristics of Conduction Around a Pivot Point
During a full 180° turn around a lesion parallel to the fiber orientation, the wavefront changed its direction relative to the fiber orientation twice, first from parallel to perpendicular,
and then from perpendicular to parallel again. The conduction velocity decreased from a
longitudinal conduction velocity of 70±12 cm/s to a local conduction velocity at the pivot
point of 15±5cm/s. Since the conduction velocity of a transverse planar wavefront was still
29±9cm/s, the observed slowing in conduction at the pivot point could not be explained on
the basis of tissue anisotropy alone. In guinea pig ventricle, Girouard et a l " studied propagation around a linear lesion oriented perpendicular to the epicardial fibers. They found
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that the turning wavefront slowed down at the pivot point (from 35cm/s to 20cm/s)
te the fact that the direction of propagation changed from transverse to longitudinal,
irrespective of the fiber direction, a sharply turning wavefront markedly slows down at the
pivot point. As has been shown both theoretically and experimentally, the curvature >>f the
depolarization wave plays an important role in its safety factor for conduction."'-•'*•••
Computer simulations have suggested that the more convex a wavefront is, the slowo
velocity of propagation.'^" Slowing of conduction by a high curvature is explaineq h\ j
mismatch between the current generated by the cells at the depolarization front (»IUKC
and the current required for depolarization of the cells downstream (sink). Such <, mismatch between source and sink will occur when the total cell membrane area downstream
the propagating wavefront is larger than upstream. This situation naturally exists at
Purkinje- muscle junctions,*' and bifurcations of atrial trabeculae.'" Experimentally slowing of conduction by an increase in curvature has been demonstrated in thin sheets of
ventricular subcpicardium."•"•'*•" In these studies, curved excitation waves were Produced by point stimulation, propagation through a narrow isthmus, or pivoting around tt,e end
of a linear lesion. In all these different situations conduction was shown to be impaired by
the high curvature of the wavefront. At a pivot point the safety factor for conduction j^ low

since (he c urn* it I generated by the small number of cells proximal lo the pivot point ,<, j,s.
(ributed over a wide angle of 180 degrees. As a result, the excitatory current is dissipated
over a large membrane area, and the cell membranes distal to the pivot point will receive
less depolarizing current per surface area. As has been shown by microelectrode recordings"' and optical mapping," this reduction in excitatory current is associated with a slow
and notched upstroke of the action potential. The degree of dissipation of excitatory current is determined by the tissue anisotropy at the pivot point. When, like in our experiments, the line of block is oriented parallel to the fiber orientation, a sudden drop in axial
resistance occurs at the exit of the pivot point. Consequently, at this point a sudden drain
of excitatory current occurs along the longitudinal axis of the fibers. Thus, during a longitudinal U-turn, the safety factor for conduction will be lowest at the exit of the pivot point.
This is demonstrated by the crowding of isochrones and the fragmented electrograms
recorded at the exit of the U-turn (see Fig 2).
Preferential Depression of Conduction Around a Pivot Point

,

The main finding of this study was that blockade of the rapid sodium channels by high
potassium or flecainidc increased the conduction time of a U-turn 1.4 (flecainide) to 1.8
(K. ) times more than the conduction times dunng longitudinal or transverse planar wavefronts. As shown by high density mapping this preferential depression of U-turn conduction was located at the exit of the pivot point (Figs 3 and 5). The fact that the exit of the Utum was most vulnerable to a general reduction in generation of excitatory current supports the concept that the safety factor for conduction is lowest at that site. Preferential
impairment of conduction by class I drugs has also been demonstrated in uniform aniso-
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tropic tissue. However, the differences in safety factor for conduction by uniform anisotropy are relatively small."*'*" In the present experiments no statistical significant difference was found between the effects of high K. or flecainide on longitudinal and transverse
conduction. In contrast. U-turn conduction was 1.6 times more depressed than plan.ii wive
propagation At a critical lowering of the excitatory current preferential conduction hloek
occurred at the pivot point. As a consequence, the wavefront made a longer turn around the
anatomical lesion. Conduction block at the tip of a linear lesion has been demonstrated
both in computer simulations and in isolated cardiac tissue.'*'"""'" In a two-dimensional
cable model with Luo and Rudy kinetics, it was shown that at 75% blockade of the sodium channel conductance, turning wavefronts were blocked at the pivot point and detached
from the tip of the lesion.'* Conduction block occurs if the radius of a wavefront becomes
smaller than the critical radius for excitation. If the radius becomes too small, the generated excitatory current is insufficient to excite a minimum area required for initiation of a
propagating wave."''* Since under physiological conditions the critical radius is very small
(approximately 300u.m)/* normally wavefronts can make sharp U-turns. However, when
excitability is reduced the critical radius for excitation gets larger. When it exceeds the
radius of a pivoting wavefront. the wavefront will detach from the tip of an anatomical
lesion In thin slices of sheep cpicardium detachment of a turning wavefront occurred when
the sodium conductance was reduced to 30% by tetrodotoxin.'* Lines of conduction block
of 5-6mm in length occurred, producing vortex shedding at the tip of the lesion. In the present study, the lines of functional conduction block at a pivot point induced by high potassium and flecainide varied between 0.7mm and >3.5mm. Rather then producing reentrant
VT, the major effect of these lines of block was that they lengthened the pathway of the turning wavefront. The resulting lengthening of the U-turn accounted for about 40% of the
delay at the pivot points.
Role of Pivot Points in Reentrant Arrhythmias
Mapping studies in dogs have shown that ventricular tachycardia after myocardial infarction is based on reentrant excitation in the epicardial borderzone around a line of functional
conduction block.'' Since the lines of block arc mostly oriented parallel to the fibers, the
pivot points of these circuits are similar to the ones studied in the present study. Coromilas
et al found that at a plasma concentration of 1-4 mg/L flecainide prolonged VT cycle
length in the epicardial borderzone from 171 to 210ms. This increase in VT cycle length
by 40ms was primarily due to depression of transverse conduction. Flecainide also increased the size of the reentrant circuits by lengthening of the central line of functional conduction block. In our study, during rapid pacing flecainide (2mg/L) exhibited the same
effects. However, our data suggest that the impaired conduction at the pivot point is not primarily caused by tissue anisotropy but is mainly due to the process of turning itself.
Difficulty in making a sharp U-turn will create a delay in excitation of the myocardium
beyond the pivot point. In case of a functional reentrant circuit, this will widen the excita-
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ble gap of the tachycardia. Indeed, in the canine epicardial borderzone, the increase in VT
cycle length by flecainide must have caused a widening of the excitable gap, since only
minor effects on the ventricular refractory period were found." In patients with VT in the
chronic phase of a myocardial infarction, class IC drugs prolong the VT cycle length and
widen the excitable gap.""" It is not known whether these effects on clinical VT should be
explained by a preferential effect on pivoting wavefronts. During ventricular fibrillation,
multiple wavelets have been shown to reenter randomly through the ventricles around arcs
of functional conduction block.''"* Slowing of the rate of ventricular fibrillation by class I
drugs'''''"' might primarily be due to conduction delay at the pivot points of the multiple
reentcring wavelets. The recent finding of Kwan et al •" that slowing of the rate of ventricular fibrillation by procainamide is associated with an increase in the size of the reentrant
circuits from 13.3 to 38.7 mm' supports this hypothesis. Lowering of the excitability also
increased the rotation period and the size of spiral waves.'" As during a U-turn, the tip of
the spiral wave made a wider turn around its central core.
Preferential delay at pivot points may also play an important role in the antiarrhythmic
effects of class I drugs on a/ria/ arrhythmias. In the canine sterile pericarditis model of
atnal flutter, the impulse circulates in a functional reentrant circuit in the free wall of the
right atrium.' As shown by Ortiz et al'" the class IC drug moricizine terminates atrial flutter by conduction block at one of the pivot points of this intra-atnal circuit. Also atrial
fibrillation (AF) can be terminated by class IC drugs.'" This anti-fibrillatory effect is associated with a dose dependent slowing of the rate of fibrillation and progressive organization of activation/'""'A widening of the excitable gap during chronic AF by class I drugs
has recently been demonstrated in the goat.'*' These observations can be explained by the
concept that class 1 drugs preferentially delay sharply turning wavefronts. If the multiple
reentcring wavelets are delayed at their pivot points, widening of the excitable gap and prolongation of the AF cycle length will occur. Preferential depression of U-turning wavelets
may also explain the progressive organization of electrical activation. If U-turns are more
depressed than propagation of planar waves, planar waves will become more prominent.
However, although the concept of preferential blockade of U-turns offers an attractive
explanation for the temporal and spatial effects of class IC drugs on atrial and ventricular
fibrillation, this is still a hypothesis which remains to be proven.
Limitations of the Study
Our attempts to produce U-turning wavefronts, as they may occur in clinical reentrant
arrhythmias, is still clearly an oversimplification. First, we have studied U-turn conduction
in a 2-dimensional subepicardial layer of the rabbit left ventricle. In such a layer of uniform anisotropic myocardium, the fibers arc nicely oriented parallel to each other. This is
in contrast to the arrhythmogenic substrate of chronic myocardial infarction. This substrate has a complex 3-dimensional architecture, in which strands of surviving tissue are separated by scar tissue. Also in the atria, the arrangement of the cardiac fibers is much more
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complex than in our preparation. In a more complex tissue structure, the behaviour of Illuming wavefronts might be quite different. Second, we studied U-turn conduction around
a linear anatomical lesion. In contrast, during reentrant arrhythmias lines of conduction
Mock are often functional in nature Lowering the safety factor for conduction might have
different effects on pivoting around a line of functional block. Third, the linear lesion was
only made parallel to the fiber onentation and the directional effect of the line of block
relative to the fiber orientation was not addressed. However, since Girouard et al" showed
that the safety factor for conduction was also depressed during transversely oriented Utums. we think that the role of anisotropy is not of major importance. Finally, lowering of
the safety factor for conduction was accomplished by high potassium and tlccainulc. It is
known that high potassium not only modifies the fast inward current but also affects K
conductances and ionic pumps. Therefore, it can not be excluded that the effects of potassium on other transmembrane currents contributed to the preferential effect on U-turn conduction. The concentration of tlecainide used in this study (I and 2 mg/l) is above the clinically recommended range of plasma levels of 0.2-0.4 mg/l. Therefore it is not certain
whether flecainide preferentially delays pivoting wavefronts during clinical reentrant
arrhythmias.
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Flecainide Widens the Excitable Gap at Pivot
Points of Premature Turning Wavefronts in Rabbit
Ventricular Myocardium
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Introduction
Both atnal as well as ventricular tachyarrhythmias can be based on reentrant excitation
around a line of conduction block.'' Class IC drugs slow the rate of these arrhythmias. It
has been shown that flecainide prolongs the revolution time of functional reentrant circuits
underlying ventricular tachycardia (VT) by depressing conduction at the pivot points of the
circulating impulse.' During atrial fibrillation (AF) multiple reentrant wavelets are present.' Flecainide slows the rate of AF by increasing the size and decreasing the number of
reentrant circuits.'' For some time, these antifibnllatory effects were thought to be due to a
prolongation of the wavelength of refractoriness (conduction velocity x refractory
period)/'' However. WijfTels et al." recently demonstrated that class IC drugs did not prolong the wavelength during AF. Instead, the main reason for the slowing of the rate of AF
was a marked widening of the temporal excitable gap." This raises the question how blockade of the rapid sodium channels can widen the excitable gap during functional reentry.
A number of studies have indicated that at the pivot points of a reentrant circuit the safety
factor for conduction is relatively low due to the high curvature of the wavefront. * In a
previous study in rabbit ventricle we have shown that flecainide preferentially slowed conduction around the end of a linear RF-lesion." In the present study we further explored the
mechanisms by which such preferential slowing of conduction occurs. Furthermore, we
directly evaluated the effect of flecainide on the excitable gap beyond the pivot point of
premature turning wavefronts.
Methods
Preparation
Eight Flemish rabbits of either sex, weighing between 2.7 and 3.6 kg were used for this
study. All experiments were carried out according to the guidelines of the Governmental
Veterinär Committee of the Netherlands and approved by the Animal Investigation
Committee of the University of Maastricht. After heparinization (1000 I.U.) and sedation
(5 mg/kg fluanison and 0.1 mg/kg phentanyl (Hypnorm*), the animals were killed by cervical dislocation. After a midsternal incision the heart was rapidly removed and placed in
cold perfusion fluid (10°C). The aorta was cannulated, and the coronary arteries were perfused with a pressure of 60mm Hg. The composition of the perfusion fluid was (mM) NaCl
130, NaHCO, 20.1, KCI 4.0, CaClj 2.2, MgClj 0.6, NajHPC^ 1.2 and glucose 12. The
solution was saturated with a mixture of 95% O2 and 5% CO2. The pH was 7.35, the temperature was kept at 37±0.2 °C.
To obtain a thin (~ lmm) sheet of perfused left ventricular subepicardium a cryoprocedure was performed, as described previously.'" A long linear lesion (width 2mm) parallel to
the epicardial fiber direction was made by radiofrequency (RF) ablation. To minimize the
width of the tip of the lesion and to maximize the effect of curvature on propagation of the
impulse around the lesion, one end of the RF-lesion was extended by a thin 3-5mm long
incision into the direction of the LAD.''
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High Density Mapping and Electrical Stimulation
High density mapping was performed using an array of 240 silver electrodes (diacter
150um). The interelectrode distance was 35Oum transverse to the fiber orientatioiand
700um in a longitudinal direction. The mapping electrode covered an area of 7.5 x 7.iun,
and was positioned with its center on the tip of the lesion (Figl). Unipolar electrojams
(n=240) were recorded simultaneously using the silver aortic cannula as indifferentlectrode. After amplification (gain 300) and filtering (1-500 Hz) the signals were multipxed
(sampling rate 1 kHz) and analog to digital converted (8 bits). The whole experimetwas
recorded on video-tape. The mapping system used for data acquisition, storage and aatysis has been described previously."
Two bipolar pacing electrodes were sutured on the epicardial surface, one at either sie of
the RF-lcsion. Electrical stimulation was performed with a custom made constant-crcnt
stimulator, delivering biphasic square pulses of 2ms duration. During regular pacing stimulus strength of twice diastolic threshold was used and premature stimuli were delered
with a strength of four times threshold. Pacing at one side of the lesion elicited a U-tminf
wavcfront around the tip of the lesion either in a clockwise or counterclockwise dir:tioa
(Figl).
Experimental Protocol

An identical pacing protocol was carried out using pacing electrodes located at either side
of the lesion. After a train of 20 basic stimuli (SI-SI 350ms) a single premature stimulus
(S2) was given. The S1-S2 coupling interval was decreased in steps of 2ms until the premature stimulus no longer captured the ventricle. The effective refractory period (ERP)
was defined as the longest S1-S2 interval that failed to initiate a propagated response. VIV2 intervals (defined as the time window between the last basic beat and the premature
beat al a given recording site) were measured both proximal and distal to the pivot point
(black dots in Figl). The excitable period proximal and distal to the pivot point was determined as the difference between the local VI-V2 interval and the ERP. Flecainide (2mg/l)
was then added to the perfusion fluid and after 20 minutes the pacing protocol was repeated.
Data Analysis

After the experiment, all 240 electrograms were played back from tape and activation maps
were generated by the computer, using the steepest negative deflection in the electrograms
as the moment of activation. Isochrones were drawn manually at 5ms intervals. Conduction
velocity w-as calculated from the distance normal to the isochrones. Local conduction block
was defined as a local conduction velocity of <• 5cm s and a change in direction of propagation distal to the line of block to differentiate it from slow conduction.'* The location of
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the anatomical lesion was determined by mapping during slow pacing. The conduction
delay at the pivot point was measured between two electrodes at either end of the lesion 1.4
mm apart (open circles in Figl). Only experiments were included in which the activation
wave made a full 180° turn around the lesion.
The data are presented as mean ± standard deviation. Results were compared using the paired Student's t-test. Differences were considered statistically significant at p-values <0.05.
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Results
Characteristics of premature pivoting wavefronts
Fig 2 shows an example of the effect of premature stimulation (S1-S2) on the V1-V2 itervals proximal and distal to the pivot point. During late premature stimuli (> 190ms). theVlV2 intervals proximal and distal to the pivot point were the same. However, at sheer
coupling intervals the VI-V2 interval distal to the pivot point progressively prolonged elativc to the proximal VI-V2 interval. In this example, under control conditions the maxmal
difference between the proximal and distal VI-V2 interval was 18ms.
In Fig 3 high density maps are given during counterclockwise pivoting of a basic and arly
premature beat. During slow pacing (Sl-Sl 350ms) it took 17ms for the wavefront tcturn
around the pivot point (from t=!8 to t=35ms). The electrogram recorded from the >iv«
point showed two components (at t=21 and t=26ms). The early premature beat propaatcd
more slowly, resulting in a conduction time of 35ms (from t=30 to t=65ms). At the>ivot
point now a clear double potential was recorded with the two components at t=36 and 2ms
(lower panel). As a result of this delay at the pivot point, the proximal VI-V2 interul of
166ms was prolonged to 184ms distal to the pivot point.
In Table 1, the effects of pivoting ot early premature deats are"gri'CTri&T'U7JVA'pC'rri/7i«:s. In
4 hearts the clockwise turning wave fronts did not make a full 180" turn around the lesion
(data excluded). During control, the proximal VI-V2 interval was I62±12ms compared to
I73±13ms distal to the pivot point (difference 11±8, p<0.01). The local conduction delay
at the pivot point increased from 11 ±5ms during slow pacing to 18±9ms during prematu-
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re stimulation (p<0.01). This increase by 7±5ms accounted for 64% of the lengthening of
the V1-V2 interval. There was no statistically significant diflercnce between clockwise and
counterclockwise turning wavefronts.
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Effects of flecainide on premature pivoting wavefronts
Figures 4 and 5 show the effects of flecainide (2mg/l) on conduction of premature turning
wavefronts. Flecainide prolonged the shortest S1-S2 interval that elicited a propagated
response from 154ms to 204ms (Fig 4). After administration of flecainide a marked prolongation of the VI-V2 interval distal to the pivot point was observed, the difference
between the shortest proximal and distal VI-V2 interval being increased from 18ms to
44ms. In Fig 5 the effects of flecainide on conduction of turning premature wavefronts are
shown by high density mapping. During slow pacing (SI-SI 350ms) the conduction time
of the counterclockwise turning wavefront was 32ms (from t= 14 to 46ms). During the earliest premature beat (SI-SI 204ms) the conduction time increased to 76ms (from t=28 to
104ms). This marked delay was due both to slowing of conduction and the development of
a line of functional conduction block at the pivot point (thick line). In stead of turning
uround the tip of the anatomical lesion, the wavefront now turned around the extended end
of the functional line of block, increasing the pathlength of the turning wavefront
Conduction around the functional pivot point was very slow (< 3cm/s) as demonstrated by
the local crowding of isochrones. During regular pacing (SI) a double potential was recorded at the anatomical pivot point at t 20 and 33ms. In contrast, during the premature beat,
when the turning wavefront became detached from the anatomical lesion, a single potential was recorded at the tip of the anatomical lesion (t=41). As a result of the large con-
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;. /.voc/inonei are a*rou7i munauuZ/v a/ im.vcc m^erva/f. ZJwr/ng regw/arparing /Ac
" r/ie /es;'on wa^ i2mi (/rom /=/4 /o /=46m5>. Dunng pi'vo/ing o/"//rc
/va/. a /me o/^/i/nc/iona/ conrfi/r//on Wodt occurrea" a/ /Ae r/p o///ie anatom/c /e.s/0/1. T/ie c»nata7fV>n
ve/oci/y araima" //ie/i/nc/io/ia//7(i'o/ptii>j/ «as < irmA /i/en^e cmWi'ng o/"/.voc/iTO/je.v/ Tn/.v re.viv//e£/
m a /o/a/ increase in cona'wc/ion //me ami/na* /Ac piVo/po/n/ /o 7öm.v (/row /=2Ä to /04/w.v/
C/n/po/ar e/ec/rogram5 recon/ea'yroOT /Ae/?ve 5/7e5 enc/rc/ea' /n /Ae maps. During regu/arpat/ng
a t/ouWe po/en//a/ »ww recon/erf a/ /Ae ana/om/ca/ p/vo/ po/n/ #=20/53/ During prema/i/re sli
'lon /52>, uAen /Ae /«mi'ng H'ave/h>n(feecamea"e/acAea"/rom /Ac anatom/ca/ /e.s/on, a v/ng/e po/en//a/
was recora"ea"/rom /Ae /ip o//Ae /e5ion rt=4/>. Due to /Ae /arge conaW/iun ae/a^ a/ /Aep/wo/po/n/ /Ae
/""*"""/ P/-K? in/erva/ o/276nu- incrcasct/ to 260m.v rf/i/a/ to /Aep/vo/po/n/. PTOJ: = prox/ma/ o//Ae
p/vo/ po/n/; D/s/ = a"w/a/ to /Ae p/vo/ po/n/.
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Table 1 Eflecto of flecartd* on pwoeng of the «artest premature beat

FlecairBde 2 mg/l

Control

U-tum
(N)

ERP
(ms)

Total

12

143*8

162*12 1 7 3 * 1 3 -

CCW

8

144*8

162*12

CW

4

142*7

160*12

Prox

ERP
(ms)

S1

S2

189*26" 217*29 244*36** 2 7 * 1 6 "

23*6

44*13

21*12"

5*4

191*21" 220*18 246*36" 2 6 * 1 8 "

21*6

40*14

19*13"

11*3

186*29" 212*33

27*2

52*9

25*9*

A

S1

S2

11*8

11*5

18*9

7*5

170*14*

8*7

9*4

13*5

178*8"

18*6

16*5

27*7

Diet

Pivot Point Delay (ms)

V1-V2(ms)

Pivot Point Delay <ms)

V1-V2(m»)

Prox

DM

241*43'

29*13

CCW • counterctodtwfra, CW • clockwise. ERP * effective refractory period. V1-V2 = V1-V2 interval of me earliest premature beat. Prox / Dist = selected electrodes
proximal respectvety «Mai to the prvot point (see Fig1). PP » pivot point. S1 = regular pacing interval 350ms. S2 = premature stimulation resulting in the earliest
premature beat • • p<0.08. " « p<0 01 dist versus prox; ' » p<0.05, " * p<0 01 flecainide versus control

life iVyfcy^-*''-•

£xr*«Mr

FlnafoMr

auction delay of the turning premature wavefroni, the proximal VI-V2 interval of 216ms
was prolonged to 260ms beyond the pivot point.
In Table I the effects of flecainide (2mg 1) on pivoting of the earliest premature beats art
given for all experiments. Flecainide prolonged the KRP from 143±8ms to 189±25ms
<p<0.01). The VI-V2 interval proximal to the pivot point was 217±29 compared to
244±36ms distal to the pivot point (p<0.01). This difference of 27±l6ms was larger than
the difference between the proximal and distal V1-V2 intervals during control (1 U8ms.
p<0.01). The local conduction delay at the pivot point increased from 23*6 during slow
pacing to 44* 13ms during premature stimulation (p<0.l)l). This increase by 2 U 12ms
accounted for 82% of the lengthening of the VI-V2 interval. No statistically significant
differences were found between clockwise and counterclockwise rotation.
-«;
In Fig 6 the shortest attainable VI-V2 intervals proximal and distal to the pivot point a n
plotted for all experiments, both during control and afkr administration of flccainidc. The
temporal excitable gap was calculated as the difference between the shortest VI-V2 interval and the HRP. In the proximal limb of the turning wavefront the difference between the
VI-V2 interval and the ERP was small. The slight prolongation of the VI-V2 interval compared to the S1-S2 interval is due to the latency between stimulus and response and a slight
increase in conduction time of the premature impulse from the pacing to the recording site.
The preferential conduction delay at the pivot point prolonged the shortest attainable VIV2 interval and increased the excitable gap distal to the pivot point. Administration of flecainide almost doubled the excitable gap distal to the pivot point from 30±l 1 to 55±22 ms

• REFRACTORY PERIOD
a EXCITABLE GAP

PROX
CONTROL
DIST

P<0.01

PROX
FLECAINIDE
DIST

50

100

150

200

300

250

V1-V2 INTERVAL (ms)

6. £ # « 7 5 o//7<?aH7ji</e on /Ae exc/toWe gap pnzrima/ W </;.««/ /o /Ae /?/vof jwm/.
nepresem die e^ecrtve re/wctory peno</; /Ae empry 6ar.? /W/cate //K> «c/7aWe ga/>. 77K? .VH/H O /
6
gap rf

g
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(p<0.01). To directly illustrate the presence of a large excitable gap distal to the pivot point,
in one experiment an additional test stimulus was applied in the distal limb of the turning
wavefront (Fig.7). In this experiment, the shortest V1-V2 interval was 230ms proximal and
260ms distal to the pivot point (left panel). During turning of the earliest possible premature beat, a test stimulus (S2*) was applied in the distal limb of the U-turn (right panel).
Starting well within the refractory period, the VI-S2* interval was increased in steps of
2ms until capture occurred. An S2* stimulus with a coupling interval of 190ms did not capture and the whole area distal to the pivot point was activated by the counterclockwise premature wavefront induced at the other side of the lesion. However, when the VI-S2* coupling interval was increased to 200ms, the tissue distal to the pivot point was captured by
the premature S2* stimulus. Now. part of the myocardium beyond the pivot point was activated before arrival of the counterclockwise turning wavefront. In this way, it was directly
demonstrated that the excitable gap in the returning limb of the turning wavefront wasai
long as 60ms.

SI — 2 1 0

S2

Dist
V2

260

VI-

!—190 — S2*

200 —

S2*

Dist

/•Tgwr 7. DfrnonvmiMon o / r A e / w . w i r e o/"an «citeW«'go/» in /Ae «-fuming /im/> o/"a pnenta/ure ffwrning MU»Wh>nf. /.<#' .4 /wmufurr rt>nnfm7odbw«> rurm/tg tttwe/fonr H«U M O W « / A>y paring af

- \7/mi//i(.v

»us nonna//v

fo

v JA«> 5 2 * .vrimu/us /ong />e^>rv urnvoi
h> .""MOmx. fAf- ruuuc </i.v/u/ /<> fA«" p i « « /xw'nr uus
/
>iM/c>n7<K-tMt.'cr fiirmnj» uutv/hmf. 7*t- f.u-i7<iNc g«v ^£(// in
«ihtrun* fuminv; HtnWnwu HUT at /ong <u 6ÖW« £XP - «^rfiwr rr/^uofon p m « / .
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Conduction Characteristics at the Pivot Point

.....•,-•,-...

In Fig 8 the characteristics of delayed conduction around the pivot point are shown. During
slow pacing in the absence of flecainide only a slight delay in conduction of 6ms occurred
at the pivot point (top panel). Almost all electrograms exhibited a single biphasic potential
with a steep negative deflection. Only at the tip of the anatomic lesion the electrograms
showed a small second component. In the lower left panel, pivoting of an early premature
beat is shown. Now, some crowding of isochrones was observed between the tip o! the
lesion and the lower left corner of the map associated with a conduction delay between
neighboring electrodes (35Oum) of 11-16ms. All premature electrograms around the pivot
point showed a double potential. Since in the time window between the components electrical activity could nowhere be recorded, this type of propagation was indicated as 'macroscopic discontinuous conduction'. After the delay, the tissue distal to the line of discontinuous conduction was activated almost simultaneously between t~52 and I 54ms. The
lower nght panel shows the effects of flecainide. A line of functional conduction block with
a length of 1.4mm now occurred at the tip of the anatomical lesion (thick line), lengthening the pathway of the turning wavefront. At the pivot point a dense crowding of isochrones was observed with local conduction delays up to 30ms between neighboring electrodes (350um). The effective conduction velocity across this area of macroscopic discontinuous conduction was less than 3cm/s (pseudoblock). The electrograms were severely
fractionated, the different components being separated by 14-30ms (total duration > 40ms).
In Table 2 the conduction characteristics at the pivot points are given for all experiments.
During control (slow pacing with an interval of 350ms), in most cases (8 of 12) the impulse propagated slowly but smoothly around the lesion with a local conduction delay of only
6±lms. In 4 experiments macroscopic discontinuous conduction occurred with a local
delay of 17±2ms. Macroscopic discontinuous conduction was assigned to be present if: 1)
the electrograms recorded at the pivot point showed a double potential, 2) the time window
between the two components was more than 10ms, 3) no electrical activity was observed
between the two components, 4) the tissue distal to the line of discontinuous conduction
was activated almost simultaneously. Functional conduction block was not observed.
During early premature beats (EPB), macroscopic discontinuous conduction occurred
more frequently (conduction delay 20±9ms; n=8). In one experiment a short line of functional block was observed. After administration of flecainide, uniform slow conduction
around the pivot point was no longer observed. Already during slow pacing, discontinuous
conduction and functional conduction block occurred in respectively 9 and 3 of 12 cases.
During early premature beats lines of functional conduction block occurred more frequently (8 of 12 cases). The length of the lines of functional block varied between 0.7 and
>2.8mm (outside mapping area) with a mean of >1.6±0.9mm. The conduction delay at the
pivot point varied from 28±6ms without and 53±9ms with the occurrence of functional
conduction block.
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Widening of the Excitable Gap by Flecainide
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The main finding of this study is that flecainide amplified the effects of pivoting of premature wavefronts. Due to a higher degree of macroscopic discontinuous propagation, the
conduction delay at the pivot point increased from 18±9 to 44±13ms (p<0.01). In many
instances the premature wavefront actually seemed to come to a halt, to continue again
after a pause of 15-3Oms After such a long local delay the tissue distal to this zone of discontinuous conduction was activated almost simultaneously (pseudoblock).'* The postponed activation might be explained by current flow from the cells proximal to the pivot
point, which arc already in their plateau phase, to the cells distal to the pivot point which
arc still rcpolarizing. Recent studies have provided evidence that the slow inward calcium
current during the plateau phase may provide additional current for succcsful propagation
of high curvature wavefronts.'**' Such a role of the calcium current may become especially important when the current generated by the rapid Na channels is diminished, as for
instance by flecainide. In H of 12 experiments the conduction delay at the pivot point was
further enhanced by the occurrence of a line of functional conduction block, which lcnghIcncd the pathway of the turning wavefront. The electrograms recorded at the pivot point
were highly fractionated. Despite the high resolution of the mapping electrode (35Oum),
the exact distinction of areas of slow conduction and conduction block was often difficult
due to the presence of electrotonic deflections in the local electrograms. Optical mapping
with voltage-sensitive dyes earlier demonstrated the occurrence of functional conduction
block at the tip of a linear lesion. In thin slices of sheep cpicardium. reduction of tissue
excitability by tctrodotoxin caused detachment of wavefronts from the tip of the incision
and initiation of spiral waves."
Due to an increase in the local conduction delay at the pivot point, flecainide widened the
temporal excitable gap in the returning limb of premature turning wavefronts from 30±ll
to 55±22ms (p<0.01). The question rises whether class I drugs will exert a similar action
during functional reentrant arrhythmias. One may argue that conduction delay at one end
of a line of functional block would give the other end of the line of block more time to recover, resulting in disappearance of part of the line of block. However, experimental studies
on the effects of class K" drugs on functional reentrant circuits have shown that both in
atrial and ventricular myocardium conduction was delayed at /w/A ends of a line of functional conduction block. " Apparently, under conditions of decreased excitability the size
of a functional reentrant circuit is not mainly determined by the wavelength of refractoriness (conduction velocity x refractory period), but also by the curvature of the rotating
wavefront.' When tissue excitability is depressed, the curvature of the wavefront may prohibit an abrupt turn around the end of a line of block. Because the wavefront is 'forced' to
make a wider turn with a lesser curvature, the tachycardia cycle length will prolong and
the excitable gap will become wider. Indeed, in a canine model of reentrant ventricular
tachycardia (VT), Coromilas et al.' found that flecainide preferentially slowed conduction
at the two pivot points of the central line of functional block and increased the size of the
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reentrant circuits. As a result, the VT cycle length prolonged from 171 to 210ms. Since flecainide had only minor effects on the refractory period, the temporal excitable gap during
VT prolonged with about 40ms.' Ortiz et al."' studied the effects of monci/inc on atrial
flutter due to functional reentry in the free wall of the canine right atnum. Also in the atrium, this class IC drug prolonged the reentrant cycle length mainly by slowing of conduction at the pivot points. We estimate that the observed increase in atnal flutter cycle length
from 133*^ to 172±27ms was accompanied by a widening of the excitable gap of about
30ms.'' Flecainide also exerts a clear anti-arrhythmic effect on atnal fibrillation (AI ).* In
• goat model of persistent AF. Wijffels et al.* recently showed that flecainide prolonged the
AF cycle length from 91±8ms to 134±8ms. This prolongation in AF cycle length was associated with a marked widening of the temporal excitable gap during AF. At high concentrations of a class 1 drug, about half of the AF cycle turned out to be excitable." Although
our study was performed in ventricular myocardium, it may offer a possible explanation for
the observed widening of the excitable gap during AF. If flecainide prolongs the delay at
pivot points of fibrillation waves, this is expected to widen the temporal excitable gap
during atrial fibrillation.
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Introduction
Since the early seventies, clinical electrophysiological studies have provided extensive evidence that ventricular tachycardia (VT) in the chronic phase of myocardial infarction is
based on reentry.'^ Catheter mapping has shown that these VTs usually arise from a subendocardial region.' More detailed intraoperative mapping demonstrated that the endocardial origin of VT might be due to either a reentrant circuit in the endocardial border/one
itself/" or to a macroreentrant circuit with an exit site towards the subendocurdium/ These
anatomical circuits often comprise an area of slow conduction through the infarct,* also
known as 'slow conduction zone'.' However, information on reentrant circuits causing VT
in patients is limited since mapping can only be performed during relatively slow, nemodynamically stable VT. High resolution maps of complete reentrant circuits have only been
obtained in a small subset of patients.
The most detailed information on reentrant circuits causing VT has been obtained from the
canine model of 3-7 days old myocardial infarction. In this model of healing infarction, VT
generally originates in the surviving epicardial border zone that overlies the infarcted
area.*'* Functional reentry circuits, cither as a single loop/ or in a figure-of-eight pattern,'
arc the most common underlying mechanisms of VT. The nonuniform anisotropic structure of the border zone plays a key role in the course of these functional reentrant circuits.'"
It is however unclear whether functional reentry is an important mechanism of VT in
patients weeks to months after myocardial infarction/"
To facilitate further investigation on the mechanisms of reentrant VT occurring in the chronic phase of myocardial infarction, we developed a rabbit model of healed myocardial
infarction in which reentrant VT can be induced and studied by high density mapping. In
the epicardial borderzone of Langendorff perfused rabbit hearts with a 2-4 months old
myocardial infarction, different types of reentrant VT were induced. As in humans, most
VT's were based on anatomical reentry involving a zone of slow conduction through the
scar. This rabbit model therefore offers a useful model to study the mechanisms of pathological conduction and reentry in healed myocardial infarction.
.
Methods

' "

Operation
New Zealand rabbits, weighing between 3-4 kg, were used for this study. Myocardial
infarction was produced by ligation of branches of the left anterior descending artery
(LAD) and / or circumflex artery (RCX). All experiments were carried out according to the
Dutch Law on Animal Experimentation and The European Directive for the Protection of
Vertebrate Animals used for Experimental and other Scientific Purposes. The study protocol was approved by the Animal Investigation Committee of Maastricht University.
The rabbits were anaesthetized with Hypnorm 0.5 ml/kg i.m (fentanyl citrate O.315mg/ml,
fluanisone 10 mg/ml). After endotracheal intubation, the rabbits were ventilated with a
mixture of O2 and N2O and halothane 1.5-2.5%. A twelve lead electrocardiogram was
:;
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recorded throughout the operation (Fig.l). A left thoracotomy was made through the fifth
intercostal space, the lungs were held aside and the pericardium was opened. To produce
an anterior myocardial infarction, a branch of the LAD or the RCX was selected for ligation. A suture was placed around the vessel, which could be tightened by a silicon tube
The selected artery was temporarily occluded, and the extent of ischemia was visually and
electrocardiographically assessed for 5 minutes. In case ischemia was too extensive or
severe ventricular arrhythmias occurred, the suture was removed. Otherwise, the artery was
permanently ligated. If the FX"G criteria for ischemia (ST-elevation > 2mm in at least 3 precordial leads) were not met, another branch of the LAD or RCX was ligated. To prevent
ventricular

arrhythmias,

lidocaine

was

infused

throughout

the

procedure

(I50microgr/kg/min). In case ventricular arrhythmias occurred an additional bolus of
2mg/kg lidocaine was given. After the procedure, the chest was closed and an intramuscular injection of ampicilline (25Omg) and buprenofine (0.04 mg/kg ) was given. The mortality rate during the operation was 15%, mainly due to ventricular fibrillation. Post-operative mortality rate was 8%.

Control

Acute ischemia Chronic infarction

VI
V2
V3

II
/. rÄnr /wcon/iu/ /t>ti<fc f F/-KJ> a«</ /«irf // o/a rfantfan/ /.?-/««/ surfa
/>if /v/()rr. i/Mn/iy. <;m/ /H Mvt'iLv u/?er m i w a n / i a / i#i/ärrfio/i. Duri/ig

Isolated Preparation
Two to four months after creating a myocardial infarction the rabbits were heparinized
(1000 I.U.) and after sedation (HypnormJ?) killed by cervical dislocation. The thorax was
opened by a midsternal incision, and the heart was rapidly removed and placed in cold perfusion fluid (IO"C). The aorta was cannulated and perfused with a pressure of 60 mm Hg.
The composition of the pcrtusion fluid was (mM) NaCl 130. NaHCO, 20.1. KC1 4.0,
CaClj 2.2. MgCK 0.6. Na.HK)^ 1.2. glucose 12. The solution was saturated with a mixture of 95% O, and 5% CO^. The pH was 7.35 and temperature was kept at 37±O.2°C.
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Figure 2. PAofognapA o//Ae La/!genc/or#7w/i«e</raftfci'/Aeart M'/VA a cArom'c myocarc/iW i'n/iin.7ion
in fAe an/ero-apica/ region o/f/ie /e/f ve/»/nc/e. AK- ngAf ven/n'c/e, LK' /e// venrricfe, L4; /

To create a thin layer of left ventricular subepicardium, a cryoprocedure was performed as
described previously.'^ First, the right ventricle was cryoablated by insertion of a cryoprobe (diameter 1 lmm) through the pulmonary artery and the right atrium. Then, the heart
was immersed in a tissue bath of 37°C and the cryoprobe was inserted in the left ventricle
for 10 minutes. As a result, the septum and endo- and midmyocardial layers of the free wall
of the left ventricle were cryoablated. Only a thin sheet of left ventricular subepicardium
(about 2 mm thick), including the healed myocardial infarction, was kept intact (Fig.2).
Mapping and Stimulation
The surface of the free wall of the left ventricle was mapped with a spoon-shaped mapping
electrode containing 240 silver electrodes (diameter 0.3mm, spatial resolution 2.25mm).
Unipolar electrograms were recorded simultaneously using the silver aortic cannula as
indifferent electrode. After amplification (gain 300-2000) and filtering (bandwidth 1500Hz) the signals were multiplexed, analog to digital converted (8 bits), and stored on
videotape. Reference-electrodes were sutured on the left atrium and the posterior wall of
the left ventricle. A computer-controlled custom-made stimulator was used for pacing with
biphasic square pulses of 2ms duration and four times diastolic threshold.
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Experimental Protocol

The inducibility of ventricular arrhythmias was tested by programmed electrical stimultion both before and after the cryoprocedure. An extrastimulus protocol was carried out i
three epicardial pacing sites (base, posterior wall and apex). Premature stimuli wee
applied during regular pacing at two cycle lengths (300 and 200ms). After every 20 base
stimuli (SI), a premature stimulus (S2) was introduced. The S1-S2 coupling interval w$
decreased in steps of 5ms until a sustained arrhythmia was induced or the premature smulus failed to capture. In the latter case, the S1-S2 interval was increased with 10ms ad
a second premature stimulus (S3) was introduced with the same coupling interval (S2-S)
as the S1-S2 interval. The S2-S3 interval was then shortened in steps of 5ms until a sustt»
ncd arrhythmia occurred or capture was lost. For the introduction of a third premature simulus (S4), (he same protocol as for S3 was repeated. If multiple premature stimuli faild
to evoke a sustained ventricular arrhythmia, incremental pacing was performed. Afteit
train of twenty stimuli, the pacing interval was shortened in steps of 10ms until a susti»
ncd arrhythmia was induced or I: I capture was lost. Non sustained VT (NSVT) was deincd as ventricular tachycardia of at least 3 beats and spontaneously terminating within lc$
than 30 seconds. Sustained VT was defined as a regular monomorphic VT lasting font
least 30 seconds. Ventricular fibrillation (VF) was defined as a polymorphic ventricuv
rhythm with a cycle length' o t ^ ilKJms. :fusiaiheu''J'r~was itTmiiimUi'ciith.i'JyiTj'iityilr.Av
mulus or by overdrive pacing. VF was terminated by intracoronary infusion of potassium
chloride.
The whole experiment was recorded on tape. After the experiment the electrograms were
played back from tape for analysis. An algorithm was used to detect the steepest negative
deflection in each elcctrogram as the moment of local activation. Color coded activation
maps were generated automatically and edited when necessary. Isochrones were drawn
manually at 10-ms intervals. Conduction velocity was measured from the distance between
the isochrones. The circuit size of the reentrant circuits was measured by taking the shortest pathway of the circuit normal to the isochrones.
Macroscopic and Microscopic Examination of the Infarcts

A translucent copy of the spoon-shaped mapping array was used to evaluate the location
of the epicardial scar relative to the mapping electrode. The infarcted area was drawn on a
paper-copy of the mapping array and the size of the infarct was calculated by counting the
number of electrodes on the scar. Since the surface of the mapping array (containing 240
equally spaced electrodes) covered an area of 11 2cm\ the infarct size was calculated as
the number of electrodes on the scar 240 x 11.2cm' (Table 1).
After the experimental procedure, the hearts were fixed by immersion in 10% phosphate
bu(Yered formalin. Seven hearts were selected for histological examination, based on the
results of mapping. In 2 hearts the activation map during VT showed reentrant excitation
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around the scar, in 4 hearts the reentrant circuit comprised a segment of slow conduction
through the scar, and in one heart the reentrant circuit was completely located within the
scar. The scar was excised and then routinely processed and embedded in paraffin
(Paraplast. Sherwood, Missouri. USA). Senal sections of lOum were made and stained
with haematoxylin and eosin according to the standard histological procedures. The senal
sections were examined with a Nikon E800 light microscope.

Tibk I. Characteristics of therabbithearts with a healed myocardial infarction (n"62)
Ligabons (No.)

Infarct size

Infarct age

Total

RCX

LAD

cm'

SofLV

Weeks

Range

1-S

0-5

0-3

0.7-4.7

7-42

8-18

Mean

2.4*1.3

2.0*1.1

0.5*0.7

2.0*0.8

18*7

13*3

RCX, LAD indicates side branches of respectively the circumflex and left anterior descending
artery. LV - left ventricle.

Results
Inducibiliry of Ventricular Arrhythmias
In Fig. 3 the inducibility of ventricular arrhythmias in 62 isolated hearts with a chronic
infarction and 8 control hearts is shown both before and after the cryoprocedure. Before
endocardial cryoablation (intact heart), the inducibility of VT, NSVT and VF was higher in
the infarcted hearts than in controls. In intact control hearts sustained monomorphic VT
could not be induced by programmed electrical stimulation. NSVT and VF could only be
initiated by at least 3 premature beats or incremental pacing. In the infarcted hearts VT was
induced in 8% of cases. NSVT and VF already occurred after 1 or 2 premature beats. VF
was initiated by multiple premature stimuli in 47%, compared to 13% in controls.
After the cryoprocedure, the inducibility of VF had decreased markedly. Instead, sustained
VT was now initiated in 25% of controls and in 66% of infarcted hearts. In normal hearts
VT could only be initiated by incremental pacing whereas in the infarcted hearts 35% of
the VT's were induced by multiple premature beats. NSVT also occurred more often in the
infarcted hearts than in controls (40% versus 22%) and were induced by less aggressive
pacing.
No correlation was found between the inducibility of VT and either the size (p=0.38) or
age (p=0.82) of the myocardial infarctions.
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Kpicardlal Mapping ofVT
In 41 hearts with a chronic infarction, 67 different monomorphic VTs were induced. Most
VTs continued for hours at a constant interval if not terminated by electrical stimulation.
Mapping of the epicardial activation during VT revealed four different types of reentrant
circuits. In 16% (n^l I) VT was based on reentry around the scar. The majority of VTs
(61%, n=41) were based on a reentrant circuit comprising a slow conduction zone through
the infarct. In the other cases, the reentrant circuit was either located completely within
(12%, n=8) or outside the infarcted area (10%, n=7).
Reentry around the scar
Fig. 4 shows an example of a reentrant VT around the infarct. The impulse rotated in a
counterclockwise direction around the scar with a revolution time of 128ms. Due to the
anisotropic properties of the subepicardium. the conduction velocity around the myocardial infarct varied. At the free wall of the left ventricle the impulse propagated parallel to
the epicardial fiber orientation at a conduction velocity of 70 cms. In the corridor between
the scar and the LAD the wavefront propagated perpendicular to the fibers at a reduced
speed of 30cnvs. Biphasic electrograms with a steep negative deflection and an isoelectri-
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cal segment were recorded during the whole cycle of the VT. Histological examination of
the left ventricle showed a continuous ring of ventricular myocardium around the fibrotic
tissue of the scar, as illustated in Fig. 5. In the corridor between the scar and the LAD the
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fibers ran parallel to each other in a direction perpendicular to the LAD. In the free wall c
the left ventricle the fibers curved gradually from base to apex.
In 8 hearts, 11 different reentrant VTs around the scar were induced. In Table 2, the eta
racteristics of the reentrant circuits are given. VTCL varied between 108 and 165ms (mea
!3Oil8). The circuits were relatively large, the pathlength being 59±6mm. The transverse
conduction velocity in the corridor between the scar and the LAD was 32±3 cm/s.
Histological examination of the infarcted area was performed in 2 of 8 hearts. In both
cases, a continuous ring of cpicardium around the scar was present.
Reentry through the scar
Fig. 6 shows an example of a reentrant circuit with a slow conduction zone through the
infarct (SC"Z). In the activation map, t=0 corresponds to the exit site at the apical border of
the scar. From this site the impulse propagated counterclockwise around the scar in 81 mi
The reentrant circuit was completed in 164ms by conduction through the scar back to the
exit site. The electrogram recorded at the exit was of relatively low amplitude and showed
a QS morphology (upper and lower electrogram in middle panel). During normal amplification of the clectrograms (gain 300), the connecting pathway through the scar could no)
be detected (clectrograms in grey area). Due to the apparent absence of electrical activity
in the scar, a diastolic interval of 83ms was present during the VT cycle of 164ms.
However, at high gain (2(XK)x) small potentials from the scar became visible which bridged
the diastolic interval between t=81 and 164ms (right panel). During successive beats these
small potentials were fixed in time. The amplitude of the potentials recorded from the
infarcted region was about 0.2 mV compared to 1-3 mV from the epicardial layer outside
the scar. Assuming that conduction of the impulse between the entrance and exit site occurred along a straight line, the length of the SCZ was 12mm and the apparent conduction
velocity through the SCZ was I4cm/s. The presence of a connecting pathway through the
scar was confirmed by histological examination of the infarcted area. Fig. 7 demonstrates
the presence of several isolated bundles surrounded by fibrotic scar tissue (arrows), forming an almost continuous tract of surviving myocytes between the viable myocardium at
the upper and lower side of the infarcted area.
In three experiments, impulse propagation through the slow conduction zone was studied
in more detail by a rectangular mapping array (7.5 by 7.5mm) containing 248 electrodes
with an interelectrode distance of 500um. Fig. 8 shows an example. The VT with a cycle
length of 128ms was based on a clockwise reentrant loop comprising a SCZ between the
inferior and superior border of the scar (upper left map). The length of the SCZ was
7.75mm and the conduction time through the SCZ was 68ms (apparent conduction velocity I lenvs). The mapping array was positioned on the scar between the entrance (t=60) and
exit (t=0) of the SCZ (middle panel). The grey part of the map indicates the area of the
infarction from which no electrical activity was recorded. The activation map of the SCZ
shows that the entrance (t 60) and exit (t=0) were connected by several distinct pathways
which converged into a common pathway towards the exit site. To localize and quantify the
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spatial inhomogeneity in conduction, the maximal differences in activation time were calculated at each quadruplet of electrodes (phase map). Slow conduction, as indicated by a
large local phase difference, occurred at the entrance and the exit of the SCZ and at branching points of the several pathways within the scar. At the exit, local differences in activation time as large as 28ms were found indicating a local conduction velocity of less than
2cnvs Electrical activation of the distinct pathways occurred almost simultaneously (phase
• Oms). The electrograms recorded from the SCZ are shown in the lower panel. At the
entrance (row 1) a single positive deflection was recorded. At the starting point of the pathways through the scar (lane d and f), the main positive deflection was followed by a second
response of low amplitude (row 2-4). In both pathways, between the strands of electrically dead tissue (grey area), single potentials were observed. At branching points the electrograms were fractionated. In the common pathway towards the exit (row 11-15) double
potentials and fractionated electrograms were recorded. At the exit (row 16), both single
negative deflections and fragmented electrograms were recorded, suggesting dissociated
conduction over (functionally) separated pathways.
In 26 hearts, 41 different VTs with a SCZ were induced. During all VTs, high amplification of electrograms recorded from the scar showed small diastolic potentials. The characteristics of the reentrant circuits are given in Table 2. The large diversity in reentrant circuits is illustrated by the wide range in VTCL (103-274ms), circuit size (29-79mm), length
of the SCZ (7-4 lmm), apparent conduction velocity within the SCZ (9-69cm/s) and conduction time through the SCZ (13-244ms). In most cases, the conduction velocity through
the SCZ (20±10 cm/s) was slower than normal slow conduction transverse to the fibers as
recorded during VTs around the scar (32±3 cm/s, p<0.01). High resolution mapping
(500|im) of the SCZ was performed in 3 experiments. In all cases, pathways of electrical
activity within the scar could be demonstrated. Conduction through the infarct was largely inhomogeneous. The difference in activation times between adjacent electrodes varied
from 0 (simultaneous excitation) to 40ms (conduction velocity 1.25cm/s). Histological
examination of the infarcted area was performed in 4 of 26 hearts. In all cases, surviving
muscle bundles were observed separated by connective tissue of the healed infarcts.
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Reentry within the scar
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Fig. 9 shows the activation map of a VT with a cycle length of 112ms originating from
* within the scar. The site of earliest activation was located at the left upper border of the scar
(exit #1 at t=0). Two other exit sites were present, one at t=19ms (exit #2 at the right upper
border of the infarct) and one at t=97ms (exit #3 at the inferior border). The two wavefrontj
emerging from the superior border of the scar collided at the base of the left ventricle at
t=27ms. At the site of collision the electrogram showed double potentials (middle panel).
The dominant wave during VT originated from the right upper border of the scar and rotated clockwise around the infarct. However, instead of entering the infarcted area, it collided
with the third wavefront emerging from the inferior border (t=l 13). Again, double potentials were recorded at the site of collision (middle panel). High gain recordings (2000x)
from the scar showed highly fragmented low amplitude electrograms (right panel).
Actually, the multiple components (arrows) recorded from the three electrodes in the center of the infarcted region covered the whole VT cycle length (continuous electrical activity), l-'rom the distance between the electrodes it was estimated that the reentrant circuit was
confined to an area of about 7 mm with an estimated pathlength of 16mm. For reentry to
occur in such a small area, the average conduction velocity must be less than 15cm/s. Fig.
10 shows the anatomical substrate of this VT. In the infarcted region several small areas of
surviving myocytes were observed (left panel). These viable bundles were usually in the
proximity of a blood vessel. In the right panel, part of the infarcted area is shown at higher
magnification. Two bundles with a different geometry can be seen. In one bundle, the myocytes were still closely packed and arranged in a longitudinal fashion, whereas in the other
bundle the individual myocytes were separated by fibrotic tissue.
In 6 hearts, 8 different VTs originating from within the scar were induced (Table 2). In all
cases, high amplification of the signals recorded from the scar revealed electrical activity
during the whole VT cycle length. The VTs originating from within the scar were relatively fast (VTCL I2O±9, n=8). The estimated pathlength was relatively short (2O±5 mm) and
the estimated average conduction velocity around the circuit was 17±5 cm/s.
Functional reentry outside the scar
Fig. 11 shows an example of a functional reentrant circuit completely outside the infarcted
region. The cycle length was very short with beat to beat alternation between 93 and 96ms.
The impulse circulated in a counterclockwise direction around a small line of functional
conduction block, oriented parallel to the cpicardial fiber orientation. During pivoting
around the ends of the line of block the conduction velocity was depressed. Especially at ,
the pivot point near the LAD a marked crowding of isochrones was observed corresponding to a local conduction velocity of 16cm s. At the pivot points fragmented electrograms
of low amplitude were recorded (at t=26 and 81ms in right panel). At the border of the |
infarct (asterisk) VT cycle length was 189ms because the reentrant impulse was conducted ]
in a 2:1 manner.
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Functional VT next to the scar
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In 6 hearts, 7 different functional reentrant circuits outside the infarcted region were induced (Table 2). Because the circuits were relatively small (24±6mm). the VTCL was short

Slow versus Fast VTs
The cycle length of the different VTs varied between 93 and 274ms. Fig. 12 shows that the
mean VT cycle length was 11 l±12ms during functional VT, 120±9ms during VT within
the scar, I3()±l8ms during VT around the scar and 149±37ms during VT involving a slow
conduction zone (SCZ) through the scar. Fast VTs with a cycle length of less than 150ms
(horizontal dotted line) could be based on all four types of reentry. With the exception of
two VTs around the scar, all "slow" VTs (CL > 150ms) were based on anatomically defined reentry comprising a SCZ through the scar.
The cycle length of the VTs around the scar varied between 108 and 165ms. These differences were mainly due to differences in length of the segment of slow transverse conduction around the scar. Fast VTs showed a relatively short segment of transverse conduction,
whereas slow VTs comprised a longer segment of transverse conduction (R* 0.61, p<0.05).
The cycle length of VT through the scar was mainly determined by the conduction time
through the SCZ, as illustrated in Fig. 13. The conduction time through the SCZ was relatively short during fast VTs, whereas during slow VTs the conduction time through the
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Table 2. Characteristics o f different types o f reentry
Nun*«r
VT
(n-«7)

nMnl
(n-62)
VT around th« »car

CnaracMna«ca of circuit

8(13%)

11 (16%)

Rang«
Mian

-

-

Cyd«
tantfhC»)

PajavanQai

dm)

Sagrnant of ataw conduction
Conduction
CoooucUon
Longth
(mm) vtJodty (onVH) Km» (ma)

•
106-165

50-68

11-20

©,28-35

32-72

130*18

59*6

13*3

»,32*3

48*17

103-274

29-79

7-41'

6»9-«9'

13-244

149*37

50*14

16*8'

© . 20*10"

85*43*

110-134

13-27*

120*9

20*5*

94-130

18-32

111*12

24*6

VT through th« «car 26(42%) 41 (61%)
Rang»

•a»

MMn
VT within th« tear

6(10%)

8(12%)

_

_

Rang»

Functional VT

6(10%)

7(10%)

_

„

Rang»

NoVT

9 M 11-25*

21 (34%)

6, indicates transverse conduction velocity, 6 « conduction velocity through the scar.
' = estimated value assuming a straight conduction pathway through the scar.
* = estimated value assuming a circuit in between electrodes showing multicomponent electrogranu which all together
covered the whole VTCL (continuous electrical activity).
• = p<0.05 versus VT around the scar (unpaired T-test).
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SCZ was much longer (R' 0.69, p<0.05). No correlation was found between the VTCL and
the length of the SCZ (R'0.23, p=NS). This can be explained by the large variation in conduction velocity through the infarct (range 9-69cm/s).
Different YT's in a Single Heart
In 21 hearts, different VTs with varying morphology and/or cycle length were induced.
This pleomorphism was due either to a different exit site (n=5) or to a change in direction
of rotation of the reentrant impulse (n=9). In 7 hearts, VTs with a same morphology but
different cycle length could be induced.
The upper two panels of Fig. 14 show an example of VT pleomorphism due to a change in
exit site. Both VTs were based on a reentrant circuit through the scar. The exit site (t=0) of
the VT with a cycle length of 110ms was located at the lateral border of the infarct, whereas the exit of the slower VT (CL 146ms) was located more inferiorly. The electrograms
in the upper and lower left corner of the map show a change from a QS morphology at the
exit sites to an RS morphology after the exit site had shifted.
The two middle panels demonstrate pleomorphism of VT due to a change in direction of
rotation. The cycle length of the clockwise (222ms) and counterclockwise VT (226ms)
were similar, indicating that the reentrant pathway during both VTs was the same.
However, the morphology of the electrograms differed depending on the direction of rotation. During the clockwise VT a low amplitude negative potential was recorded at the exit
site at the superior border of the scar and a high amplitude biphasic potential at the inferior border. During counterclockwise VT the exit site at the inferior border of the scar now
showed a QS morphology.
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The lower panels of Fig. 14 show two VTs with the same morphology but of different cycle
length. During the two VTs both the exit site and the conduction time around the scar were
similar (conduction time = 64 ms). In contrast, the conduction time through the infarcted
area was 43ms during the fast VT (CL 107ms) compared to 70ms during the tachycardia
with a cycle length of 134ms. The differences in cycle length of the two VTs thus is probably due to the existence of two different pathways through the scar.
Discussion

Different Reentrant Circuits Causing VT
Both clinical as well as experimental studies have demonstrated that VT after myocardial
infarction can be based on different types of reentry." The reentrant circuits can be either
functional or anatomic in nature,''''' and may contain a single or multiple loops. * Reentry
can occur within a small area of a few millimetres (mieroreentry).'^but also large macroreentrant circuits around and through the scar have been demonstrated.'*"'The circuits can
be located in the epi- or endocardial borderzone of the infarcted area," but intramural
tracts of surviving muscle bundles in the scar may also participate in the reentrant pathway. '•* Most circuits comprise a segment of slow conduction through the infarcted area,
also known as slow conduction /one (SCZ).
The aim of this study was to develop a model of reentrant VT in rabbit hearts with a healed
myocardial infarction with characteristics comparable to clinical VTs. As in human hearts,
most VTs (41 of 68) were based on a reentrant circuit comprising a slow conduction zone
through the infarcted area. We were not able to pinpoint the exact pathways through the
inlurct in most experiments. However, the following arguments support that part of the
reentrant circuit consisted of a tract of surviving myocytes in the infarcted area: (1)
Fractionated electrograms of low amplitude were recorded from the scar, bridging the diastolic interval. These fractionated electrograms probably reflect discontinuous electrical
activation of viable muscle fibers within the infarcted area.'*"" (2) In 3 experiments, ultrahigh density mapping of the infarcted region demonstrated the presence of electrical pathways through the scar. (3) Histological examination of the infarcted area confirmed the
presence of surviving myocytes within the scar. These tracts seemed to connect viable tissue at either side of the infarct. thus completing an anatomically determined circuit. (4) In
most cases the effective conduction velocity through the scar was slow (between 10 and 25
cms).
Similar reentrant circuits containing a tract of surviving myocytes within the scar have
been demonstrated by de Bakkcr et al. in chronically infarcted hearts of patients.'" In their
study, the effective conduction velocity through the infarct was about 20-30 cm/s/ They
showed that slow' conduction through the infarcted area actually was due to zigzag conduction at normal velocity over long pathways of surviving myocytes separated by connective tissue.*' Slow conduction through a myocardial infarction can also be caused by
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depressed excitability of the surviving myocytes."' reduced cellular coupling." or source
to sink mismatches when a thin bundle is connected to a larger volume of myocardium."
The data obtained from the high gain, high density maps in this study suggests that slow
conduction occurred at sites of changing tissue geometry, as the entrance and exit of the
slow conduction zone and at branching points of tracts of surviving myocytes within (he
In the rabbit hearts with a healed myocardial infarction VT could also be due to reentry
around the scar (16% of VTs), within the scar (10"o of VTs), or functional reentry outside
the scar (10% of VTs). During reentry around the scar, the conduction velocity of the circulating impulse varied between 30 cm s transverse to the local fiber orientation to 70 cm/s
parallel to the fibers. Similar variations in conduction velocity due to normal tissue anisotropy were measured by Brugada et ai. during reenty around a cryolesion in the rabbit ventricle."'' In patients with chronic infarction and a ventricular aneurysm. the most obvious
pathway for circulating excitation seems to be the rim of surviving myocardium around the
scar, but this has actually been demonstrated in only a few cases/
During reentry confined to the infarcted area itself continuous electrical activity was recorded from the infarct. These circuits within the healed infarct were estimated to be as small
as 5-10 mm- (microrecntry). Also in patients, continuous electrical activity can sometimes
be recorded from a small area of endocardium overlying the infarct, suggesting microreentry as the underlying mechanism of VT." Spach et al. calculated thai when the myocardial fibers are separated by fibrotic tissue (non-uniform anisotropy) reentry can occur
in areas as small as 1-4 mmV' Reentry on such a small scale is possible because the conduction velocity in nonuniform anisotropic myocardium may be as slow as 1-5 cm/s.'"
Nonuniform anisotropic structure also seems to play a key role in functional reentrant VT
in the epicardial borderzone of canine myocardial infarction.*'" Schalij et al.'^ showed that
uniform anisotropy of normal ventricular myocardium is sufficient to cause functional
reentrant VT. In our study, functional reentry was also observed occasionally in the noninfarcted part of the ventricle. As in the study of Schalij et al.'^ the cycle length of these
functional VTs was very short.
Pleomorphism of VT
In patients suffering from VT in the chronic phase of myocardial infarction, often multiple VT's with different morphologies can be induced. Catheter mapping during VT has
shown that changes in QRS morphology are associated with a change in the site of earliest
endocardial activation.^' Experimental studies using high density mapping have demonstrated that differences in exit site can be due either to different locations of the central
common pathway or to a different direction of rotation of the reentrant impulse.**'^ In our
study, these causes of pleomorphism were all observed (Fig. 14). We further showed that
also different VTs with a same morphology but with different cycle length could be indu-
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ccd in the same heart. In these cases the location of the exit site remained the same, but
two different pathways were present in the scar. Information about the presence of multiple pathways through the scar may be important for effective ablation of the arrhythmogenie substrate of VT.
Benefits and Limitations of the Model
The aim of this study was to develop a rabbit model of healed myocardial infarction to help
elucidate the different mechanisms causing reentrant ventricular tachyarrhythmias after
myocardial infarction in humans. The intrinsic limitation of this model off course is that it
is not identical to the pathophysiological substrate of reentrant VT in humans: (1 )The rabbit heart is much smaller than the human heart. (2) In the intact (three dimensional) rabbii
heart with a healed myocardial infarction, VF rather than VT was induced by programmec
electrical stimulation. Only after cryoablation of the complete right ventricle, the interventricular septum and the endo- and midmyocardial layers of the left ventricle, VT was indu
ccd in a substantial amount of hearts (66%). (3) Due to the cryoprocedure, the complex 3
D architecture of chronic myocardial infarction is reduced. In patients, thin intramura
strands of surviving muscle bundles in the infarct may be involved in the reentrant path
way. (4) Unlike the clinical substrate of VT, our preparations are not under the influence d
coronary ischemia or variations in neurohumoral balance.'" A further limitation of tht
study was that in most experiments we were run a'o'icUi pinpoint \Yie exaci pta\Vr»vjrj \\wtfogu
the infarct and that we have not determined the clectrophysiological mechanisms of slow
conduction in the infarctcd area.
Since characteristics of VT after myocardial infarction have already been extensively studied in canine hearts with a chronic myocardial infarction, one can ask what the additional value of a rabbit model is. (I) Use of rabbit hearts is more practical in terms of costs,
housing and laboratory equipment and therefore large series can be obtained more easily.
(2) The l.angendorff perfused preparations offer the possibility to study the mechanisms of
both relatively slow and fast VTs, whereas detailed information on reentrant circuits in
whole animals is limited to the slower hemodynamically tolerated VTs. (3) The thin layer
of suhepicardium allows two-dimensional (optical) mapping to study the reentrant circuit
in great detail. (4) Reentrant VT in canine hearts has been mainly studied in the healing
phase of infarction (3 to 5 days after infarction) because later after infarction VT is often
no longer inducible." In contrast, the rabbit model consists of an epicardial borderzone
containing an area of fully /ic<i/r</ myocardial infarction (2-4 months old). In this phase,
the surviving fibers in the infarcted area are more separated by connective tissue and the
parallel orientation of the fibers has been lost.'" (5) Whereas in the epicardial borderzone
of 3-5 days old canine infarction the reentrant circuits are usually functional in nature," in
the rabbit model most VTs were based on an anatomically defined circuit. The different
types of reentry are likely to respond differently to programmed electrical stimulation" and
antiarrhythmic drugs.'"
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As pointed out above, our rabbit model of healed myocaniial infarction obviously is different from the substrate of clinical reentrant VT. Nevertheless, the histologic appearance of
the resected infarcts in the rabbit bears close resemblance to human infarcts. The surviving
myocytes in the infarcted area are clearly separated by connective tissue and formed continuous tracts which connected viable muscle at either side of the infarcted area.*'"
Therefore, we believe that this rabbit model of VT may be a useful tool to study the mechanisms of slow conduction and reentry in healed myocaniial infarction which may help to
understand the pathophysiological mechanisms of human VT.
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Introduction
in patients suffering from ventricular tachycardia (VT) after myocardial infarction, the
response of VT to electrical stimulation is diverse. Some VTs can easily be terminated by
premature stimuli while others can not or arc even accelerated.' ' The return cycle after a
premature impulse that resets the tachycardia can be shorter, longer or equal to the cycle
length of the VT.*'* Usually, the reset curve has a flat part which is taken as evidence for
an anatomic reentrant circuit with a fully excitable gap.'" However, since clinical studies
are usually done without mapping the exact propagation of the reentrant impulse in the circuit, the properties of the reentrant circuit that determine the various responses of VT to
premature stimuli are not completely understood.
To further explore the effects of premature stimulation on reentrant VT, high resolution
mapping of the reentrant circuit dunng resetting has been performed in a number of experimental studies. * In a rabbit model of anatomic reentrant VT. Mabcrl et al. recently reported a differential reset response depending on whether the area of slow conduction was caused by depression of the active membrane currents or by electrical uncoupling.'" We developed a model of reentrant VT in Langendorff perfused layers of rabbit subcpicurdium containing an area of healed myocardial infarction. In some hearts VT was due to reentry
around the scar, while in other hearts VT was based on a reentrant circuit comprising a
slow conduction zone through the infarctcd area. In this study, we investigated whether the
reset response of a VT around the scar was different than that of a VT with a slow conduction zone through the scar and which properties of the reentrant circuit determine the
response of VT to premature stimuli.
Methods
Preparation
In 19 Langendorff perfused rabbit hearts with a healed myocardial infarction (2-4 months
old), a thin layer of left ventricular subepicardium was created by a cryoprocedure. The
complete surgical procedure, the cryoprocedure, and the perfusion system have been
described in detail in Chapter 4.
Mapping and Stimulation
The epicardium of the left ventricle was mapped with a spoon-shaped mapping array containing 240 silver electrodes (diameter 0.3mm) with an interelectrode distance of 2.25mm.
Bipolar stimulation could be performed through any selected pair of electrodes in the electrode array. The on-line mapping system to record and analyze the data was described in
Chapter 4. Activation maps were generated by the computer. If necessary, the maps were
edited by inspection of the individual electrograms and the pattern of activation around the
recording site. Isochrones were drawn manually at 10-msec intervals. Local conduction
velocities were calculated normal to the isochrones. The circuit size of the reentrant circuits was measured by taking the shortest pathway of the circuit normal to the isochrones.
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Experimental Protocol
Sustained monomorphic VT was induced by programmed electrical stimulation using 1-3
premature stimuli or incremental pacing. During VT, single premature stimuli (4x threshold) were applied proximal to the area of slow conduction. An electrogram recorded
adjacent to the pacing site was used to synchronize the stimulator. The last activation preceding the stimulus was defined as V1. The 2 beats following the premature stimulus were
defined as V2 and V3. A complete reset curve was made by shortening the coupling interval between VI and the stimulus (S) in steps of 2ms. The exact V l - S coupling interval was
determined by correction for small differences in activation time between the pacing and
sensing site. The excitable gap (EG) was measured as the range of coupling intervals that
resulted in reset or termination of VT. The flat part of the reset curve was taken as the full)
EG, whereas the partially EG was taken as the difference between the total EG and the fully
EG.
In 8 hearts, the excitability threshold and the effective refractory period (ERP) were measured at multiple sites within the scar, the borderzone of the infarct (< lem from the scar)
and the non-infarctcd part of the left ventricle (> lem from the scar). During regular pacing
(SI -SI) with an interval of 350 or 20()ms, the HRP was measured by applying a single premature stimulus (S2, 4x threshold) after every 20th basic interval. Starting well within the
refractory period, the SI-S2 coupling interval was incremented in steps of 2 msec. The
shortest SI-S2 interval that resulted in a propagated response was taken as the ERP.
Statistical Analysis
Results were compared using the unpaired Student's t-test and linear regression as indicated. P-valucs of less than 0.0S were taken as statistically significant.
Results
Reset of N'T around the scar
Fig. I shows the activation map and the reset curve of a VT around the scar with a cycle
length of 119ms. During reentrant excitation around the scar the conduction velocity varied
in different parts of the circuit. At the free wall of the left ventricle the impulse propagated
parallel to the epicardial fiber orientation with a conduction velocity of 70 cnv's. In the corridor between the scar and the LAD the wavefront propagated perpendicular to the fibers
at a reduced speed of 30cm/s. VT was reset by applying single premature stimuli proximal
to the area of transverse conduction. The reset curve was almost completely flat. Only the
earliest premature stimuli (<76ms) caused a slight prolongation of the return cycle of the
VT (V2-V3). Arter the earliest premature stimulus ( V l - S 68ms) the return cycle was only
6ms longer than the VTCL (V2-V3 125ms). The fully excitable gap (EG) was 35ms and
the partially EG 10ms. The VT could not be terminated by a single premature stimulus.
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Reset of VT through the scar
Fig. 2 shows the activation map and the reset curve of a VT through the scar with a cycle
length of 134ms. In the activation map, t=0 corresponds to the exit site at the apical border of the scar. From this site the impulse propagated in counterclockwise direction around
the scar in 66ms. The reentrant circuit was completed by a slow conduction zone (SCZ) of
68ms through the scar back to the exit site (134ms). Assuming that conduction of the
impulse between the entrance and exit site occurred along a straight line, the length of the
SCZ was 11 mm and the effective conduction velocity through the SCZ was 16 cm/s. VT
was reset by applying single premature stimuli proximal to the SCZ. The reset curve of the
reentrant circuit through the scar was mixed (flat and sloped part). Prolongation of the
return cycle (V2-V3) started at a relatively long coupling interval (Vl-S: 108ms). The
return cycle after the premature stimulus with a coupling interval of 96ms was 26ms longer than the VTCL (V2-V3: 160ms). Premature stimuli with coupling intervals between 94
and 78ms terminated the tachycardia. The fully EG was 20ms and the partially EG 32ms.
Fig. 3 shows the activation maps during reset of this VT by a premature stimulus with a
coupling interval of 96ms. After the premature stimulus, the return cycle was prolonged by
26ms (V2-V3 160ms, top tracing). The activation maps show that the conduction time
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through the SCZ increased from 68ms during the tachycardia (VI) to 93ms after premature stimulation (V2). Therefore, the prolongation of the return cycle by 26ms was almost
totally due to conduction delay within the SCZ (25ms). This conduction delay caused longer VI-V2 intervals at the exit of the SCZ, as shown by the spatial distribution of the VIV2 intervals around the circuit (lower left panel). At the exit site the VI-V2 interval
(126ms) was almost equal to the normal VTCL (134ms) and the premature impulse had
lost almost all its prematurity. Consequently the tachycardia was reset by only 8 ms. The
VI-V2 intervals at the entrance and exit of the SCZ are plotted for all Vl-S coupling intervals in the lower right panel. During premature stimulation with a coupling interval <
106ms, the VI-V2 interval at the exit progressively prolonged relative to the V1-V2 interval at the entrance. The shortest attainable VI-V2 interval at the entrance was 86ms (64%
of VTCL) compared to 109ms at the exit site (81% of VTCL).

Termination of VT
Fig. 4 shows an example of termination of VT by a single premature stimulus. The tachycardia was based on a counterclockwise reentrant circuit comprising a long segment of
slow conduction through the scar. From the exit site at the apical border of the scar, the
impulse was conducted at high speed around the scar (from r=0 to t=55ms) and then pro-
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J 1 Termimtton of VT
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pagated slowly through the scar back to the exit site (from t=55 to t=218ms). The electrogrum recorded from the exit site showed a predominant negative deflection (site A). During
fast propagation around the scar the elcetrograms were biphasic and of high amplitude (site
H lo I)). A low amplitude potential was recorded from the scar (site E). VT was terminated by a single premature stimulus with a coupling interval of 148ms delivered close to site
0. The activation map of the premature impulse and the electrograms show that termination was due to orthodromic conduction block of the paced impulse within the SCZ while
the antidromic wave collided with the circulating wave.
Change in Morphology of VT
Fig. 5 shows the reset curve of a VT w ith a cycle length of 111 ms. After late premature stimuli the return cycle was not prolonged (flat part of curve). After early premature stimuli
the return cycles were either slightly (up to 127ms) or markedly prolonged (up to 168ms).
This dual response to early premature stimuli resulted in a 'split' reset curve which could
be explained by the presence of two distinct pathways through the infarct. The VT was
based on a reentrant circuit comprising a SCZ between the upper border (t=0) and the low
lateral border of the scar (upper map). Slight prolongation of the return cycle (V2-V3
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127ms) by premature stimulation with a coupling interval of 72ms was due to an increase
in conduction time in the SCZ from 64ms to 80ms (middle map). Marked prolongation of
the return cycle to 166 ms was associated with a shift of the exit site to the inferior border
of the scar (lower map). Because the SCZ now was markedly longer, the conduction time
through the in faret was prolonged to 100ms.
Directly after the long return cycle, two accelerated beats with intervals of 84 and 86ms
occurred before the original VT interval of 111 ms resumed. This is illustrated in Fig. 6. The
alterations in electrical activation underlying these accelerated beats are shown by the diagrams at the bottom. VT was based on a figure-of-eight like circuit with the exit site of the
central common pathway (t •-()) at the low lateral border of the scar. After the premature stimulus, conduction block occurred in the central common pathway and the impulse now
exited at the inferior border of the infarct. Because the impulse could retrogradely invade
the former exit at the low lateral border, a small reentrant circuit was started at the apical
side of the infarct with a cycle length of 84 and 86ms. After two rotations the impulse was
blocked in the SCZ and the original VT was restored.
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All Experiments
In 19 hearts, 21 different VTs were induced. In 5 cases VT was due to reentry around the
scar, whereas in 16 cases the reentrant circuit comprised a slow conduction rone through
the scar.
Fig. 7 shows that the EG was short during fast VTs, whereas slower VTs had a larger EG
(left panel). This was the case both for VTs around the scar and through the scar (p<0.05).
Only in case of reentry around the scar, the excitable gap was longer if the anatomic circuit was larger (p<0.01. middle panel). The excitable gap during VT through the scar was
mainly determined by the conduction time through the infarct (p^0.05. right panel).
Fig. 8 shows that the partially EG during VT around the scar was always * 15ms.
Therefore, the reset curve of VTs around the scar was almost completely flat. In contrast,
the reset curve of VTs through the scar was either mixed (n- 10) or completely sloped
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(n=6). The partially EG varied between 15ms (VTCL 110ms) to as much as 90ms (VTCL
204ms) (R'=0.72, p<0.05).
The quantitative differences between the reentrant circuits around and through the scar are
given in Table 1. The VTs through the scar were slower (CL 156±27ms) than the VTs
around the scar (CL 129±18ms, p<0.05), although the size of the reentrant circuits (respectively 53±13 and 55±9mm) and the length of the segment of slow conduction (respectively I8±7 and 15±5mm) were approximately the same. This was due to the fact that conduction through the infarct was slower than normal transverse conduction (respectively
20±6 and 3O±3 cm/s. pO.OI). This resulted in a longer conduction time through the slow
conducting segment (97±35 versus 52±16ms; p<0.01). The EG during VT through the scar
was longer than during VT around the scar (respectively 57±28 and 35±16ms, p<0.05).
This was totally due to a larger partially EG (respectively 42±22 and 10±5ms, p<0.05)
since the fully KG tended to be even shorter (respectively 15±13 and 25±l5ms, p=0.08).
No difference was found between the slopes of the increasing part of the reset curve.
During both types of VT, a similar degree of prematurity of the paced impulse could be
attained at the entrance of the segment of slow conduction (shortest V1-V2 interval 73%
of VTCL). However, at the exit of the infarct the shortest attainable V1-V2 interval was
longer (I35±24ms. 87% of VTCL) than at the end of the segment of slow transverse conduction (103115ms. 79% of VTCL; p<0.05). Therefore, the difference in functional refractory period (AFRP) along the slow conduction zone through the scar was larger than the
AFRP along the segment of transverse conduction (23±19 versus 8±8ms; p=0.05).
Only I of 5 VTs around the scar could be terminated by a single premature stimulus whereas 9 of 16 VTs through the scar were terminated. The VTs through the scar that terminated had a longer segment of slow conduction than those that did not terminate (21 ±8 versus 14±6mm; p<0.05). Consequently, these VTs also tended to be slower (CL 163±29 versus I48±27ms; p=0.1) and the excitable gap was larger (72±33 versus 42±9ms; p<0.05).
The ability to terminate VT was associated with a steep slope of the increasing part of the
reset curve. Seven of nine VT's that terminated had a slope steeper than -0.8 (mean 1.4±1.1), while only 1 of 6 that did not terminate exceeded this value (mean -0.6±0.2). The
ability to terminate VT was further associated with a larger AFRP along the slow conduction zone (3l±25 versus 14±3; p<0.05). In case VT could not be terminated, the shortest
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attainable VI-V2 interval at the entrance of the slow conduction /one was only 80% of the
VTCL. In 3 hearts the reset curve of the VT was split, indicating the presence of two different pathways through the scar.
In 8 hearts, the excitability threshold and the effective refractory period (F.RP) were measured at multiple sites within the scar, the border/one (• I cm from the scar), and the normul
myocardium (>lcm from the scar). Going from the normal myocardium towards the infarcted area, the excitability threshold increased and the ERP prolonged (Table 2). In the normal myocardium the excitability threshold was ().4±(). ImA compared to 0.7 tO 4mA within the scar (p<0.()l). The LRP within the scar was about 20ms longer than the I-RP of the
normal myocardium, both during regular pacing with an interval of 350ms (respectively
166±2I and I42±13ms; p<0.0l) and 200ms (respectively I39±l6and I I7±l Ims; p- 0.0I).
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Resetting as a Tool to Distinguish the Different Substrates of VT
Resetting involves the interaction of a single premature stimulus with the reentrant circuit
resulting in a less than compensatory pause.'"' In patients with a healed myocardial infarction, three different reset patterns have been described.''* A Hat reset curve is commonly
associated with a large anatomic circuit containing a fully excitable gap. A mixed reset
response (flat and sloped part) is expected in case of an anatomic circuit with a fully excitable gap and short coupled premature impulses propagating in relatively refractory tissue.
A completely sloped reset curve suggests the involvement of a small anatomic or functional reentrant circuit.'' However, the exact properties of the circuit that determine the
various responses to premature stimulation are still unknown, since clinical reset studies
do not include mapping of the reentrant circuit.
In the present study, high density mapping was used to study the responses of VT to premature stimuli in Langendorff perfused layers of rabbit subepicardium with a healed myocardial infarction. In some hearts, VT was based on reentry around the scar whereas in
other hearts the reentrant circuit comprised a segment of slow conduction zone through the
scar. These two types of VT responded differently to premature stimuli. During VT around
the scar, only the earliest premature stimuli propagated with a minor conduction delay
through the circuit. Consequently, the reset curves were almost completely flat. In contrast,
if the reentrant impulse propagated through the scar, the reset curve was either mixed or
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completely sloped. In such cases already late premature impulses were conducted with
considerable delay through the slow conduction zone. As a result, the partially excitable
gap was longer (55±22ms) than during VTs around the scar (10±5ms, p<0.01). VTs
through the infarcted area could also be reset to a lesser extent (13%) than VTs around the
scar (21%). In case of reentry around the scar, the length of the excitable gap depended on
the size of the anatomic circuit. The excitable gap of VTs through the scar was mainly ^
determined by the conduction time through the infarct.
Only I of 5 VTs around the scar could be terminated by a single premature stimulus, whereas 9 of 16 VTs through the scar were terminated. As in patients."•'" termination was due
to orthodromic block of the premature impulse in the slow conduction zone. Gottlieb et al.
found that the slope of the reset curves of the VTs that terminated was steeper than those
that did not terminate." We also found that the slope of the reset curve was a predictor o f ]
termination, indicating a large dispersion in functional refractory period between thej
entrance and exit of the slow conduction zone. In addition, we demonstrated that the ability to terminate VT was associated with the presence of a relatively long segment of slow
conduction through the scar.
A 'split' reset curve indicated the presence of two distinct pathways through the scar with
a different functional refractory period. The phenomenon of the split curve can be compared with the sudden increase in AV nodal conduction time after atrial premature beats with
a short coupling interval.''' This sudden increase is interpreted as evidence of dual AV
nodal pathways, reflecting unidirectional block in the fast pathway and conduction over the
slow pathway having a shorter refractory period.
Characterization of Slow Conduction by Resetting
Many studies have shown that the reentrant circuit after myocardial infarction comprises
an area of slow conduction.'*' and that such a segment influences the reset response.*'*"
*' Hubert et al. demonstrated a differential effect of the area of slow conduction on the reset
response of anatomic VT in the rabbit ventricle, depending on whether slow conduction
was due to depression of the active membrane currents or caused by electrical uncoupling.'" Flectrical uncoupling of part of the circuit by heptanol resulted in a mixed reset
curve but early premature impulses failed to terminate VT. Depression of the active membrane properties by high extracellular potassium resulted in a completely sloped reset
curve and in most cases, termination of VT by premature stimuli.
In our study, the reset curves of the circuits comprising a slow conduction zone through the
scar were either mixed (n~IO) or completely sloped (n=7). In fact, there was a continuum
in durations of the fully and partially excitable gap (Fig. 7 and 8). According to the findings of Haberl et. al..'" the fact that 9 of 16 VTs were terminated by a premature stimulus indicates that slow conduction through the scar was not solely due to cellular uncoupling. Depressed excitability of the surviving myocytes within the infarcted area with prolonged refractory periods must also play a role. Pu et al.'' demonstrated that ischemiainduced alterations in the Na' channels indeed reduced the excitability of surviving myo-
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cytes in the epicardial borderzone of canine myocardial infarction and that the recovery of
excitability was slower than repolahzation of the cells (post-repolarization refractoriness).
Similar characteristics have been demonstrated in the AV node."" However, unlike the
results of our and other studies on ventricular tachycardias." during AV nodal reentrant
tachycardia the increase in the return cycle following early premature impulses is usually
more than compensatory."' Conduction of premature impulses in the atrioventricular node
thus appears to be slowed to a greater extent than in chronically infarctcd myocardium.
Clinical Implications

Programmed electrical stimulation during VT has been used to localize the site of origin
of VT for radiofrequency (RF) ablation."'' and to provide insights into the therapeutic role
of antiarrhythmic drugs and antitachycardia pacing.**' Differentiation of the substrate for
VT might be of importance for the choice of antiarrhythmic therapy. In case of anatomical
reentry around the scar, premature stimuli usually did not terminate VT. More aggressive
anti-tachycardia pacing or defibrillation is probably needed to terminate this type of VT.
RF-ablation will only be successful if the complete isthmus between the scar and an anatomical boundary is ablated. Termination and prevention of these VTs by class I and III
anti-arrhythmic drugs is probably not successful, since all segments of the circuits usually
have a large and fully excitable gap and a high safety factor for conduction
In case of anatomical reentry with a segment of slow conduction through the scar, single
premature stimuli terminated more than half of the VT's. The ability to terminate VT
depended on the length of the zone of slow conduction, the slope of the reset curve, and
the dispersion in functional refractory periods. This information can be used clinically to
choose a more or less aggressive mode of anti-tachycardia pacing. RF-ablation of the slow
conduction zone should abolish VT, but a 'split' reset curve can unveil the presence of more
than one slow conducting pathway. Knowledge about the nature of slow conduction in the
infarcted area may be helpful to guide anti-arrhythmic therapy.
Limitations of the Study
The major limitation of the study is that the rabbit model of reentrant VT is obviously different from the pathophysiological substrate of clinical reentrant VT. Most importantly, the
normal complex 3-D architecture of the chronic myocardial infarction was largely modified by the cryoprocedure. A further limitation is that the spatial resolution of the mapping
electrode was not sufficient to pinpoint the exact pathways through the infarct. The pacing
site was always chosen proximal to the area of slow conduction. However, in the clinical
setting the pacing site relative to the area of slow conduction varies which will influence
the reset response."•^* Therefore, the value of a certain reset response to identify the
underlying substrate of VT in patients remains to be determined.
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Chapter 6

Differential Effects of Overdrive Pacing
on Reentrant VT with or without a Slow
Conduction Zone through Healed
Myocardial Infarction
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Introduction
In patients with chronic ischemic heart disease ventricular tachycardia (VT) can often be
entrained and terminated by rapid ventricular pacing which is regarded as evidence that
reentry' is the mechanism of VT.'~* Because overdrive pacing terminates VT in a high percentage of patients, it is also widely used in the treatment of VT.'" However, acceleration
of VT by overdrive pacing may also occur/

often resulting in haemodynamic instability

requiring instant cardiovcrsion.
Direct evidence on the mechanisms responsible for termination and acceleration of VT by
electrical stimulation stems from high density mapping studies in canine hearts with a 4-7
days old myocardial infarction.*'" In this model of healing infarction. VT is generally due
to functional reentry in the surviving epicardial border/one that overlies the infarcted
area." However, the substrate for reentrant VT markedly changes as the infarct continues
to heal.'*''* Because of alterations in anatomial and electrophysiological properties of the
infarcted tissue, the mechanisms involved in termination and acceleration of VT by overdrive pacing may also change with time. So far. the effects of overdrive pacing during
reentrant VT in the healed phase of myocardial infarction have not been studied by high
density mapping. Furthermore, it is incompletely understood why some VT.s arc easily terminated by overdrive pacing, while other VTs can not be terminated or arc accelerated by
entrainment.
To further elucidate the mechanisms involved in termination and acceleration of VT after
overdrive pacing, we performed high resolution mapping during overdrive pacing of VT in
Langendorff perfused layers of rabbit subepicardium containing an area of healed (3
months old) myocardial infarction. Overdrive pacing always terminated VT if it was based
on a reentrant circuit comprising a slow conduction zone through the infarct. On the other
hand. VTs based on anatomical reentry around the infarct were most of the time accelerated. Termination of VT was due to orthodromic conduction block in the slow conduction
zone. Prior to conduction block, the conduction time of the paced wavefronts through the
slow conduction zone progressively increased. Insights in the mechanisms of pacingmediated termination and acceleration of reentrant VT may be used to classify the substrate
of reentrant VT and to develop improved antitachycardia pacing algorithms.
Methods
Preparation
In 12 Langendorff-perfused rabbit hearts with a chronic myocardial infarction (I2±3 weeks
old), a thin layer of left ventricular subepicardium was created by a cryoprocedure. The surgical procedure, the cryotechnique and the experimental set-up have been described in
Chapter 4.
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Mapping and Stimulation
The epicardium of the left ventricle was mapped with a spoon-shaped mapping array containing 240 silver electrodes (diameter 0.3mm) with an interelectrode distance of 2.25mm.
The on-line mapping system to record and analyze the data is described in Chapter 4. Local
conduction velocities were calculated normal to the isochrones. Bipolar stimulation could
be performed with any selected pair of electrodes in the electrode spoon. Sustained monomorphic ventricular tachycardia (VT) was induced by programmed electrical stimulation
using 1-3 premature stimuli or incremental pacing. Overdrive stimulation was performed
by applying trains of 10 stimuli (4x threshold) with a fixed interstimulus interval proximal
to the area of slow conduction. The first stimuli of the train did not always capture the ventricle since stimulation was started randomly. However, in all cases at least 8 of the 10 stimuli captured the ventricle. The cycle length of the train of stimuli was shortened in steps
of 5ms until the VT was terminated or accelerated or capture was lost.

*.

Statistical Analysis
Results were compared using the unpaired Student's t-test. P-values of less than 0.05 were
taken as statistically significant.
Results
Characteristics of VT
Overdrive pacing was performed during two different types of VT, which are illustrated in
Fig. I. In 5 hearts, VT was based on anatomical reentry around the scar. Due to the anisotropic properties of the myocardium, the conduction velocity varied in different parts of the
circuit. At the base and the free wall, the reentrant impulse propagated parallel to the fibers
with a velocity of 70±10 cm/s. In the corridor between the scar and the LAD, the impulse
propagated transverse to the fibers with a reduced velocity of 3O±3 cm/s. The unipolar
clcctrograms recorded from different sites around the scar showed biphasic potentials
during the whole VT cycle. VTCL ranged between 110 andl60ms (mean 130±19ms). In 7
other hearts. VT was based on an anatomical reentrant circuit comprising a slow conduction /one through the scar. The effective conduction velocity through the scar, calculated
from the straight distance between the entrance and exit of the scar and the conduction time
t/iffiu^ the scar, was 19±6 cm/s. Because during normal amplification of the electrograms
(gain 300) no electrical activity was recorded from the scar, the VT cycle comprised a 'diastolic interval' (bottom panel). In these tachycardias, VTCL ranged from 110-196ms (mean
I49±33ms) with a diastolic interval of 57-179ms (mean 100±43 = 67% of VTCL).
Overdrive pacing of NT around the scar
Only 1 of 5 VTs could be terminated by overdrive pacing. This single case is shown in Fig
2. The electrogram at the top shows that overdrive pacing shortened the VTCL (160ms) to
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the cycle length of the overdrive stimuli (90ms) and that VT was terminated after cessation
of pacing. The activation maps show the electrical activation of the left ventricle during VT
and overdrive pacing. VT was based on a clockwise reentrant circuit around the scar.
Overdrive stimulation was performed at the left ventricular apev. proximal to the segment
of transverse conduction between the scar and the LAD. During the first 8 stimuli (SI-SS)
the paced antidromic wave collided with the clockwise VT while the orthodromic wave
restarted VT (continuous reset). Since the interstimulus interval was short (56% of VTCL).
a large portion of the circuit was invaded by the paced antidromic wave (SI-S8 map). After
the 9* stimulus orthodromic conduction block occurred in the corridor between the scar
and the LAD and the circulating wave was extinguished (S9 map) The 10" stimulus induced two opposed waves which collided with each other at the base of the left ventricle (SIO
map). The electrograms recorded in the corridor between the scar and the LAD show that
local interval oscillations preceded termination of the VT (lower panel). Whereas a constant interval of 90ms was found at the pacing site (A), at site B (proximal to the site of
block) a long-short sequence (interval 98 and 77ms) was recorded before block occurred
between sites B and C.

;

..,*<„:<

Overdrive pacing accelerated 3 of 5 VTs around the scar. In Fig 3. the mechanisms of acceleration in these cases are illustrated by activation maps of the VT both before and after
entrainment. In the first case (top) a large reentrant circuit around the scar with a cycle
length of 132ms was present. After entrainment, the VT interval was shortened to 106ms.
This was due to the initiation of a smaller reentrant circuit with a slow conduction zone
through the scar. Because part of the ventricle was now activated in a different direction,
the morphology of the VT was also different. In the second case (middle panel), acceleration of VT (interval shortened from 110 to 74ms) was due to induction of a second wave
in the same circuit (double wave reentry). Since the sequence of activation was not changed, the morphology of the VT remained almost the same. The interval of 74ms was more
than half of the original VTCL (110ms) because the two waves were propagating in each
other tail of refractoriness (slowing of conduction ± 30%). In the third example (bottom),
very rapid pacing (interval 52ms) during a VT with a cycle length of 121 ms caused ventricular fibrillation due to the induction of multiple wavelets outside the infarcted area.
Overdrive pacing of VT through the scar
All VTs through the scar (n=7) could be terminated by overdrive pacing. An example is
shown in Fig. 4. The electrogram at the top, recorded distal to the area of slow conduction,
shows that the VT with a cycle length of 132ms was terminated by overdrive pacing with
a relatively long interstimulus interval of 105ms (80% of VTCL). The first premature stimulus (SI) already captured the ventricle and shortened the cycle length to 118ms. After
S2 the VT cycle was adjusted to the cycle length of the overdrive stimuli (105ms). After S3
the interval prolonged to 117ms and after S4 only a small potential was observed. During
S5-S10, the morphology of the electrogram was different. The maps show the changes in
activation pattern of the left ventricle during overdrive pacing. The VT was based on a
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counterclockwise reentrant circuit with a slow conduction zone through the infarcted area
(VT). The exit site (t=0) was located at the inferior border of the scar. Overdrive pacing
was performed at the superior border of the scar, proximal to the slow conduction /one.
During entrainment the paced antidromic wave collided with the counterclockwise VT
while the orthodromic wave restarted VT (SI-3). Since the interstimulus interval was relatively long (80% of VTCL). only a small portion of the circuit was invaded by the paced
antidromic wave. The orthodromic wave initiated by the 4th stimulus was blocked within
the scar, resulting in termination of the tachycardia (S4). After termination, the paced
impulses now activated the whole free wall of the left ventricle in a clockwise direction
(S5-10). In the lower panel. 4 electrograms arc shown recorded from the segment of slow
conduction. Electrogram A and D from the entrance and exit of the area of slow conduction were recorded at normal gain. The electrograms from the infarcted area itself were
recorded with a gain of lOOOx. At the pacing site the ventricle was captured in a I I manner with a constant interval of 105ms. At the exit of the area of slow conduction the interval increased from 105 to 117ms before conduction block occurred (Wenkebach block).
The electrograms recorded from the scar were fractionated and of low amplitude. The different components of the fractionated electrograms (small arrows) bridged the time window between the activation of the entrance and exit of the infarct During SI -S3 small
changes in morphology of the fractionated electrograms occurred. At the fourth stimulus
which terminated the tachycardia, the morphology of the electrograms changed more markedly and became completely different after S5 when the ventricle was activated in opposite direction.
Sustained acceleration of VT through the scar after overdrive pacing was never observed.
However, in two experiments a single accelerated beat occurred after entrainment. An
example is given in Fig. 5. The VT had a cycle length of 112ms and was due to figure of
eight reentry with a counterclockwise loop through the scar. After entrainment with a cycle
length of 80ms, a single accelerated beat with a cycle length of 77ms and a completely different morphology was observed. The maps show the activation pattern of the left ventricle during VT and after the last stimulus (SIO). During VT the exit site (t=0) was located
at the lateral border of the scar. From this exit site, the impulse propagated both in a clockwise and counterclockwise direction around the scar to its inferior (t=20) and superior border (t=49ms) respectively. The circuit was completed by a slow conduction /one between
the superior and lateral border of the scar. After S10, the impulse first exited from the lateral border of the scar (t=0) and the left ventricle was activated in a similar way as during the
VT (middle map). Then, 97ms after this impulse had exited, a second wave emerged from
the infarcted area at the inferior border (right map). Most likely, two slow conducting pathways were present in the infarct. The train of overdrive stimuli must have caused such a
large conduction delay in the second slow conduction zone, that it could excite the ventricle again after it was already activated by the other earlier exiting pathway.
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CAa/7/er 6
All Experiments
In Table 1 the differences between the reentrant circuits around the scar and the reentrant
circuits through the scar are summarized. The VTs through the scar tended to be slower
than the VTs around the scar (VTCL 149±33 versus !3O±19ms) because the conduction
time through the segment of slow conduction was longer (1OO±43 versus 51±16ms,
p<0.01). This was due to slower conduction through the scar compared to transverse conduction in the corridor between the scar and the LAD (19±6 versus 31±3 cm/s, p<0.01).
All VTs through the scar (n=-7) were terminated by overdrive pacing. On the average, the
pacing interval resulting in termination of VT was 71±11% of the VTCL. The VTs around
the scar could not be terminated by overdrive pacing with a similar stimulus interval.
Overdrive pacing with a stimulus interval of 60±15% of the VTCL accelerated 3 of 5 VTs
around the scar. Only one VT around the scar could be extinguished by overdrive pacing
with an interval of 56% of the VTCL.
Termination of VT through the scar was always due to orthodromic conduction block in the
infarcted area. Orthodromic block within the infarct occurred between the 1st and 5th captured beat (mean 2.4Ü.8). In 5 of 7 cases the conduction time through the infarcted area
increased before conduction block occurred (Wenkebach block). The average conduction
delay prior to the occurrence of block was 12±4ms.
Table 1. Effects of overdrive pacing on VT around and VT through the scar
Segment of slow conduction
N
Around VT

VTCL
(ms)

5 130*19

Velocity Length Conduction
(cm/s) (mm) time (ms)

Overdrive pacing
Sl-Sl
(ms)

%of
CL

31*3

16*5

51*16

80*16

62*12

Termination

1

160

33

23

70

90

56

Acceleration

3

120*10

31*3

15*5

49*15

73*9

60*15

No effect

1

127

28

11

40

90

71

7

149±33

, « •

18*7

100*43»

Through VT
(All Terminated)

104*19» 71*11

• p<0.05 vs around VT

Discussion
Differential Kffects of Overdrive Pacing on Reentrant VT

.

Overdrive pacing of reentrant VT typically results in entrainment at slow pacing rates and
in termination or acceleration at faster rates.""'"'* Direct evidence for the mechanisms
responsible for termination and acceleration by overdrive pacing has been provided by high
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Chvnim* /fccütff ^f I T
density mapping studies using expenmental models of reentrant VT. Termination of functional reentrant VT in the epicardial border/one of canine myocardial infarction has been
shown to be due to either orthodromic conduction block in the central common pathway or
gradual dimimshment of the lines of functional block.** In rings of rabbit epicunlium. termination of anatomic VT around a cryolesion was most frequently due to complete orthodromic conduction block, but partial orthodromic block resulting in reflection of an antidromic echo-wave could also occur (echo-wave termination).' In the present study, we
demonstrated that the ability to terminate VT mainly depended on whether the reentrant
circuit comprised a slow conduction zone through the mfarcted area. Whereas only I of 5
VTs around the scar could be terminated all VTs based on a reentrant circuit partly consisting of a slow conduction zone through the infarct were terminated (n=7). In all cases
termination was due to orthodromic conduction block in the slow conduction /one. suggesting that the safety factor for conduction was lowest in this part of the circuit. The fact that
most VTs around the scar could not be terminated by overdrive pacing indicates that all
segments of the circuit had a high safety factor for conduction. Overdrive pacing at very
rapid rates (73±9ms. 6O±15% of VTCL) resulted in acceleration of these VTs Different
mechanisms of acceleration were found. Double wave reentry (two waves propagating
simultaneously in the same circuit and in the same direction) and induction of multiple
functional circuits causing ventricular fibrillation have been described in earlier studies.*'""" A new observation was that acceleration of VT could be due to a change from
a macroreentrant circuit around the scar to a smaller circuit with a slow conduction /one
through the scar and that single accelerated beats after entrapment of VT could result from
dissociated conduction over two slow pathways within the infarcted area.
The Role of the Slow Conduction Zone in Termination of VT

/

Both clinical as well as experimental studies have shown that reentrant circuits causing VT
after myocardial infarction often comprise a slow conduction zone through the infarcted
area.'*•'•*"*'"' Orthodromic conduction block within this area has been held responsible for
termination of VT,'** as was also observed in this study. Some studies demonstrated that
prior to conduction block clear oscillations in cycle length occur within the slow conduction z o n e . " " These oscillations may culminate in a last short interval, causing block of the
circulating wave. In the present study, interval oscillations prior to block were observed in
one experiment (Fig.2). However, since the exact local intervals are difficult to determine
from the low amplitude and fractionated electrograms recorded from the infarcted area, it
can not be excluded that oscillations in cycle length occurred within the slow conduction
zone.
In patients with a healed myocardial infarction, Callans et al." showed that termination of
VT by overdrive pacing was preceded by an increase in interval of successive paced beats.
In our study, in 5 of 7 cases the return cycle after successive paced impulses prolonged
before termination of VT. This was due to a progressive increase in conduction time
through the infarct. Wenkebach-type of conduction block is a typical feature of tissue with
-137-

decreased excitability such as the AV-node." In chronically infarcted myocardium regions
of low excitability may exist because of altered membrane properties or partial membrane
depolarization. Pu et al." demonstrated that ischemia-induced alterations in the Na channel reduced the excitability of surviving myocytes in the epicardial borderzone of canine
myocardial infarction. In addition, the recovery of excitability was delayed beyond the
rcpolari/ation phase of the action potential (post-repolarization refractoriness). Also geometrical factors such as paucity of intercellular connections"'' and a complex network of
small bundles separated by connective tissue'" may play a role in the occurrence of preferential conduction block within the infarcted area.
Clinical Implications

'

;

Clinically, termination of VT by overdrive pacing is possible in 60-95% of cases.'''"** The
cycle length of the tachycardia appears to be a major determinant of this ability to terminate VT.' Slow VTs arc often terminated easily, whereas faster VTs are more difficult to
terminate by pacing. VTs with a cycle length of less than 300ms have an almost 40% chance to be accelerated by antitachycardia pacing." Our results may contribute to the understanding of this differential effect depending on cycle length. We also found that overdrive
pacing terminated slow VTs more easily and that the risk of acceleration was higher in
mart* rapiJ VTs. The aw/agc e j e k Je/?g/h of/hefcK'Jfy'twdü»'/ha/tarm/ZM/odna* J5Ö±J0
(n=8) compared to l20±10ms (n=3) of those that accelerated (p<0.05). The VTs that terminated were based on a reentrant circuit comprising a slow conduction zone through the
infarct (n 7) or a relatively long corridor of slow transverse conduction between the scar
and the LAI) (n 1). The VTs that accelerated were based on a reentrant circuit around the
scar with a relatively short segment of transverse conduction. As such, the response of VT
to overdrive stimulation may be used as an indirect parameter to determine the substrate of
VT in patients. However, extrapolation of our observation to the clinical situation should
be performed with caution. The substrate for clinical VT has a complex 3-dimensional
architecture and the response of VT to overdrive pacing depends on the way the reentrant
circuit is connected to the rest of the ventricles and on the position of the pacing site relative to the area of slow conduction."" Our experimental model consisted of a thin (2-dimensional) layer of subepicardium and overdrive pacing was performed closely proximal to the
entrance of the area of slow conduction.
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Chapter 7

Differential Effects of Anti-Arrhythmic Drugs on
Various Types of Reentrant VT in Rabbit Hearts
with a Healed Myocardial Infarction
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IT
Introduction
Despite continuing concerns over their efficacy and safety, antiarrhythmic drugs remain an
important therapeutic option for patients with chronic ischemic heart disease suffering
from ventricular tachyarrhythmias.'"' The choice for a particular antiarrhythmic agent
depends on the underlying mechanism of the arrhythmia. Many studies have shown that
ventricular tachycardia (VT) after myocardial infarction is based on reentry und thiit the
reentrant circuits often comprise a zone of slow conduction within the infarcted area."'"
However, the exact nature of slow conduction through the infarct and how it is influenced
by antiarrhythmic drugs is still incompletely understood. Since the clcctmphysiological
properties of the arrhythmogenic substrate may vary from patient to patient,"'" understanding of the effects of antiarrhythmic drugs on various substrates of reentrant VI might
be useful to guide antiarrhythmic therapy.
We developed a model of reentrant VT in Langendorff perfused subepicardium of the rabbit heart containing an area of healed (3 months old) myocardial infarction In this model.
VT could be based either on reentry around the scar, reentry within the scar, or, most frequently, on a reentrant circuit containing a segment of slow conduction /one through the
scar. To gain more insights into the effects of anti-arrhythmic drugs on these different types
of reentrant VT and to better understand how they effect conduction in the infarcted myocardium, high density mapping of the reentrant circuits was performed during infusion of
flecainide (sodium channel blockade), verapamil (calcium channel blockade) and d-sotalol
(potassium channel blockade). Our results show that flecainide preferentially depressed
conduction in the area of slow conduction within the infarct. Consequently, reentry through
the scar was terminated by a much lower concentration of flecainide than reentry around
the infarcted area. Changes in morphology of VT during infusion of flecainide were mainly due to changes in exit site of the reentrant circuit. d-Sotalol hardly affected the reentrant
circuits at therapeutic concentrations, whereas verapamil terminated only I of 3 VTs.
Methods
Preparation
In Langendorff perfused rabbit hearts with a healed (12±3 weeks old) myocardial infarction, a thin layer of left ventricular subepicardium was created by a cryoprocedurc. Details
of the surgical procedure, the perfusion system and the cryoprocedure have been descibed
in Chapter 4.
Recording and Stimulation
The epicardium of the left ventricle was mapped with a spoon-shaped mapping array containing 240 silver electrodes (diameter 0.3mm) with an interelectrode distance of 2.25mm.
The on-line mapping system to record and analyze the data is described in Chapter 4. Local
conduction velocities were calculated normal to the isochrones. Bipolar stimulation could
be performed through any selected pair of electrodes in the spoon electrode.
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Experimental Protocol
Sustained monomorphic ventricular tachycardia (VT) was induced by programmed electrical stimulation using 1-3 premature stimuli or incremental pacing. Flecainide, d-sotalol
and vcrapamil were dissolved in Tyrode and added to the perfusion fluid by an infusion
pomp. The concentration of flecainide was raised in steps of 1 mg/1 until VT was terminated. d-Sotalol was tested at concentrations of 10, 20, 40 and 80mg/l and verapamil at 0.1,
0.2, 0.5 and 1.0 mg/l. At each concentration, an equilibrium time of 15 minutes was taken
into account before the concentration was increased.
Statistical Analysis

The data arc presented as mean ± standard deviation. Differences between VT around the
scar and VT through (he scar were compared with the unpaired Student's t-test. Conduction
during control ;incl different concentrations of flecainide were compared by a one-way
ANOVA or the paired Student's t-test. Differences were considered statistically significant
at p-values <0.05.
Results
K.ffecU of I'lrmlnlHr
VT around the scar. Fig. 1 shows the effects of flecainide on a VT based on reentry
around the scar. During control, the wavefront circulated in a counterclockwise direction
around the scar with a cycle length of 158ms. In the corridor between the scar and the LAD
slow conduction occurred transverse to the fiber orientation while at the base and the free
wall longitudinal conduction was much faster (Chapter 4). Flecainide progressively prolonged the VTCL from 158ms (control) to 396ms (4mg/l) and 502ms (6mg/l). The activation maps show that during infusion of flecainide the number of isochrones increased markedly, due to a strong depression of conduction. At 6mg/l, more than 6 isochrones could be
present between two adjacent electrodes (conduction velocity less than 5 cm/s). Also, small
local lines of functional conduction block occurred. Despite this strong depression of conduction, the VT continued with a cycle length more than 3 times longer as during control.
Finally VT terminated by conduction block between site D and E in the corridor between
the scar and the LAD.
/. /•.'//tv/.v <>/ //«'raim'aV on reenftwif KTaroum/ fAe scar 7%e /our ma/w sAo»f Me arft'lT</Mn'«jj <'<>n/n>/, «I//«T at/mi/it.v/wrion <>/ •/ am/ 6 mg/7 «»/"//em/mai' an</airing fcrmi'Mfton o/Mr I T /)i<nnj; conftW Me counfen7<x-fomi' riVi'u/armg um*- pnjpagafeJ a/uu/it/ Me .vow
MIM a m7t" /engM <>/ /.5iVm.v (U/>/HT /e/?>. During 4 an</ 6 mg// q/V/eaJiniaV. Me I T cvr/e /engfA
iiK'muft/ /o nwp«.7ivf/>' J96 flipper n^A/> ««</ 50Jms f/oHW /e^A dwe /o a 5/rong rfepnesiio» o/con</i<i7iü« fcn»c</i>i,ii: ci/"».YwAn>m\v). .-Jf ft wy-/. .vma// ftnm <)/]^m7iona/con</«/cfion Wort occwrne«/ CfA/dl
.•If /Ai'.v Ai|»A c(im-twnj/ii)n. rt>m/>/»7f <-om/i«7i(m Wot-* /vTMt-fn .vi/f.v D ant/ E in Me rornt/or
r i;m/ M<- L<D /in«//\' /frminuferf »Ac >T f/onw ngAf>. 7Äe /7ne e/ecfn)gnjm5 of Me
i v»vrt" m^Mt/ci/ af .«'few .4-£, as inc/icafe«/ in /A«r /<>«ier ngA/ arfiturion »W/J. ^rriuafioft nwes a/r
{ji'\i>n in mi7/i.v«vom/.v. /.v<xAn»n<\v art> »/ruMn a/ /(Jm.v inrcrtwiLv, a<>u/)/f ^an• im/iVa/e conc/urftofi Woct
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Effects «/4*ffs <M I T

Effects of Flecainide on VT around the scar
Control

4 mg/1

6 mg/1

Termination (6 mg/1)
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VT through the scar. Fig. 2 shows the effects of flecainide on VT based on a clockwise
reentrant circuit with an area of slow conduction through the scar. The VT cycle length was
151ms. The site of earliest activation (t=0) was located at the superior border of the scar.
!-"rom this exit site the impulse rotated around the scar to its inferior border in 71ms and
then propagated in 80ms through the scar back to the exit site. Assuming that conduction
through the infarct occurred in a straight line, conduction velocity was 17cm/s.
Administration of flecainide at concentrations of I and 2 mg/l progressively prolonged
VTC'L from 151ms to respectively 222 and 315ms. Flecainide preferentially depressed
conduction in the slow conduction zone. The conduction time around the scar (from the
exit site to the inferior border of the scar) increased from 71ms during control to 93 (+
31%) and 125ms (+ 76%) at 1 and 2 mg/l of flecainide. The conduction time through the
slow conduction zone increased from 80ms (control) to respectively 124 (+ 55%) and
107ms (* 146%). At a concentration of 2mg/l, flecainide terminated VT due to conduction
block between site D and K in the slow conduction zone. During VT a low amplitude potential was recorded from the scar at site E. This diastolic potential disappeared when conduction block occurred in the slow conduction zone.
Fig. 3 shows the effects of flecainide on another VT through the scar. In this example, at a
concentration of 2mg/l flecainidc suddenly prolonged VTCL from 280ms to 350ms.
Before this sudden deceleration. VT was based on a figure-of-eight like reentrant circuit
with an exit site (t=0) at the lateral border of the scar. After deceleration, a single reentrant
loop was present with its exit site at the inferior border of the scar. This sudden slowing of
VT could be explained by the change in pathway of the impulse within the infarct. As a
result, both the size of the circuit and the length of the slow conduction zone became larger, causing a marked increase in VTCL from 280 to 350ms.

/: Figure2. £//«7.v o//7eeaini(/e on «wif/wif I T /ArongA rAe scar fAe/bur maps sAow /Ac acfivdfion /HIM«TM «/'I-T (faring (Wi/ra/, a/ter aaW/iisfrafion o/"/ a m / 2 mg/7 o/77ecainia7? am/ (faring /ermin<!fiY>n «/ /Ac I T 77ir .vi'/e <)/ ear/ies/ ac/iivi/ion ^/=0^ HVK focafeda/ f Ae .superior ton/er o/7Ae scar
77ie </<>< AMIS»' ann/a(i/ig uwve »us t'»n<facfe</ .\fow7v fic/uw/i /At' m/tv-ior a m / j u p m o r AordVr q/7Ae
in/arcf frijf-rajj urnm^. /"Vecainiae increased I-TC7./rom /5/m5 (faring confro/ to respecfive/y 227ms
(/ »ig /) am/ ,O.?m.v f2mg7). Prci/ongarion (i/"fAi- I T n r / f /cngfA «as mam/v </wf to an increase in
coni/iicrion /i'»»it' /AwwgA fAt' .V/OM' conc/ucfi'on rt»nt' /h)m iWm.v (con/ro/> to /2-Zm.v f / mg//V ana" /97ms
(.? mg.'/| .-If 2mg//. comp/rtt' romfarrion W<x-/I; o/fAe impu/se in rAe S/OH- con</uc»'on rone occxrrerf
rv.vM/fi'ng m /ermi'iKi/Jcin o/ /Ae /acAtva/t/ici ^/onvr n'gA/A TAe /?»¥ e/ecfrograms af fAe />o/tom were
n'r<irt/«"i/ a/ /Ac \i/<\v a.v iWicarct/ m fAc tower ngA/ <jc/h«ft'on map. /frftVarion l i n o are given in mi7/lAceom/.v. /.««'Anmcv a/v </niMit af /f>ms in/en«fe. Arrows inrfica/e fAe (/irecrion o/"propagarion anrf
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Effects of Flecainide on VT through the scar
Control

1 mg/1

2 mg/1

322

Termination (2 mg/1)

322

322
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VT within the scar. Fig. 4 shows the effects of flecainide on a VT due to reentry within
the scar. The reentrant circuit was located within the scar because multiple exit sites were
present and the clcctrograms recorded from the scar showed continuous electrical activity.
In this example, one exit site was located close to the LAD (#1, t=0), a second exit site was
located at right upper border of the scar (#2, t=14) and a third exit occurred at the inferior
border of the scar (#3, t=104). The wavefronts emerging from the different exit sites collided with each other in the myocardium around the infarct. Infusion of flecainide markedly changed the morphology of the VT. At 2mg 1 the exit site near the LAD had disappeared and the VT was now based on a small counterclockwise loop at the base of the left
ventricle comprising a slow conduction zone through the infarct. At a flecainide concentration of 3mg I, the exit site at the right upper border of the scar was also blocked leaving
only a single exit at the inferior border of the scar. As a result, the VT was now based on a
large counterclockwise circuit comprising a slow conduction zone between the superior
and inferior border of the scar.
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All experiments. Table 1 summarizes the effects of flecainide on the various types of VT
for all experiments. In 4 hearts, VT was based on a reentrant circuit around the scar. The
average cycle length of these VTs was 134±17ms. The transverse conduction velocity in
the corridor between the scar and the LAD was 31±3 cm/s. Termination of VT only occurred at a flecainide concentration of 5.0±1.2 mg/1. At this high concentration, the rate of the
tachycardia was about 3.5 times slower as compared to control (CL 451 ±80 versus
134±17ms). No changes in morphology were observed. In 8 hearts, VT was based on a
reentrant circuit comprising a slow conduction zone through the scar. The average VT cycle
length was 15O±22ms. The effective conduction velocity through the infarct was slower
(17±6 cm/s) than normal slow transverse conduction (p<0.01). Termination ofVT already
occurred at a flecainide concentration of 2.5±1.2 mg/1. This concentration was significantly lower than the concentration needed to terminate VT around the scar (p<0.01). Prior to
termination, the rate of the tachycardia was about 2 times slower as compared with control
(CL 334±l 19 versus 15O±22ms). In 2 of 8 hearts a change in morphology of VT was
observed before termination occurred. In 2 hearts VT was based on a reentrant circuit within the scar. The cycle length of these VTs was 127±12ms. Before termination at a concentration of 3.5±0.3 mg/1, flecainide changed the morphology of both VTs by a shift of the
exit site.
Fig. 5 shows that prolongation of the cycle length of VT through the scar by flecainide was
mainly due to slowing of conduction in the infarcted area. The conduction time through the
infarct increased approximately two times more than the conduction time in the normal
myocardium around the infarct. At 2mg/l of flecainide the conduction time around the scar
increased by 58±16% whereas the conduction time through the infarct increased by
106±43% (p<0.05). At 3 mg/1, the conduction time around the scar increased by 75±10%
and the conduction time through the scar by 169±75% (p<0.05). At 4 mg/1 (n=2), the conduction time through the infarct increased three times more than the conduction time
around the scar (respectively 259±47% and 85±10%).
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Effects of d-Sotalol
VT around the scar. In one experiment, the effects of d-sotalol on VT around the scar was
tested. This experiment is shown in Fig. 6. The VT with a cycle length of 176ms was based
on a counterclockwise circulating wave around the scar. Infusion of d-sotalol had little
effect on VTCL. Even at the high concentration of 80mg/l, VTCL was prolonged by only
10ms (186ms). At this high concentration, the VT was frequently interrupted by spontaneously occurring premature beats with an interval of 114ms which originated from the base
of the ventricle. The cycle length following the premature beat was similar to the VTCL
(186ms), indicating that the premature beat was conducted with no delay around the circuit and that a large fully excitable gap was still present.
VT through the scar. In 2 hearts, the effects of d-sotalol on VT through the scar were tested. One example is shown in Fig. 7. The VTCL was 141ms. The site of earliest activation
(t=0) was located at the superior border of the scar. A second exit site was located at the
lateral border of the scar (t=5). The counterclockwise wave originating from the second
exit site collided at the base with the wavefront emerging from the earliest site of activation. The clockwise reentrant circuit exiting from the lateral border of the mfarct was completed by a slow conduction zone through the inferior part of the scar starting at t=37ms.
The conduction time from the inferior entrance to the right lateral exit of the scar was
109ms. d-Sotalol in concentrations of 10 and 20 mg'l did not prolong VT cycle length.
During infusion of 40 mg/1, the cycle length of the reentrant tachycardia increased from
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141 to 165ms. This prolongation of VTCL by 24ms was due to an increase in conduction
rime through the scar from 109 to 133ms. Termination of VT occurred when VTCL further prolonged to 170ms and was due to conduction block in the infarctcd area, as shown
by the electrograms. During VT a small potential was recorded from the scar before the
lateral border of the scar was activated at t=7ms (diastolic potential) Termination of VT
was associated with the disappearance of this diastolic potential. In the other heart, the
effect of d-sotalol on VT was similar. At 20 mg/l. VTCL increased from 172 (control) to
194ms before conduction block occurred in the slow conduction /.one resulting in termination of VT.
Effects of Verapamil

The effects of verapamil were studied in three hearts in which a VT through the scar Wli
induced. In two hearts, a very high dosage of verapamil (1.0 mg/1) neither slowed nor terminated the tachycardia. In one case, infusion of verapamil at a concentration of 0.1 mg/l
resulted in alternation of VT cycle length and termination of VT. This is illustrated in Fig.
8. During control. VT cycle length was regular with an interval of 168ms. The exit site of
the VT was located at the base of the left ventricle. The clockwise reentrant loop originaVcnpmulO.l
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ting from this site comprised two successive zones of slow conduction through the scar.
The conduction time through the first zone was 26ms (from t=16 to 42ms) and 118ms
through the second zone (from t=50 to 168ms). During infusion of verapamil (0.1 mg/1)
VTCL started to alternate between 168 and 181ms. The activation pattern during the
168ms cycle was exactly the same as during control (not shown). The cause for the alternation between 168 and 181ms was alternation of the conduction time through the second
zone of slow conduction between 118 and 131ms. Termination of VT was due to conduction block in this second area of slow conduction.
Discussion
Effects of Antiarrhythmic Drugs on Reentrant VT
Antiarrhythmic drugs exert their effect either by slowing and terminating ventricular
arrhythmias or by preventing their inducibility. Slowing of conduction and termination of
VT is generally assumed to result from an increase in refractoriness or depression of conduction.'" " In the present study, in all hearts the class Ic drug flecainide markedly slowed conduction of the reentrant wavefront, thus increasing the cycle length of VT. The efficacy to terminate VT depended on the nature of the reentrant circuit. In case of reentry
around the scar, termination of VT only occurred at very high concentrations (5.0±1.2
mg/l) well above the therapeutic range. This implies that in these cases all segments of the
circuit had a high safety factor for conduction. In case VT was based on a reentrant circuit
comprising a zone of slow conduction through the scar, flecainide terminated VT at a much
lower concentration (2.5±1.2 mg/1, p<0.05). Termination of VT was always due to conduction block in the area of slow conduction. Flecainide depressed conduction in the slow conduction zone twice as much as conduction in the non-infarcted part of the ventricle
(p<0.05). These observations confirm that the safety factor for conduction is lower in the
infarcted region."'" Sometimes, a change in morphology of the VT was observed before
termination of VT. This was due to a change in the exit site from the area of slow conduction. Also in case of reentry within the scar, flecainide changed the morphology of the VT
before it was terminated. Changes in morphology were due to conduction block towards
one of the exit sites at the border of the scar, resulting in a shift to another site from which
the ventricle was activated. This suggests that changes in morphology of VT observed in
patients may equally be due to exit block.'"
The class III antiarrhythmic drug d-sotalol hardly affected VT at therapeutic concentrations. In case of VT around the scar, a slight increase in VT cycle length at high concentrations of d-sotalol could not be explained by a shortening of the excitable gap. Early premature wavefronts could still propagate without any slowing of conduction around the circuit. In case of reentry through the scar, d-sotalol slightly prolonged VTCL and terminated VT at concentrations above 20 mg/1. Termination was due to conduction block in the
slow conduction zone. Since we did not measure the refractory period before and after
infusion of d-sotalol. it remains uncertain whether whether termination of VT was due to
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closing of the excitable gap. Some studies have demonstrated that sotalol at high concentration reduces the upstroke velocity of the action potential (V„„ ).'"•** Such a class 1 effect
of d-sotalol might explain the slowing and termination of VT.
In 2 of 3 hearts, infusion of verapamil did not affect VT. In one case, verapamil terminated VT by conduction block in the slow conduction /one. suggesting that in this case the
inward calcium current participated in conduction through the in Caret Also in patients,
only a small percentage of VTs respond to administration of verapamil.*'""
Effects of Antiarrhythmic Drugs on the Slow Conduction Zone
In patients with VT after myocardial infarction, the reentrant circuit usually incorporates a
slow conduction zone through the infarct.*'" Some studies have suggested that antiarrhythmic drugs may especially affect the slow conduction zone, providing a preferential
site for conduction block and termination of VT.'* '^ However, the exact nature of slow conduction and how it is affected by anti-arrhythmic drugs is still largely unknown. Slow conduction in the infarcted area can be due to decreased excitability of the surviving myocytes,*' reduced cellular coupling.'* zig-zag conduction in the complex network of surviving
myocytes,*' or a mismatch between the current generated and the current needed for excitation.*"**
In this study we demonstrated that reduction of the rapid sodium current by flccainidc preferentially depressed conduction in the chronic infarct. This preferential effect is expected
to occur at sites where the safety factor for conduction is low because of reduced excitability of the cardiac cells or a source-sink mismatch."''' Pu et al.*"' demonstrated that ischemia-induced alterations in the Na' channel reduced the excitability of surviving myocytes
in the epicardial borderzone of canine myocardial infarction. So far it is unknown to what
extent a mismatch between source and sink contributes to slow conduction in the infarct.
Separation of surviving myocytes in infarcted myocardium by fibrous connective tissue
may result in reduced electrical coupling, abnormal distribution of gap junctions and slowing of conduction.*'*'*" At sites of poor cellular coupling, large local conduction delays
may occur." Recent studies have indicated that at sites of large conduction delays, the success of propagation may become dependent of the slow Ca" current."" If this is the case
in healed myocardial infarction, one would expect that blocking the Ca current by verapamil would depress or block conduction in the infarcted area, resulting in slowing and termination of VT. In our study, in 1 of 3 experiments verapamil slowed the rate and terminated VT by depressing conduction in the slow conduction zone. This suggests that in this
experiment the Ca current was critical for succesfull propagation through the infarcted
area. Surprisingly. Cabo et al. recently showed that increasing the L-type calcium current
by Bay-YS9S9 caused slowing of conduction and conduction block in canine hearts with a
healing myocardial infarction." This was explained by a decrease in gap junctional conductance consequent to an increase in intracellular calcium. On the other hand, Bay-Y5959
also improved conduction of premature impulses so that lines of unidirectional block
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necessary for VT initiation were not formed." The various effects of all these pharmacologic agents on conduction through a chronic myocardial infarction indicates that several
electrophysiological alterations may contribute to abnormal conduction within the infarcted area. Further knowledge on the exact nature of slow conduction in infarcted tissue
might help to direct antiarrhythmic drug therapy with a much higher success rate.
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U-turn Blockade as a Novel Concept of Anti-Arrhythmic Drug Action
Antiarhythmic drugs exert their beneficial effect either by slewing or terminating cardiac
arrhythmias or by preventing their inducibility. The choice for a particular antiarrhythnuc
drug depends on the underlying mechanism of the arrhythmia.' Both atnal as well as ventricular tachyarrhythmias are often based on reentry In reentry, the circulating impulse travels over a route that leads back to its point of origin. The shortest pathlcngth that can
sustain reentry is determined by the product of the refractory period and the conduction
velocity, the so-called wavelength of refractoriness, describing the distance that the activation front travels during the refractory period of the cardiac cells.' If the pathlcngth of a
potential circuit is smaller than the wavelength, the circulating impulse will traverse the
circuit and return to its starting point in a time shorter than the refractory period, forcing it
to impinge on still-refractory tissue and die out The concept of the wavelength has long
time been used (and still serves) as a paradigm for our understanding of the action of
antiarrhythmic drugs' Drugs that prolong the wavelength of refractoriness should abolish
reentrant circuits, whereas drugs that shorten the wavelength should have proarrhythmic
effects. However. Wijffcls et al/ recently showed that class I antiarrhythmic drugs slowed
and terminated atnal fibrillation (AF) although they did not prolong the wavelength during
AF. Instead, the main reason for the slowing of the rate of AF was a marked widening of
the excitable gap/ Thus, surprisingly, it seems that the wavelength of refractoriness is not
the critical parameter for the antifibrillatory effects of class I antiarrhythmic drugs. What
then explains their antiarrhythmic effects?
In this thesis, we have shown that class I drugs act as 'U-turn blockers'. In Chapter 2 we
demonstrated that in a thin sheet of left ventricular subepicardium of the rabbit heart, a
general reduction of the inward sodium current by infusion of potassium or flccainide
depressed conduction of U-turning wavefronts around a thin linear lesion about 1.6 times
more than conduction of planar waves. This preferential effect was due to slow discontinuous conduction and functional conduction block at the pivot point. Especially during
high frequency stimulation or early premature beats lines of functional conduction block
occurred at the tip of the anatomical lesion, forcing the pivoting wave to make a wider turn
with lesser curvature. In Chapter 3 we demonstrated that due to preferential conduction
delay at the pivot point flecainide prolonged the excitable period in the descending limb of
a premature U-turn.
Class I drugs act as preferential 'U-turn blockers' because the safety factor for conduction
during wavefront pivoting is lower than during propagation of planar waves. At a pivot
point, the wavefront curvature increases abruptly. Due to the high curvature, the excitatory current generated by the turning wavefront (source) is distributed over a larger area and
consequently, the cells distal to the pivot point (sink) will receive less current per mm'
membrane area.'* Under normal conditions a high wavefront-curvature only causes a small
local delay in conduction since cardiac cells generate a large surplus of excitatory current.
However, when the inward Na current is reduced by class I drugs, the excitatory current
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generated at the pivot point may become insufficient to depolarise the descending limb of
the U-turn resulting in large local conduction delays and U-turn block.
The U-turn blocking effect of class I drugs may be influenced by tissue architecture. Our
study was performed in a thin sheet of left ventricular subepicardium (± lmm thick), in
which the muscle fibers are oriented parallel to each other (uniform anisotropy). The Uturning wavcfronts rotated around a line of block which was made parallel to the fiber
orientation. At the exit of such a U-turn the impulse changes its direction relative to the
fibers from transverse to parallel. At this point, a sudden drain of excitatory current occurs
owing to reduced axial resistence in the longitudinal direction/ Thus, next to increased
wavefront curvature, tissue anisotropy may create an additional current sink that further
depresses conduction of a pivoting wave and makes the U-turn more vulnerable for the
action of class I drugs It is not possible from our data to distinguish the relative contributions of wavefront curvature and tissue anisotropy to altered current loading at pivot points.
Girouard ct al." studied propagation around a linear lesion oriented /wr/w?» J/cu/ar to the
cpicardial fibers. Also during such a U-turn, conduction slows down at the pivot point.
Unfortunately, the effects of class I drugs on these U-turns were not studied. Other studies
demonstrated that a close, inverse correlation exists between the curvature of a pivoting
wavefront and the degree of slowing of conduction," independent of a specific fiber orientation.'" Thus, although tissue anisotropy may play a role in the occurrence of source-sink
imbalances at pivot points, the intluence ot increased wavetront curvature on conduction
of pivoting waves seems to be far stronger than the influence of anisotropy. The influence
of more complex 3-dimensional tissue architecture (such as the atria) on source-sink imbalances is still largely unknown.
Not only class I drugs may act as U-turn blockers. Recent studies have demonstrated that
at sites of large conduction delay due to high wavefront curvature, the local current for propagation is not only carried by Na ions but also by flow of Ca" ions during the plateau
phase." '" Such a role of the calcium current may become especially important when the
current generated by the rapid Na' channels is diminished, as for instance by flecainide.
Under these circumstances, it is expected that Ca" channel blockers such as verapamil may
also act as U-turn blockers. In this view, amiodarone might also exert a U-turn blocking
effect since it reduces both the inward Na and Ca current. So far, no data are available to
support these hypotheses.
Another hypothesis that still needs to be proven is whether class I antiarrhythmic drugs
indeed act as U-turn blockers during atrial fibrillation. Previous studies have shown that
slowing of the rate of fibrillation by class 1 drugs is associated with an increase in the size
of the reentrant circuits," a widening of the excitable gap/ and progressive organization of
activation.''' Recent work using a computer model of AF that is based on realistic atrial cellular ionic properties suggests that Na blockade may terminate AF by causing the spiral
wave activity that maintains AF to die out despite a decrease in the wavelength of refractoriness." All these observations can be explained by the concept that class I drugs prefe-
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rentially delay sharply turning wavefronts. If during AF U-Uims are more depressed than
propagation of planar waves, planar waves will become more prominent which may lead
to a progressive organization of electrical activation. Conduction block at pivot points will
force the wa\efronts to make wider turns with lesser curvature, resulting in an increase of
the size of the reentrant circuits, prolongation of the AF cycle length and widening of the
excitable gap. Therefore, the concept of preferential blockade of U-turns offers an attractive explanation for the temporal and spatial effects of class I drugs on AF.

Reentrant Ventricular Tachycardia after Myocardial Infarction
In the past three decades, many clinical as well as experimental studies have been undertaken to unravel the mechanisms of ventricular tachycardia occurring in the chmnic phase
of myocardial infarction. The main findings of these studies were that VT after myocardial
infarction is based on reentry which can be cither anatomic or functional in nature, anil that
the reentrant circuits usually comprise a segment of slow conduction through the infarcted
area (for review see reference'*). Slow conduction through the infarct can be due to zigzag conduction with normal velocity over long meandering tracts of surviving myocytcs."
depressed excitability of the surviving myocytcs,'" and reduced cellular coupling.'" It was
demonstrated that the slow conduction zone is the critical component of the reentrant circuit and is usually the site of termination of VT hv rithrr nacinu "•*' nr »n»imrhv»hmtr
drugs." Studies on the therapy of VT after myocardial infarction have revealed that the
occurrence of VT can be prevented by surgical excision of the infarcted area,*' radiofrcquency- or cryoablation of the slow conduction zone,''*'** or by changing the elcctrophysiological properties of the arrhythmogenic substrate by antiarrhythmic drugs.**•"
However, since all these therapeutic strategies have a high failure rate, nowadays most
patients suffering from ventricular tachyarrhythmias after myocardial infarction receive an
implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD). especially when the VTs are hcmodynamically unstable or left ventricular function is depressed.""*" The ICD is highly effective in terminating ventricular tachyarrhythmias and aborting sudden cardiac death."'Therefore, one
may argue that the introduction of the ICD has abolished the need for further studies on
the mechanisms and treatment of VT. However, the ICD does not cure patients from having
tachyarrhythmias and frequent painful (and sometimes inappropriate) shocks may severely affect their quality of life. Furthermore, because of its high costs, in many countries ICD
therapy is limited to a highly selective subgroup of patients." Therefore, to optimise the
treatment for individual patients, further studies are still needed to better understand the
mechanisms of post-infarction VT. Information on the architecture of chronic myocardial
infarction might help to increase the success rate of ablation therapy.'*" Further knowledge on the electrophysiological alterations within the infarcted area might help to direct
antiarrhythmic drug therapy with a much higher success rate.
In this thesis, we have studied the mechanisms of reentrant VT in Langendorff perfused
layers of subepicardium of the rabbit heart containing an area of healed myocardial infarc-
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tion. Although this experimental model is obviously different from the pathophysiological
substrate of reentrant VT in humans, the reentrant circuits causing VT had characteristics
similar to those causing VT in patients with chronic myocardial infarction. The following
similarities were observed: (1) The VTs were usually based on an anatomic circuit involving a zone of slow conduction through the infarct;" (2) The slow conduction zone consisted of surviving myocytes separated by connective tissue which formed continuous
tracts connecting viable muscle at either side of the infarcted area;' """'* (3) During reentry low amplitude fractionated clectrograms were recorded from the segment of slow conduction through the infarct (diastolic potentials);"'*" (4) In a minority of hearts reentry
occurred around the scar or within a small area of the infarct;" (5) The reentrant circuits
could contain a single loop or multiple loops;'* (6) In some hearts, VTs with a different
morphology and /or cycle length could be induced;'''(7) The reentrant circuits could often
be reset over a large range of premature coupling intervals, indicating the presence of a
large excitable gap/" (X) The reset curves were cither flat, completely sloped, or mixed (flat
and sloped part);'"' (9) The slow conduction zone was the critical component of the reentrant circuits being the site of termination of VT by either pacing or antiarrhythmic drugs.**
** Because of these similarities with clinical VT, we believe that this new model of reentrant VI is a useful tool to study the pathophysiological mechanisms of reentry and slow
conduction in chronic myocardial infarction, as it may occur in patients.
Whereas detailed information on reentrant circuits in humans and whole animals is limited to the slower hemodynamically tolerated VTs, the Langendorff perfused preparations
offered the possibility to study the mechanisms of both relatively slow and fast VTs. Slow
VTs were based either on a large macroreentrant circuit around the scar or an anatomic circuit comprising a slow conduction zone through the scar. During slow VTs, the conduction
time through the infarct was relatively long (long diastolic interval). In contrast to recent
findings of C'iaccio et al. in canine hearts with a healing myocardial infarction," no correlation was found between the cycle length of the VT and the length of the segment of slow
conduction through the infarct. This could be explained by the large variation in conduction velocity through the infarct among the different hearts (range 9-69cm/s). Fast VTs
were based on either a small reentrant circuit completely located within the scar, reentry
around the scar, or reentry through the scar with a short diastolic interval.
Clinically, the responses of VT to programmed electrical stimulation have widely been
used to localize the site of origin of VT.'*' to determine the excitable gap in the reentrant
circuit/" and to provide insights into the therapeutic role of antiarrhythmic drugs and antitachycardia pacing."""'** As in many previous elcctrophysiological studies we found that
premature impulses could reset, terminate or accelerate VT.
A new finding was that the
response of VT to electrical stimulation could differentiate the underlying arrhythmogenic
substrate. In case of a reentrant circuit around the scar, only the earliest premature stimuli
propagated with a minor conduction delay through the circuit. Consequently, the reset curves were almost completely flat. Furthermore, the VTs around the scar could usually not
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be terminated by either a single premature stimulus or overdrive pacing by a train of 10
premature stimuli. Instead, overdrive pacing with high frequencies usually accelerated
these VTs. In contrast, if the reentrant circuit comprised a slow conduction /one through
the scar, the reset curve was either mixed or completely sloped. In such cases already late
premature impulses were conducted with considerable delay through the slow conduction
zone. Early premature stimuli terminated VT through the scar in about 60" o of cases and
overdrive pacing terminated all of these VTs. The ability to terminate VT through the scar
by a single premature stimulus was associated with a long segment of slow conduction
through the scar and a large difference in functional refractory period between the infaret
and the surrounding myocardium. We further showed that resetting of VT by premature stimuli could 'unmask' the presence of two potential slow conduction /ones within the infaret.
In these circumstances a sudden change in the return cycle was observed after early premature stimuli, reflecting orthodromic conduction block in the slow pathway of the original reentrant circuit and conduction over the second 'hidden' slow pathway having a shorter refractory period. This dual response of VT to premature stimuli resulted in a 'split' reset
curve.
Premature stimulation during VT has also been used to determine the width and nature of
the excitable gap within the reentrant circuit/" Up to now. a wide excitable gap was commonly associated with a large anatomic circuit/* However, in our study we demonstrated
that only in case of reentry around the scar the duration of the excitable gap depended on
the size of the circuit. The duration of excitable gap during reentry involving a slow conduction zone through the scar was mainly determined by the conduction time through the
infaret. During this type of reentry the partially excitable gap was usually longer than the
fully excitable gap, since already late premature impulses were conducted with delay
through the slow conduction zone. It must be emphasized that the width of the fully and
partially excitable gap in reentrant circuits is not constant but may vary considerably due
to variations in conduction velocity of the circulating impulse, as was demonstrated by
Girouard et al.*
Next to programmed electrical stimulation, infusion of antiarrhythmic drugs may provide
information on the pathophysiological substrate of VT. We demonstrated that the concentration of flecainide needed to terminate VT based on a reentrant circuit comprising a slow
conduction zone through the scar was only half of the concentration needed to terminate
VT based on reentry around the scar. Furthermore, in some cases a change in morphology
of the VT could be observed during infusion of flecainide, providing evidence for the presence of a second slow conduction zone. Thus, although nowadays it is considered malpractice to prescribe flecainide to patients with a previous myocardial infarction,^' administration of this drug in the electrophysiology laboratory can be a useful tool to characterize the substrate for VT and to unmask hidden pathways through the scar.
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Many clinical as well as experimental studies have shown that the reentrant circuits causing VT after myocardial infarction usually comprise an area of slow conduction through
the infarct and that this slow conduction zone is the critical component of the reentrant circuit."* '* Previous studies in Langendorff perfused human hearts with a chronic myocardial
infarction and in canine hearts with a healing myocardial infarction have suggested that
slow conduction can be due to 'zig-zag' conduction in the complex network of surviving
fibers." reduced gap-junctional coupling between the individual myocytes." or decreased
excitability of the myocytes themselves.'* A more recent study in cultures of neonatal myocytcs showed that currcnl-to-Ioad mismatches may occur at branching sites of muscle
fibers, which may cause slowing of conduction/" Such mismatches can also be expected
to occur in infarct scars, in which the surviving tissue forms cell islands interconnected by
cell Strands."""** However, the exact effects of these structural and electrophysiological
alterations within the infarcted area on impulse propagation arc still largely unknown. In
this thesis, we attempted to determine the key parameters for slow conduction through the
infarcted area. We found some arguments that currcnt-to-load mismatches within the
infarct importantly contribute to slow conduction. Firstly, ultra-high density mapping of
the infarcted area (intcrelcctrodc distance 5(M)um) showed that slow conduction within the
scar especially seemed to occur at branching sites of tracts of surviving myocytes. The conduction velocity at branching sites could be as slow as < 5cm/s, whereas electrical activation of the connecting strands occurred almost simultaneously. Secondly, due to the imbalance between source and sink at branching points, these sites were expected to be more
vulnerable for the action of class 1 drugs. We demonstrated that flecainide indeed preferentially depressed conduction through the infarct. It must be noted however that preferential slowing of conduction by class I drugs is also expected to occur at sites where the safety factor for conduction is low because of reduced excitability of the cardiac cells. Pu et
al.'* demonstrated that surviving myocytes within the infarcted indeed have a reduced excitability due to ischemia-induced alterations in the Na channel. However, since very slow
conduction (< lOcm/s) has never been observed as a result of Na' blockade alone,'" reduced excitability of the surviving myocytes does not seem to be the main cause of slow conduction through the infarct. Very slow conduction (l-5cnvs) has been demonstrated in tissue with a high degree of cellular uncoupling/'' In these circumstances the activation front
follows a meandering pathway (zig-zag conduction) and conduction is sustained by
sequentially activated patches of tissue, each of which consists of a few cells being activated simultaneously.**"'" Many studies have suggested that a reduction of cellular coupling
and altered distribution of the gap junctions between the surviving myocytes (gap junctional remodeling) plays a seminal role in slow conduction through chronic myocardial
infarction.'"''"''" However. Jongsma et al. showed that gap junctional remodeling only gave
rise to small to moderate changes in conduction velocity.''* Recent work of Haberl et al."
also suggested that reduced cellular coupling can not be the only cause of slow conduction
through the infarct. In a rabbit model of anatomic reentrant VT around a cryolesion. a seg-166-

ment of slow conduction was created by local infusion of heptanol resulting in electrical
uncoupling of part of the circuit. It was demonstrated that even very early premature
impulses still propagated through the slow conduction zone and did not terminate the
tachycardia/' Since VTs in chronically infarcted myocardium often KJM be terminated by
premature stimuli, this implicates that slow conduction through scar tissue can not solely
be due to cellular uncoupling. Thus, depressed excitability of the surviving myocytcs. discontinuous tissue geometry or dispersion of refractoriness may also play a role. Future
lines of research are needed to fully characterize the electrophysiological properties of the
slow conduction zone. If it would be possible to exactly localize the complete tract of slow
conduction, unmask hidden pathways within the scar, and identify the key parameters for
slow conduction in individual patients, antiarrhythmic therapy might be applied with a
much higher success rate.
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In patients with chronic ischemic heart disease ventricular tachyarrhythmias art a major
cause of mortality.' Electrophysiological studies have demonstrated that reentry is the
underlying mechanism of these arrhythmias." Surviving myocardial fibers in the infarctcd
region are crucial for the genesis of reentrant tachyarrhythmias.' Studies in dogs have
shown that VT usually originates from the thin surviving epicardial border/one overlying
the myocardial infarction.* Early in the healing process the fibers in the epicardial borderzone are still orientated parallel to each other but arc separated by edema or connective tissue* Because of differences in conduction parallel and transverse to the fibers (anisotropy). functional reentrant circuits can be induced around lines of functional conduction
block (anisotropic reentry).*''" Reentrant excitation around an anatomical obstacle like a
large myocardial scar or a ventricular ancurysm has also been demonstrated to be a mechanism of VT (anatomic reentry)." Part of the anatomic circuit may consist of a tract of surviving myocytes embedded in scar tissue, forming a continuous electrical pathway through
the infarct."
Both functional (or anisotropic) as well as anatomical circuits usually comprise a zone of
slow conduction. During anisotropic reentry the circulating impulse propagates perpendicular to the fibers in part of the circuit." Due to directional differences in resistance, the
conduction velocity perpendicular to the fibers is three times slower than the conduction
velocity parallel to the fiber orientation.'' Slow conduction in anatomical circuits has been
attributed to 'zig-zag' conduction in the network of surviving fibers,'" increased gap-junctional resistance between the myocytes." or reduced excitability of the myocytes.'' Recent
studies have emphasized the role of a high wavefront curvature in slowing of conduction."
The objectives of this thesis were I) to characterize the conduction properties of pivoting
wave fronts with a high curvature in the subepicardium, 2) to study the characteristics of
reentrant VT in rabbit hearts with a healed myocardial infarction, and 3) to characterize the
conduction properties of the chronically infarcted myocardium.
Conduction around a Pivot Point
The studies were performed in isolated Langendorff perfused rabbit hearts. The right ventricle, the interventricular septum, and the endo- and midmyocardial layers of the free wall
of the left ventricle were ablated by a cryoprocedure, only leaving a thin sheet of left ventricular subepicardium intact. In the epicardial layer, the fibers are arranged in a longitudinal fashion. A thin linear lesion was made parallel to the fiber orientation by radiofrequency (RF) ablation. The RF-lesion was extended by a short incision. Electrical stimulation next to the lesion elicited a wavefront which made a sharp U-turn around the tip of the
lesion. A high density mapping electrode (240 electrodes, resolution 35O-7OOum) was used
for detailed analysis of the activation pattern of the U-turn.
In Chapter 2 we demonstrated that the conduction velocity of the impulse decreased considerably during pivoting around the tip of the lesion. The fast longitudinal conduction
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velocity of 70 cm/s along the lesion slowed down at the pivot point to 15 cm/s. Since the
conduction velocity perpendicular to the fibers was 30 cm/s, slow conduction at the pivot
point could not be explained by an increase in electrical resistance alone. The high curvature of the pivoting wavefront must also play a role. A general reduction of the inward sodium current by infusion of potassium or flecainidc depressed conduction of the pivoting
wavefronts about 1.6 times more than conduction of planar waves. This preferential effect
was due to discontinuous conduction and functional conduction block at the pivot point.
Especially during high frequency stimulation or early premature beats lines of functional
conduction block occurred at the tip of the anatomical lesion. Because the wavefront was
now forced to make a wider turn around the lesion, the conduction delay at the pivot point
increased markedly.
In Chapter 3 we demonstrated that the preferential depression of conduction at the pivot
point resulted in prolongation of the shortest attainable coupling interval of a premature
beat distal to the pivot point (distal VI-V2 interval). Since the distal VI-V2 interval was
longer than the refractory period a clear excitable gap was created in the descending limb
of the U-turn. Infusion of flecainidc prolonged the excitable period in the descending limb
of a premature U-turn from 30 to 55ms. The widening of the excitable period due to preferential conduction delay at pivot points may explain the antiarrhythmic effects of the
class I drugs.
Reentrant VI in Rabbit Hearts with a Healed Mvocardial Infarction
To study the mechanismen of VT in rabbit hearts with a healed myocardial infarction, a
myocardial infarction was produced surgically by ligation of side-branches of the left coronary artery. The peri-operative mortality was 23%. About three months after the operation,
the rabbit hearts were excised and connected to a Langendorff perfusion system. The characteristics of the model are described in Chapter 4. In hearts with a healed myocardial
infarction ventricular tachyarrhythmias were induced more easily and more frequently than
in control hearts. After the cryoprocedure (described above) sustained monomorphic VT
could be induced in 70".> of the infarcted hearts compared to 25% in controls. In the epicardial layers of 41 hearts with a healed myocardial infarction 68 different VTs were induced. The activation patterns during VT were studied by a spoon shaped mapping array
molded to the epicardial surface, containing 248 electrodes with an interelectrode distance of 2.25mm. Four different types of reentrant circuits were observed: 1) anatomic reentry around the scar (16%). 2) anatomic reentry' comprising a segment of slow conduction
through the scar (61%), 3) reentry within the scar (13%), and 4) functional reentry outside
the infarct (10%). In some hearts VTs with a different morphology could be induced. This
pleomorphism was due to different exit sites of the reentrant impulse from the infarct or to
a different direction of rotation. Also different VTs with the same morphology but with a
different cycle length could be induced. This was due to a change in conduction time of the
reentrant impulse through the infarcted area. Histologie examination of the hearts showed
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that in case of reentry' around the scar a continuous n n g of normal epicardium was present
around the scar. In case of reentry through the scar several isolated bundles surrounded by
fibrotic tissue were found in the infarcted area which formed an almost continuous tract of
surviving myocytes from one end of the infarct to the other side. Also in case of reentry
within the scar surviving myocytes were embedded in the fibrotic tissue of the myocardium.
:••
• • • • , ; _;**•*.•.,;.*;•.•••• :•,.•-«•; ;.•,••;.,;•;• ... :. :
Although the cycle length of the different types of V T varied c o n s t d m f e f c a M M n f t d w
tachycardias comprising a segment of slow conduction through the scar had the slowest
rate. The cycle length of these VTs was mainly determined by the conduction tune of the
circulating impulse through the infarct. The conduction time through the infarct resulted in
a 'diastolic' interval, since during normal amplification of the clcctrograms electrical activity was not recorded from the scar. However, at high gain (up to 4(KM)x) small potentials
became visible, completely bndging the diastolic interval. The effective conduction velocity through the infarct was usually less than 20 c m s , which was slower than conduction
parallel (70 c m s) and perpendicular to the fiber orientation (32 e r a s ) . In a few hearts the
electrical activation of the infarcted area was studied by ultra high resolution mapping
(resolution 500um). The differences in activation time between adjacent electrodes varied
between 0 and 40ms (local conduction velocity about k i n s ) . Long local conduction
delays in the infarct especially occurred at sites of changing tissue geometry such as the
entrance and exit of the slow conduction zone and at branching points of tracts of surviving myocytes.
In Chapter 5 and 6 we tested the effects of programmed electrical stimulation on VT. Both
during reentry around the scar as well as during reentry through the scar a large excitable
gap was present. During V T around the scar, the duration of the excitable gap mainly
depended on the size of the anatomic circuit whereas during VT through the scar the excitable gap was mainly determined by the conduction time through the segment of slow conduction. Because late premature beats already conducted with considerable delay through
the slow conduction zone, the partial excitable gap during VT through the scar was longer
than during VT around the scar. Early premature stimuli frequently terminated VT through
the scar by causing conduction block in the segment of slow conduction. The ability to terminate VTs through the scar by single premature stimuli was associated with a long segment of slow conduction, a steep slope of the reset curve and a large difference in functional refractory period between the normal myocardium and the infarct. VTs around the
scar usually could not be terminated by single premature stimuli. The different types of VT
also responded differently to overdrive pacing. Whereas VTs through the scar were always
terminated by overdrive pacing, in contrast VTs around the scar were usually accelerated.
Termination of VT through the scar was due to conduction block in the area of slow conduction and was often preceded by an increase in conduction time through this zone
(Wenkebach block). Acceleration and / or changes in morphology of VT by programmed
electrical stimulation were due to changes in exit site of the reentrant circuits, induction of
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double wave reentry or ventricular fibrillation.
In Chapter 7 we tested the effects of antiarrhythmic drugs on the different types of reentrant V I . The class Ic drug flecainide markedly slowed the rate of all types of VT by a
strong depression of conduction. The efficacy to terminate VT depended on the type of
reentry. The concentration of flecainide needed to terminate a VT through the scar was half
the concentration required to terminate a VT around the scar. Termination of VT through
the scar was always due to conduction block in the slow conduction zone. Flecainide
depressed conduction in the slow conduction zone twice as much as conduction in the noninfarctcd part of the ventricle. At therapeutic concentrations the class III drug d-sotalol
hardly affected VT. The calcium channel blocker vcrapamil terminated 1 of 3 VTs.
Conclusion!»
Conduction properties of U-turning wavefronts and the mechanisms of reentrant VT and
slow conduction in healed myocardial infarction were studied in Langendorff perfused thin
layers of subepicardium of the rabbit heart by high density mapping. A reduction of the
rupid Na current by high potassium or flecainide preferentially depressed conduction of
U-turning wavefronts by causing discontinuous conduction and functional conduction
block at the pivot points The preferential conduction delay at the pivot point created an
excitable gap in the distal limb of the U-turn. In the rabbit model of healed myocardial
infarction different types of reentrant VT could be induced with similar characteristics as
clinical VTs. Most circuits comprised a zone of slow conduction through the scar but VT
could also be based on reentry around the scar. These two types of VT could be distinguished by their response to programmed electrical stimulation and antiarrhythmic drugs.
Conduction through the infarct was slow and discontinuous. The results of ultra-high density mapping of the slow conduction zone showed that abnormal conduction especially
occurred at branching sites of strands of surviving myocytes. The effects of premature stimulation and antiarrhythmic drugs on conduction in the slow conduction suggested that
slow conduction through the infarcted area was not solely due to reduced cellular coupling
between the surviving myocytes. A source to sink mismatch at sites of changing tissue geometry and reduced excitability of the surviving myocytes may contribute to slowing of conduction in a chronic myocardial infarction.
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Samenvatting
Hartrilmcsloornisscn zijn een belangrijke doodsoorzaak bij patienten die een hartinfarct
doorgcmaakt hcbbcn. Dczc ritmestoornissen zijn gekenmcrkt door een snelle hartfrequentic en /ijn afkomstig uit de hartkamers, een situatie die wordt aangeduid als kamertaehycardic. Kamcrtachycardiecn die optreden na een hartinfarct berusten doorgaans op cirkelgclciding van de elektrische impuls. Hierbij wordt de impuls als het ware gcvangen in een
cirkclpad. Dit cirkclpad blijkt te worden gcvormd door overlevende hartspiervezels in het
infarctgebicd en be/it doorgaans een zone waarin de elektrische impuls abnormaal traag
wordt voortgclcid. Ondanks velc studies is het nog niet geheel duidelijk welke vormen van
cirkelgelciding in de chronische fase van een hartinfarct kunncn optreden en wat de oorzaak van trage geleiding in het infarct is. Zo is bijvoorbeeld pas uit recent onderzoek gebleken dat met name ook dc curvatuur van een elektrisch golffront een belangrijke determinant van dc gelcidingssnclheid is. Ook is nog onvoldocndc begrcpen waarom de behandeling van kamcrtachycardiccn met bchulp van gcnecsmiddclen. pacemakers en ablatietechniekeii hi j dc cue patient we I en bij de andere juist wcer niet effectief is. De studies in dit
proefschritt werden uitgevocrd om I) dc geleidingseigenschappcn van scherp draaiende
golttronten met hogc curvatuur tc ondcrzocken, 2) te bestuderen welke vormen van cirkelgclciding kunnen optreden in de chronische fase van een hartinfarct. 3) dc effect en van
elektrische stimulate en anti-aritmischc gcneesmiddelen op de verschillende vormen van
cirkclgclciding te analyseren, en 4) trage geleiding door het hartinfarct te karakteriseren.
De studies werden uitgevoerd in geisoleerde, Langendorff geperfundeerde konijnenharten.
Door middel van een vriestechnick werd de hcle rechter hartkamer en de binnenzijde van
ile linker kamer gcdood. zodat er slechts een dunne buitenste (of epicardiale) laag spierweefsel van de linker kamer overbleef. In deze epicardiale laag zijn de spiervezels in lange
evenwijdige banen gcrangschikt. Om de geleidingseigenschappen van scherp draaiende
golffronten te bestuderen werd in de dunne epicardiale laag een lineaire laesie parallel aan
de ve/.elrichting gemaakt d.m.v. radio-frequency (RF) ablatie (hoofdstuk 2). Aan het uiteinde van dc RF-laesie werd een dunne snede gezet. Door vlak naast dc RF-lacsie te prikkelcn werden golffronten opgewekt, die een schcrpe U-bocht rond de laesie maakten. Met
een high density mapping electrode (240 elektrodes. onderlinge afstand 350-700 urn) werd
de elektrische activatie van de U-bocht geanalyseerd. De geleidingssnelheid van de elektrische impuls varieerde sterk tijdens het draaien. Tijdens voortgeleiding längs de laesie
was de geleidingssnelheid 70 cm s. Op het draaipunt nam de snelheid af tot 15 cms. Een
algehele reductie van de depolarizerende stroom door infusie van kalium of het anti-aritmischc geneesmiddel flecainide vertraagde de geleiding van ronddraaiende golffronten
met hoge curvatuur gemiddeld 1 6x nicer dan normale recht doorgaandc geleiding. Dit prefercntie'le efleet op ronddraaiende golven werd vcroorzaakt door zeer trage geleiding en
gcleidingsblok op het draaipunt. Met name tijdens snel prikkelen of na toediening van kort
gekoppelde elektrische prikkels werden lijnen van geleidingsblok aan het uiteinde van de
anatomische laesie geinducecrd. Omdat het ronddraaiende golffront nu een wijdere bocht
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rond deze lijn van blok moest maken, veroorzaakte dit extra geleidingsv enraging. IX» prefercntiele geleidingsvertraging op het draaipunt resulteerde in een verlenging van het korst
mogehjke tijdsinterval tussen 2 opeem olgende ronddraaicndc golffronten distaal van het
draaipunt (distale VI-V2 interval) (hoofdstuk 3). Omdat het distale VI-V2 interval nu langer was dan de tijd die de spiercellcn mxlig haddcn om /ich te herstellen \an de \oorgaande activatie (rcfractaire penode) ontstond een exciteerbarc periode in het atgaandc
been van de U-bocht. De exciteerbarc periode distaal van het draaipunt verdubbeldc tydens infusie met flecainide.
Om de mechanismen van harintmestiH>misscn bij komjncn met een chronisch hartmfurct
te bestuderen. werd een infarct van de linker hankamer geproduceerd door /ijtakken van
de linker coronair artene af tc sluitcn (hoofdstuk 4). Ongevecr 3 maandcn na de operatic
werden de hancn verbonden aan een Langcndorff perfusie systeem In de harten met een
infarct werden vaker en makkelijker kamemtmestoornissen upgewekt vergeleken met harten zonder infarct. Nadat d.m.v. de vriesprocedure een dunnc epicardialc laag was
gecreeerd konden 68 verschillende ventriculaire tachycardiecn (VT) worden gcinducccrd
in 41 harten met een chronisch myocardinfarct. Het activaticpatroon van dc VTs wcrd
bestudeerd door simultane rcgistratic van de elektrische activatie van de linker kamcrwand
middels 248 elektroden met een underhnge af stand van 2.25mm. Lr werden 4 verschillende soorten cirkelgeleiding (reentry) onderscheiden: 1) anatomische reentry rond het infarct
(16%); 2) anatomische reentry met een segment van trage geleiding door het infarct (61%);
3) reentry geheel in het infarct (13%); 4) functioned reentry naast het infarct (10%). In
sommige harten werden verschillende VTs opgewekt. Het verschil tussen de VTs kon soms
verklaard worden door de aanwezigheid van mecrdere paden van ovcrlevendc spicrbundeltjes in het infarctgebied. Dit Icidde dan ofwel tot ecn andere uittrede plaats van de elektrische impuls uit het infarct ofwel tot een andere geleidingstijd door het infarct. In andere gevallen was het cirkelpad precies hetzelfde maar was de draairichting van de impuls
tegenovergesteld. In een aantal harten werd met een hoge rcsolutie mapping elektrode
(interelektrode afstand 500 um) de geleiding door het infarct bestudeerd. Het verschil in
activatietijd tussen naburige electrodes was soms wel 40ms, hetgecn overcenkomt met ccn
wel zeer trage lokale geleidingssnelheid van ongeveer I cm/s. Trage geleiding kwam vooral voor op kruispunten van overlevende spicrbundeltjcs in het infarct en aan dc in- en uitgang van het segment van abnormale geleiding door het infarct.
Door toediening van elektrische prikkels tijdens de VT bleek het mogelijk het type van cirkelgeleiding te differentieren (hoofdstuk 5 en 6). Tijdens reentry rond het infarct Icidde
toediening van een vroeg gekoppcldc (of premature) elektrische prikkcl nauwelijks tot
enige geleidingsvertraging in het reentry circuit. Deze VTs rond het infarct waren doorgaans ook niet te stoppen met zo'n premature elektrische prikkel en tijdens toediening van
een reeks van 10 premature prikkels trad zelfs meestal een vcrsnclling van de VT op.
Tijdens reentry met een segment van abnormale geleiding door het infarct gaven premature elektrische prikkels doorgaans juist een aanzienlijke geleidingsvertraging in het reentry
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circuit. Meer dan 50% van de VTs door het infarct kon gestopt worden met een enkele premature prikkcl en alle VTs termineerden tijdens toediening van een reeks van 10 prikkels.
Tcrminatie van dc tachycardic was altijd het gevolg van geleidingsblok in het segment van
abnormale geleiding door het infarct. Tevens bleek dat door elektrische stimulatie 'verborgen' paden in het infarctgebied ontmaskerd konden worden.
De vcrschillcnde typen VT reageerden ook verschallend op infusie van anti-antmische
gcnccsmiddclcn (hoofdsluk 7). Zo was voor het stoppen van een VT rond het infarct een
2x hogere concentrate van flecainidc nodig als voor het stoppen van een VT door het
infarct. Dil wcrd verklaard door het feit dat flecainide de geleiding door het infarct prefercnticcl vcrtraagde. Tijdens infusie van flecainide veranderdc in een aantal gevallen het
reentry circuit, waardoor potcnticlc cirkelpaden zichtbaar werden.
ßcschouwing
()m paticntcn die lijden aan hartritmestoornissen zo goed mogelijk te bchandelen is kennis omtrent het onderliggende mechanisme van hun ritmestoornis onmisbaar. Het doel van
de studies zouls beschreven in dit proefschrift was om verder inzicht te krijgen in de
mcchanismen van levensbedreigende kamcrritmestoornissen die kunnen voorkomen na
een hart-infarct. Dc cxperimentcn in de geisoleerde konijnenhartjes toonden dat. net als bij
paticntcn, kamcrtachycardieen kunnen berusten op verschillende typen van cirkelgeleiding
in hot infarctgebied. Door gebruik te maken van elektrische stimulatie en anti-aritmische
gcnccsmiddclcn bleek het mogclijk dc verschillende typen cirkelgeleiding van elkaar te
onderscheiden en informatic te verkrijgen over de geleiding van de elektrische impuls in
het infarctgebied. Aangetoond werd dat abnormaal trage geleiding met name kan voorkomen op plaatsen waar de curvatuur van het elektrisch golffront plotseling toeneemt, zoals
op scherpe draaipunten en op kruispunten van overlevende spierbundels in het infarctgebied. Verder bleek dat de working van bcpaaldc anti-aritmische geneesmiddelen wel eens
zou kunnen berusten op preferentiele geleidingsvertraging en geleidingsblok op deze specifieke plaatsen. Als het mogelijk zou zijn om bij individuele patienten het onderliggende
substraat voor do kamcrritmestoornis te typeren en de precieze oorzaken van trage geleiding in het infarctgebied te karakteriseren, zal de effectiviteit van de behandeling van deze
patienten aanmerkelijk kunnen toenemen.
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is de totstandkoming van dit proefschrift te danken aan de steun van Marijkc. Met haar hcrinner ik Maastricht als de geboortestad van onze dochtcr Laura.
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